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PREFACE

This review is a kind of harvest of my random study and

reading on oeanography for many years, a itbough actual enter-

prise of writing began just this past summer* When I started

some experimental work on turbulent diffusion in the sea, X

felt an urgent need for a quick reference to the studios on

turbulence in the ocean. However, there is neither published

nor unpublished literature available which might answer such

a need, although meteorology has already a series of monographs

and books on atmospheric turbulence by Lettau (1939). Sutton

(1948), Ellison (1956). Priestley (1959) and Pasquill (1962).

Of course there is some similarity between oceanic and atmos-

phorIc turbulence, but quite a number of processes includinig

those at the free surface and at lateral boundaries are peculiar

to oceanic turbulence.

Then, X had a chance to work at the Veather Bureau In

Vashington, DC. this sumoor through a project on storm surges.

Mr. D. Leo Harris, the bead of the branch for this project,

suggested that I write a review on vertical eddy viscosity,

because determination of this parameter is important to numerical

prediction of storm surges in shallow water and yet there is quite

a lot of controversy among the studies done before, A draft of

the first five chapters was thus finished during my stay in

VashlnCton, even though the life in this city was filled with so



many Joys that I could hardly concentrate on writing the draft.

After coming back to Tallahassee, I decided to add a few

chapters, In order to satisfy my need for reference to the papers

related to oceanic turbulence in general and to clear up, onee

and for all, my desk which was always jammed with so many books

and journals on turbulence that I could hardly find some ref.

orenoes quickly. The additional parts, then, ezpandwd into

more than twice the volume of the initial draft, reflecting the

situation that turbulence which was rather a stepchild In

ooeanograpy, is related to its many phases in some way or other.

How about oy desks? More crowded than before, indicating that

this review Is far from complete.

At first I tried to be consistent in style, mathematioal

notations, *too throughout the whole chapters Soon I found

that this task was as hard as keeping my desks clear. So

many of the mathemtIcal notations are presented as the original

authors used tbhem, although in acme cases they are corrected in

order to avoid confusion at least In each chapter. Some inoon-.

sistencies In mathematical notation should be blamed mostly

on my carelessness and negligence, but partly due to the dif-

forent usages by many authors reviewed. Such heterogeneity

might be inevitable to the present developlng stage of researches

on oceanic turbulence.

The spectrum of nationalities of the papers reviewed reflects

neither quality nor quantities of works done about oceanic tur.

bulence at correspond;ng countries. The Russian papers are

reviewed rather abundartly, because they wera not well known in

this country and also because I am struggling to mster this
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difficult language for the third time in my life. The Japanese

papers are quoted quite often because they are not well known

here and because I -ippen to be familiar with this lan uage.

I hope that the most frequent quotations from my own papers

would be justified on the same reason as mentioned above, i.e.,

those papers are deplorably unread.

I am greatly indebted to the Office of Naval Research

through its support of the research project *Turbulent Diffusion

and Surface Phenomena in the OceanN. Also, I am very grteful

to Mr. Harris and his group at the Weather Bureau for their

hospitality during my stay there. Last, but not least, I thank

Mrs. Susy Bowman who typed the ditto originals and deciphered

the hardly legible manuscript.

Takashi Ichbye

Tallahassee, Florida
Noveber, 1962
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TURBULENCE IN THE OCEAN Takashi Ichiye
(Review)

I. Introduction

In the preface of the book "The Structure of Turbulent

Shear Flow" 4.A. Townsend wrote that experimental knowledge on

turbulent shear flows was being accumulated too rapidly to

produce new theories. Unfortunately this is not true for oceanic

turbulence. There have been very few experimental studies on

structure of turbulent flows in the ocean, partly owing to

difficulties in instrumentation which must be operated under a

rather unfriendly environment full of corrosive mediumg uncon-

trollable living things and violent forces such as waves and

winds. However, most of the blames might be placed on a lack

of interests of physical oceanographers. Descriptive oceanographers

do not want to recognize importance in turbulence in order to

keep a sacred cow of oceanography, geostrophic model clean.

Theoretical oceanographers also try to minimize the influence

of turbulence in order to keep their mathematics straightforward,

At the most they reluctantly include in their equations terms

containing eddy viscosities, the values of which may be deter-

mined at their convenience!

However , some fluid dynamicists studying tubulence, on

one hand, have been more and more interested in turbulence in

the ocean. One of reasons for such is that oceans provide an

ideal natural laboratory for turbulence of a wide range of

scales, clearly defined by boundaries of surface and bottom

and coasts, (Frenkiel, 1962) On the other hand, wome
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engineers and physicists, engaging in study of underwater acoustics

or pollution problems are also increasing their interests in

oceanic turbulence. Therefore, it will be expected that in

some future every oceanographer should talk about turbulence,

at least to conceal his ignorance on dynamics of the ocean

flows.

Why oceanographers should have a knowledge of turbulence?

Although most of movements of water in the ocean is slow, it

becomes turbulent owing to a large scale of motion in the

ocean. However, general problems in physical oceanography are

particularly those of descrtive oceanography are to obtain

information on movement of the ocean water in the averaged

condition over a certain period of time al/or a stretch of

space. Classical instruments for measuring oceanographic

data like propeller type current meters and the data procession

such as dynamic calculation of ocean currents from hydrographic

data were intended, though without any special attention, to

obtain data averaged over time and/or space, rather than to

obtain instantaneous values. Even so, it is very important

to have an idea how representative are such data as obtained

by classical means, what kind of average should be used, etc.

In order to answer propqrly such questions basic knowledge on

turbulence is essentlal0
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2, mixing langEAi thkovv

Generally ispeaking turbhulence problems becom* important to

oceanography or meteoroJ.agy through relationxhips between tur-

buldonce and mean motion of the water or afosphere. In order

to obtain such relationshipog hydrodynamic equations of motion

are averaged over a certain period of time, a domain In space

or a great number of realixations of fluid motion. So effect

of turbulence. on the mean flow Is expressed by terms called

ReYuuelds stresses.

The most Important effect of turbulence on the mean flow

Is to transport momentum, beat and properties of fluid in a

different way from laminar flow,, As the first step to noot-,

porating such effect mathematically Into the Navier-Stokes equa-

tions, an analibogy with molecular diffusion was assmiedo The

mpean flow is treated like a "laminar flow* using eddy viscosity0

Uoveverg the eddy viscosity has an order of magnitude of 100 to

toSt times of molecular viscosity, depending on a scale of motion

considered* Moreover, the eddy viscosity Is variable not with

space, and timeg but also with stability and other dynamic charsc-

teristics of the mean flow. Most of the efforts on study of

turlbulence In oceanography and meteorology before the recent

decade were devoted to determing such dependency of eddy viscosity

e various characteristics of the sean flow0

One such effort, wbiab turned out to be quite useful to

preetleal problems Is a mixing length theory of Prantdlo Apparent

*Mace** of this hypothesis In explaining many types of flows,

beft of laboratory scale and geophysial scale, lead many people

A -3-



to accept It as an established fact@ However, merits of this

hypothesis are to give a heuristic explanation on problems such

as vertical distributiono of velocity of mean flow in the ocean and

the atmosphere near the boundary0 t:o far as we understand the limit

of validity of the theory, it is quite useful to problems like

estimates of wind stresses or evaporation near the surface from

synoptic weather chartso Therefore, a historical interest, It

is worthvhile to practical as well as historical interests to

describe the development of the theory and its application to

oceanographic problems. In fact, many Russian works on oceanic

turbulonce were done in recent years t a new development of

mixing length theory, with a certain amount of success in

heuristic approach to the vertical m*i.ing and air-sea interchange

problems.

Historically speaking, the idea of mixing length was already

introduced by Bousinesq at the end of last century but Prandtl

(1925) elaborated it later (Dryden, )urnagan and Batsman 1932)a

The application of the mixing length theory to oceanographic

and meteororlogical problems was initiated by Prandtl (1932)

and by Rossby (1932)o After then, many elaborations, developments#

misuse and abuse of the theory followed* Development by Rossby

and Nontouery (1935v, 1936) contributed very much to spreading

the influence of the theory among meteorologists and oceanographerso

Subsequent applications of the theory were extended to determination

of vertial profiles of wind or ocean currents near the boundary,

estimation of wind st;-;esses over the ocean and ground (Wilson,

1960), heat transport and evaporation (Priestley, 1959 Wind

stress formula and evaporation formula which are still used to



compute wind stresses and evaporation rate from synopitic data

are mostly derived from the mixing length theory, Among them

we can name the rvaporation formula derived by Montgomery (194O,

Sverdrup (1937) and Thornthvalto (1939)o The theory also vas

applied to a probla of shallow water ourrents produced by winds,

first by Rossby and Montgomery (1935') and then by Hellstrom

(194i) in his study of stRIN surgoo

Essentially, the mixing length theory (or more properly

it might be called hypothesis, is one of the assumptions the

Reynolds stresses in terms of quantities represented the structure

of the mean flow. With conventional coordinate system in

meteorology and oceanograpby, which z and y axis are taken horS-

sontally and a-axis is taken vertically upwards, the mixing

length hypothesis In most essential form is expressed by an

equ. tion*

In which LC and W/are turbulent velocity components In x and a

directionso 4 is the mean flow. The quantities 2' and

are called mixing lengtbo The quantity Fis defined in analogy

with a mean free path of gas molecules In dynamical theory of

gOese The relation similar to equation (1) was already

derived by Taylor (1915) and Schmidt (ItI)o Prandtl"'s contri-

bution is the derivatiop of the second relation which defines

*t as a mixing length in Prondtl e sense*
-u-



3. Planetary Boundary Layers

Rossby and Montgomery (1935) proposed a hypothesis combining

earlier theory of Rossby (1932) on application of a mixing length

hypothesis to the Ekman layer in the atmosphere and the ocean

and the theory of Prandtl (1932) on a frictional boundary layers

According to them, the frictional layer between the ground or

the sea burface and the layer where geostrophic flows are valid

Is divided into two partsu a frictional boundary layer, in which

pressure gradient is balanced by shearing stresses and a planetary

boundary layer in which CorioLs' force has the same importance

as these two forces0  The depth of frictional boundary layer

and planetary boundary layer are indicated by H and h9 respectivelyo

In the frictional boundary layer, the relation between mixing

length (*), shearing stress (T) and height from the boundary (s)

is from Prandtl's length hypothesis given by

-S-_9 A (AY7's (3,,3)

0 *o -)(34)

where Z, is measured above the mean level of roughness elements

of the boundary, s o is the roughness parameter which is almost

equal to 1/30th of the average height C of roughness elements

and d[7ds represents the shear of the mean motions The stresses

too are assumed to be constant with height in the frictional

boundary layer. The well knsown logithmic profile (5) of the

mewn flow V is obtained by integrating (3) with so

T, = (Ii)4a 1o8(z+z.4.J* 0&0
-6-



Although equation(}5) Is derived for the air flov near the

ground, the equation similar Is considered to give the profiles

of the wind over the water or of the drift current below the

sea lovelo For the drift current, the values of z. should be

modified by taking into account of surface waves.

In the planetary boundary layer, Rossby and Montgomery

assumed that the rate of shear is constant and that the mixing

'angth decreases linearly with height and vanishes at the top

of the layer° When the mean velocity is expressed by complex

form like W _t V these assumptions lead to the equations

w/ dz = Ke4-0 (36)

-her-KAY4kare constants and is variable with Z The

origin of Z is taken at the top of the frictional boundary

layer. The equation of motion becomes:

d(38)

In which Is geostrophic current and A is given by Ke .
The relationship between 14 and Z can be obtained by differen-

tiating eL) about , Thus, we have:

wbore sI the angle between the wind at the top of frictional

boundary layer %zo o There are the following relationships among

various constants.K= A- 1/ k" ,

U -- A F/)) k/

The wind profiles in the planetary boundary layer are expressed

by: L Ifr *O

wbere:

The eddy-viscosity I. expreived ftow Prndi!i hypothesis by

.. .. . ( 4)



The condition that mixing length 1s tontinuous at the boundary

between planeta-y and ft°itional boundary layer leads to

Also, the conditions that vind velocity and direction and .rictional

drag are continuous there lead to the relation%hips between q

and _ 4 such as # ./ h ( k )

rwa equation 17, 1/can be determined when U and Zaro given.

Then can be determined from equation )19 using this value of

qA The total height of the layer of frictional influence Is

thus given bya
H 3 'n ,l : -'  -

A vertical diatribution of eddy viscosity obtained from this

theory is shown in Fig: 1. by taking ,=2C 1ii6,-Idand .7,75

r4 20 j,. respectively, The dot ted cuv,,s indivate the distrI..

butiono in which eddy vlrtoslty in the layer above the planetary

boundary layer is taken to be equal to S0 S211 instead of zero.

accor-ding to the eit-mation of Richardson (1926)o

Reetnt development or the planetary boundaxy layer- based on

mizing length theoty wa reviewed by Ellison i1956) and Blackadar

(1962),, The latter, especially, introduced a continuous diastri.-

button of the mixing length like

In this distributton, 1 increameb i.i 1 near to the ground

but it approaches to the Eunztant value ,pain higher levels

Wind-driven currents or well as wind near the ground were

first discussed mathouactcally by Ekn.n (190 J, who introduced

the Idea of" eddy vYio.kt-y, althaugh he assumod the constant value



of it in order to avoid mathematical complexity° Vertical distri-

butions of flows In the friction layer of the ocean and the atmos-

phere predicted by his theory have not been changed substantially

In later developments by his successors. The hodographs of such

flows called 'Ekman's spiral" are referred almost in every text

book of oceanography and meteorologyo Rossby and Montgomery

(1935) also applied their theory of the atmospheric boundary

layer flow to wind-driven current In the upper layer of the

oceao Only the difference between the atmospheric and the

oceanic boundary layer Is in the surface roughness at the

atmospheric boundary solid ground and at the oceanic boundary

flexible sea surface.

It Is well understood that the roughness of the ocean surface

must be changed according to the heights of the surface waves,

although mathematical formulation of such relationships might

be quite intricate. Rousby and Montgomery (1935) simply assumed

that the roughness parameter of the sea surface is proportional

to the surface wave helghtso Furtherp they speculated that the

proportional coeflicient Is of an order of one, for the drift

current and Is about equal to 1/3Ofor the wind over the sea

surfaceo It seems to be more probable to consider that the

roughness of the sea surface to the wind might be mainly due to

the capillary waves of higher steepness superposed on larger

waves, as suggested by Neumann (1952)o Effects of waves on the

drift currents or more generally the interaction of waves and

currents is more intricate problem than speculated by Rossby

and Nontg~meryo The mathematical treatment of hydrodynamics

-9-



(
pertinent to this problem is now undertaken by Miles (1960),

Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1961) and others, The discussion

of this problem will need quite a space.

The depth of the planetary boundary layer* of the ocean,

according to Rossby and Montgomery, from an argument similar

to the one on the atmospheric boundary layer Is given by

=3 4e/;3I-F = wVe (3.20)
where Rand P~are the dessity of air and water, respectivelyo

The wind stress and surface wind speed koare related by

In which - is a drag coefficiento The determination of this

coefficient is a matter of controversy which was reviewed

recently by Wilson (1960).. Its value is dependent, not only

on the roughness of the surface, but also on some specified

height at which the wind speed Is measured.

The angle 9obetween the wind stress and surface drift

is given by:

Pa Y. = 2 (J 3Z) (3-2Z)
in which: (3 4

whereL~is the roughness parameter of sea surface for the

currents below* The wind factor, ratio of the surface drift

to theiind ,.peed Is given by:

These two quantities, angle between wind and surface

drift and the wind factor were widely used to verify a theory,

particularly of Stmn (190;), on drift currento because they

are considered as the quanti.ties determined easilys fot instance,
-10- *



from ships' logso However, in order to test by observations

the theory of drift currents either by Ekuan or by Rousby and

Nontgomeryq the following conditions on which the theory was

based should be satisfied* These conditions ares (1) Deep

sea without noticeable effect of bottom friction, (2) Open

se" without effects of coastal boundariesp (3) Homogeneous

density of oer, (g ) No surface slope andp (5) Wind in steady

state* It is rather surprising that the angles between wind

and surface drift were determined mostly in the shallow seas

and land-locked such as the Baltic Sea (Dinklage, 1888; Witting,

1909), the Gulf of Bothnia (Palmong 1931) and the Eastern

Mediterranean (Forchl 1911)o Only the data used by Gallo (1910)

were obtained in the equatorial regf.ons of the Indian Ocean,

Indicating agreement of observed angles with those predicted

by the Ekman theory. However. such agreement Is not conclusive,

because the North and the South Equatorial Currents are not

only driven by wind, but also caused by the slope of sea sur-

face, (See Defant(1961),pp412-418. The references are listed there#)

Apparently ene of the most suitable places to test the

Ekuan's theory might be the Sargasso Sea or the counterpart

In the Pacific Ocean. So far there is no observation for this

purpose In such region exapt the one by Stommel (19514), who

tried to measure the drift currents in the Sargasso sea by use

of drifting buoys, but without any conclusive result.

4. Application of mixing length theory to shallow watero

Roseby and Montgomery (1935) also applied the mixing length

theory to shallow water currents for the first time. Instead

of discussing general features of turbulence in the shallow
-11-



wote-a, Lhty iorta to OIP)4%IYI the VfpwtiCai dlitributionti Of

eurrenta moosuzed withihk Oight h~ours onf a Clortain do y ot

'~i~aw Aou ~Yj Mossaahusetto, which is 1? m deep. Bogle baum-

* ~ ntionx of their theory are that the miing I-ngth is constant

~with J1spth and that the shearing stress decreases with depth

In ease mind blow* aceinst the tidal currents end It remains

constant vith depth In *a*e wind blow* with the currernts.

In general equation of motion of tidal currents In a

shallow sea Is given bye

Ona that specific day vh~n th. current was measured, the

wind blew almost parallel to the long axis of the boa In

the morning, tidal currents flowed against the wind. The data

showed that current speed was almost unchantged during the

morning. In equation 4~4), Z 4*is assumed to be vanish and the

equation for ' ',between the surface and the depth of maximum

speed to given bye

~~?01 - k("A)t '4. 2)
where, ?.Io the surface stress, is1 the depth of the maximum

velocity and the origin of, to taken at the layer of the

maxiaium speed. With an assumption of constant mixing length,

the vertical distribution of velocity and soddy viscosity are

given bys *() * / 43

BSy e001aring W4~) with observed velcity profiles, they obtained

the ratio of mixing length Ito total doptb4 as Oo@510
.12-



In the afternoon, the tidal current flowed in the same

direction as the wind. The observed current shoved linear

decrease in speed with depth, leading to the assumption that

the stress Is constant with depth. Then, 2OL/at and - c /a

should balance each other. The constant value of Zj is given

by the last term of equation (44)o The mixing length can be

determined since T is equal to the surface vind stress T-.

andL4is known from the observed current profile, thus obtained*

The value of) is 0o052d, and is surprisingly close to the

value estimated by use of the data for the current flowing

against the vind*

An approach essentially similar to Rossby and Montgomery's

study was taken by Kivisild (1954) in order to derive vertical

distributions of veltoity in a shallow water as one of problems

pertinent to storm surges. Ichiye (1952a) also determined

vertical distributions of velocity caused by a stationary wind

blowing perpendicular to the coast under more general boundary

conditions at the bottom than Kivisild.

Both studies are based on the equation of motion in the

i-direction under steady condition

in whichzis the shearing stress. Inertia terms and Coriolis*

term are neglectedb Since ix Is constant with depth, Integration

of (4.-S) with a yieldsm

-- (4--6)

In which r Is the bottom stress, which must be dependent on

roughness of the bottom and current close to the bottom.
-.13-



I
The velocity profiles are also depGndont on the boundary

conditions at the bottom. Ichiye (1952a) considered three

conditons at the bottome (1) Bottom stress and bottom current

are reverse to the surface stress, (2) Bottom stress is reversed

to the surface stress and the bottom current and (3) the bottom

current is reverse to the surface stress and the bottow stress*

In the last two conditions, the stress and the current at the

bottom are in the opposite direotion. This is possible since

the stre3s acts in the same direction as the strain or vertical

gradient of velocity which is not always in the same direction

as the velocity itself. The velocity distributions corrospondirg

to three conditions are given bys 3
(first case) U --- 700

(second case) j- -- (L6*./10e,)(-1'L Iw JZC v i) t(-b
(third case) I& -- 3a/~)l) 1 (/)L~J~ -(.

respectively, in which " is arman's constant, YL in equal to

ratio of surfaceo stress ? to the bottom stress ?, A1i

a ratio of mixing length j to the total depth 4 and 14 is the

friction velocity defined by

This ratio /nv can be determined from the following relations for

each case as a function of ) .

(first case) C (1~~ (4 0~
(second case) C ( -412)+ ek (rI =0 '1b

(third case) C ( (4I -( c

In which C=44~(5Qy Thea.0 equations are obtained1

with the conditions that the mixing lenth is constant with depth

and that the total mass transport vanishes owing to tbhe assumption



that the wind blows perpendicular to the coast. The vertical

distributions of velocity computed from those equations are given

from these equations ar4 given in Figure 2.

Kivisildgs theory treated only the condition corresponding

to the first case, In his discus*ion, the water body is div.ided

Into two layers ae the d(apth , Zf whera the strusa (r is

assumed to vanish, Th velocity distribution in each layer is

assumed to havN a logarithmic profile as &tven by Prandtl9 s theory

of turbulent flow ovr r,augh aurfaot, A different roughness

parameter is assumed in mah iayer. Kivisild verified his

theory by comparing it vriih the data obtained in a hydraulic channel

with a depth of 85 CML, as shown in F2.g0 3. The theoretical

curve seems to ftt rell with the observed dataQ However, his

theory leads to ;he infinite ixaJcity at the surface. Also, the

assumption of logarithmic proftle is valid only when the current

is turbulent anei the shear is constant with depth. Smh conditions

are not satis, ,od in the. experiments on which his data were based.

The agreement of the theoretical curve with the data does not

neOessari:ly impJ.r that his theory is valid because there are two

parameters t-vh'ch may be determined arbitrarily. The experimental

data seem ca ag-ree with the curwes computed either by equation

( '7 i. or(47b)of Ichiye's theory (1952a) with some modification

n*p., to the bottow corresponding to the assumption that the current

is larxiar near the bottom. In fact, the data of Ftg 0 3 indicates

that the height of the botcow layer (7) is only aboutC-cm, and that

the velocity gradient ir, this layer is steep, suggesting that the

bottom layer is a laminar boundary layer.,
-15-
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(a) (b)

-'7 -i ~

0 1o 20 3o 400 i3M '5 20

7 ( C " -/Sc) 7cm'10
Fig. 1. Vertical distributions of eddy viscosity (, u1
after Rostby and Monteomory(1935). (so=3.2 a, f-10.
(a) Adiabatic case. (b) Stable case, vith C1=10 in
equation (7.12). See Chapter 7.)

Wind Wind

-2 0 2 -10 0 10 20 30
(rn/s..0) (on/see)

F . 2 Vertical distributions of velocity of wind-driven
currents in a ivballow mter,after lehiye (1952 a). (Th.
curves 1,1r end irr are dotoriIned from qs.(4.7a),(4.?b)
nd (4 .7),respetively. For a,I1(no current at the bottom) 2

and xr, t "Ao.l. For to and IrU, R10.01. Wind stres.l1 g/cm see )

IF Fig. 3 Velocity profile In a

laboratory flume,after Kivisild

(1954). (Vind speed at 15 an

0 ~above vater-lO */ssaf-0.2 om.)

-10 0 10 20
(n/So) -16-



5' ,ddy viscosity and storm turg4*,,

Turbulena* generated In a 4haljw ,water by strong winds is

very important to many praotiloal probsVm l.ike storm surges and

beach erosion, However, in the past there was no reliable

measurement of turbulence in the se dusng a storm, This situ-

ation might continue until. some instruments which would be sturdy

enough to survive the strongest galew and yet sensitive enough

to record rapid fluctuations of currents will be constructedo

Storm surges are now studied from two rather indirect

approaches, One is the theorotical approach based on either

analytical or numerical solution of hydrodynamic equations

and the other is the experimental approach using wind tunnels

and water tanks,

In the theoretio approach, the equations of motion and

continuity are wed In a vertically Integrated forms

in which the s-axis is taken positive upwardJ from the origin

being at the undisturbed sea level, is the elevation of sea

level, 1s the depth, i s horisontal components of velocity,

s-direction, j is a Coriolis' pai amoter, is horimontal

Ul V.
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gradient, end F and ;j, are stress vector at the surface and

at the bottom, respectivelyo

In this system of equations. and

are unknown and is equal to wind stress which can be tons

puted by equation w y~j~(3 -2 1. If the integral torm

of inertia terms and in equation (5.l) are expressed as

functions of and/or r , then these equations (5,1)

and ($.2) will be sdred for and ig with the suitable

boundary conditions which postulate that the mass transport

noxul to the coast should vanish.

The structure of turbulence in the sea becomes related to

dynamics of storm surges through two quantities8 bottom stress

and integrated inertia terms of equation (..1). In computation

Of storm surges from equations (..1) and (5.2)9 some assumptions

on those two quantities are made, Hanson (1956) assumed that

and omu d oerically the tides and ourrents at the low River

and the storm swages in the North Sea caused by a storm of

January, 1953. Velander (1962) disomosed numerical Integration

of equation (5.5.) and (5.2) by taking

* Cj. "U 9(S--5)
This type of bottom stress was used also by Fisoher (1959) in

numerical solution of surees in a one-dimensional

@hannel. In his numerical integration



scheme* the bottom stress becomes particularly Important,

because without this term numerical solution becomes unstable,

In Chapter 49 the mizng length theory Is applied to

determine velocity distributions and bottom stress of the wind

ourent generated by constj.t wind stress In a non-rotational

uniform basin* Bowden (1953) discussed the bottom stress of

the wind-drift in a long channel in which there a"e strong

tidal ourrentse The bottom current (b is assumed to be

ezpressed by

Lkb L 0 * tLI S CO t

in which U. and (A "5itot are drift current and tidal current,

respectively and I . >- (kJ o The bottom stress

'b= Y-9 I(4I LUb

also consists of stationary and non-stationary part. The sta-

tionary part -r becomes

6

He determined the value of U0 and as functions of 2
depth - and constant eddy viscosity 7 for the stationary

wind current without surface slopes vith a condition that the

total transport vanishes. Thus,



The relation similar to this was obtained by bchiy* (1952 ).

alithough he did not take into account the tidal ourrentso

Veenink (1958) generalized equation (54?), by adding the term

32 a 7 ( , A.)-'
where L_ $i vertically averaged drift eurrento Ne applied the

generalized formula to the calculation of storm surges in the

North Sea.

Jel'uenbaum (1956, 1957) treated the stationary wind

currents In a non-rotating shallow water with a variable

vertical eddy viscosity. The ea ,.. of motion

-Z- (7 - )=-
are integrated twice with Z . under the boundary condition

that bottom current vanishes, giving mass transport as

in which the surface and bottom are taken at Z=oand >-

respectively, and is the vectorial wind stress0  The, intrn

grated equation of continuity; I N q 0,A4 M can be expressed by

M =- - aW M r ZDe4/x (-
whore is a stream function. Solving V5 from equation (5.1)

and using the relation C12 X ( S )0 1 WO hav0 the

equation about (

-20-



in vhi ha

_= dZ 47

The boundary condition alon the coast is - .

The velocity is nov *xpuossed by

-- Z -j x __z,

P - dx(z 4 1  (,
Zf Z,dAj (.i

The wind stress given by (3a) an be expressed in a

vectorial formig

where is the wind voctor and VOL =I W7 0 The eddy

viscosity can be expressed -by$?- = Ce x R * (i) (S.,5)

where ,z-x /-- following the studies Of

Sverdrtp and rJel.stad o eddy viscosities of the wind drift

in the Arctic "<oean, The constant Ce can be expressed by a

more familt, wind factor, ratio of the surface drift to the

wind sp4ed, The wind factor Cv, is defined in case of the

uni'orn, virdl flowing over the basin and witb such wind, equation

(5,) avd boundary condition (5.1*) lead to 4 -0 Then,

-21-



by takin O 0 In equation (5.13) and using relation

sowo

-- -+- f 0- * o
In ii.hb

If~~~ 3() I t ZY'~ the values of Ce b...mes T/4-pC1 ,

S/a. Cw and,~sj Cup far m - 0 . 1/2 and 3/& respe@.
t:iwI0y,. Then equation (5.10 can be transformed into

in Whioh V... m I and 8 or -O 9 1/2 and li,

rGpPOtively, This equation mn be solved fer (P under the

bniniry ooWitimo (oS. ). The elvation e and Velocity

ewe detemined frim (5.3). and (5A)S respetivelyo

GerSh.nern (1960a) treated the wind-driven courents in an

eelosed fbllow se for vaiable wind stresses, using a ea

Stant vertieal eddy ViCoo5ity ? 0 When the constant

wind stress starts suddonly, the steady state of Sea levels is

established after a time period proportional to K a77  * If
-22-
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a parameter -4-j/?>.is loss than ' ,the of fect of

Coriolis' force on the wind current is ugligible. Also

Gershengorn (1960b) derived a system of ordinary differential

equations with time as a variable, by integrating non-linear

equations of motion and continuity over an entire body of the

enclosed sea. He determined the phase lag between the change

of wind stress and response of sea level. It is found that the

effect of Coriolis* force becomes negligible for a basin of

extremely long or shallow.

With the non-linear bottom stress incorporated, it is found

that the period of seiches increases with increasing amplitudes

and that the characteristic differences occur in damping in

free oscillationsV phase shift and modes of resonance for

forced oscillations, if the ratio of frictional force to inertia

force exceeds a certain critical value.

Ichi o (1950a) compared the mass transports determined

from equation (591) with the bottom friction of a form (5o5) to

that obtained by integration of equations of motion with

constant eddy viscosity for stationary wind currents, He

derived the expression for coefficientg in terms of eddy

viscosity as$

in which Z7is assumed parallel toP and the depth - satisfies

the condition <

Iohiye (1950b) also derived an equation of the integrated

inertia terms in equation (5,l) in terms of mass transport,

eddy viscosity, wind stresses and surface slope by substituting
-23-



the solution of linearised equations of motion with constant

eddy viscosity into Lk of the integral as the first approxi-

mation. The result indicates that the approximate formula (5-3)

is valid in two extreme cases that the depths are much larger

or such smaller than the Skman's depth of frictional influ-

once, although in the case of deep sea the depth f in (5°3)

must be replaced by the depth of frictional influenoce He

(1950c) applied the same principle to the current generated

by a circular wind stress and discussed the vertical motion due

to a wind system like hurricanes. Platzaan (1962) also used

the similar approximation procedure to compute storm surges

in Lake Erie by a numerical method. The computed surges show

a good aqoeement with observed data, by adopting the eddy

viscosity equal to 4 O C a Sec - , on the basis of

consideration of the decay rate of the lowest mode of the

se1oohes

Hellstrom (1941) derived veloeity profiles of a stationary

vinLW4.rW*ven current in a ono-dimensional non.-rotating channel

under varioyss conditions like sloping bottom and three layered

fluids using eddy viscosity which is constant with deptho He

obtaiied the relation between the sea level and surface

wind atress

4~ LI d , +(9) Y.4 ~ 520)
and tested this relation and velsity profiles, using wind tides

deta i n many lakes and a laboratory experiment. Keklegan (1951)

and Francis (1951) also made small scale laboratory Investi-

&-ations *On rnd-driven currents. Van Dorn (1953) used a
-24-



natural pond for studying the relation between wind stress and

wind speed by determining the vind set-up,

Sibul (1954) made extensive experiments on the wind tides

in a laboratory channel of about 60 feet long, I foot wide and

1.15 foot deep. The experiments were conducted with both smooth

and rough bottom condition, in order to test the relation (5.19)

under various wind speeds. The results indicate that the

effect of roughness of the bottom becomes very pronounced in a

shallow vater, especially for higher wind speed, producing higher

set-ups than for a smooth bottom° Tickner (1957) studied the

effects of a vegetative roughness on wind-set up L ing the same

channel by varying the depth of the water relatively to the rough-

ness height of 0.1 feet at the bottom. The results indicate that

when the water depths were equal to or greater than the rough-

ness height t he average set up was higher than for a smooth

bottom, but when the water depths were less than the roughness

height, the averag wind stress becomes progressively smaller,

resulting in deerease of set-up. Later Tickner (1960) studied

the effects of reefs and bottom slope on wind set-up in the same

channel and analysed the data using a modified form of equation

(5J ). These experlments, particularly those of Tickner (1957)

prove that the turbulence produced by bottom roughness Is

critically important to the wind set-up in a shallow water.

Therefore, ironically they indicate the applicability o the

results of laboratory experiments to the situation is doubtful,

because the structure of turbulence during a storm in tttm natural

basin is certainly quite different from the one In the laboratory

channel. -25-



6. Surface waves and turbulence in the ocean.

It is generally believed that a strong wind agitates the

water of the upper layer causing uniform distributions of temp-

erature, salinity and other 1froperties of water. Also, it is

considered that not the periodic motion, but the breaking of the

waves increases the turbulence of the upper layer of the sea.

Although energy transfer from the waves to turbulence through

breaking is important, there are very few studies on this problem

both in theory and observation* Earlier study of this transfer

process was done in quite an abstract form by Ichiye (1952b). A

coupling between wave energy and turbulence energy, according

to him, is oezpressed by three relations such as

d E( 0/A R-± I? N 1Rt. - Rtu C6- 1)

R )t, W '- p9C F (L) dXC
in wahih ) spectrum of wave energy, n are energy

transfer due to tangential and normal stresses of vind,respeotivelyo

Rt ale a energy transfer due to resonance of waves to turbulent

fluotuation of the wind and RtVis an energy dissipation term

caused by the turbulence in the water, andP(X6t)is the energy spectrum

of turbulence. The argument 0 inEht)is the wave age which Is

related to X(wave number of tL ~AUlfnbO) by the formula

where U Is the mean velocity of the wind at a reference level.

Unfortunately, there was no analytical study on the spectrum of

wave energy at the time and thus he could not obtain any quanti-

tatLve result concerning with the ooupling.
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The problem of energy and momontlm' transfer from tho air to

the water atas treated in tersis of energy spectrum of waves for

the first time by Phillip- (1957) and Miles (957). These two

authors d.soussed two basic mechanisms of wave generation separ-

ately. The former considered the resonance between the surface

wave modes and the pressure fluctuations due to the turbulent wind

blowing over the wind. The latter treated the hydrodynamic insta-

bility of air-soa interface which was already disturbed. Stewart

(1961) discovered from the data on wind waves summarized by Groen

and Dorrestein (1958). a fact that the average rate of momentum

increase in "he waves is almost constant shortly after the onse'

of wind. He, then, conrcaded that a large portion of the momentum

of the air is transmitted into the water in the form of wave motion,

though some portion my go ivzto -mll waves or ripples which

rapidly are dissipated by viscosity.

Phillips (1962) reviewed subsequent development in studies

on wave generation suggesting the evolutional mechanism of waves

as follows: the wind begins to blow over an initially calm sea,

the resonance mechanism is more predom:Lnant, until the waves

become large enough for the instability to take hold. When the phase

velocity C of waves reached the wind speed U7 , the instability is

again very Ineffective, while the resonance is o"erating at its

best for the components for which c rt,

The process of dissipation of wave energy into turbulence

through wave energy was also treated by dimensional grounds by

Phillips (1958). In the limiting equilibrium state the form of

the wave spepctrum must be determined by the parameters Involved

_27-



in the physical process of formation of whitecaps thich are gener-

ated dynamically by the gravitational instability of the surfaces

the partiole acceleration cannot exceed g. Therefore, the fre-

quency speotrum§(w)is dependent only on and the frequency rA.) and is

given byT

In whiob is the surface elovationo Analytical treatment of

energy transfer process within energy spectrum of the waves by the

nonlinear mechanism was described recently by Hasseiman (1962)

estimated the4nergy input from the waves to turbulence, using

measurement o turbulence spectrum in the sea, which will be dis.

cussed in later section,

More or less empirical studies of eddy viscosity or eddy

diffusivity due to wave were done by several authors. Iohiye

(lQ)lct;derived the vertical eddy diffusivity 7L in a shallow

water ass

from anal,,.T with Prandtls mixing length theory, where hw.

'A and '7t are wave height, wave length and period of waves,

respectively and H is the depth of the sea. He compared the

vertical distributions of suspended materials, determined from

diffusion equation with this form of eddy diffusivity with observed

data, Later, Ichiye (1953) assumad that ii -addy di;as.vity

in the open sea consists of two parts lik c

4 (6.)



in which b is the part due to the background turbulence and the

exponential t represents the effect of surface waves. He used

water temperature data of the upper layer at two Japatiese ocean

weather stations to determine relationships between the parameters

in this eddy diffusivity and the state of the seaZ. The empirical

formulae obtained by use of least square method from the data for

the state of sea from zero to four are

=o4 (6 - a)

, 4 oo A 1  (6; -(& b)

This result is reasonable, because,is proportional to A (wave

length) and 4 (wave height) and also because

when Prandtl's theory is applied to the turbulence caused by waves.

However. numerical values of 0( determined empirital.ly seem to be

much smaller than those given by4r/.

In recent years several Russian authors published the results

of semi-empirical studies on eddy vis Qty due to waves. Dobroklonskil

(1947) introduced a formula of the eddy viscosity ?-W similar to

equation ( 6 -6) assuming that surface waves conwist of swells

only. He also used Prondtlts mixing length formula likes

.1(6 C")

in wbich PW and Ij4is the mixing length and shear caused by

waves. He assumed that the orbital motion of water particles

in the a urface waves transfer momentum in the vertical direction

as turbulent. Then a olassical theory of deep water waves yields

-29-



where f(qis Karmangs consant and other notations are the same

as before. However analogy betweon regular orbital motion

of waves and irregular motion of turbulence is only superficial,

as far as linear motion of the waves is concerned, because it is

easily seen that the Reynolds stress - vanishes for such orbital

motion, Therefore, constants in the expressions for(1I4)and(JI)re

meaningless, except as determined empirically by comparison with

data as done ty Ichiyo (19510 1953a).

Kitaigorodskii (1959a) developed an analogy with mixing

length theory further,, He assumed that the mixing length con-

sists of two partst one due to turbulence of surface waves jtand

the other due to turbulence of drift currents 1C 0 The mean our-

rent shear is also divided into the part due to waves (dU/dz)wand

the part duo to drift currents (St/dZ), The eddy viscosity is

assumed to have a form likes

In this equation he assumed that the quantities related to surface

waves are given by (Ii1) and (Ili.) and those related to drift currents

are by (3.6) and (3 .7) after the theory of Rossby and Montgomery

(1935) discussed in Section 3. This equation seems to be similar

to equation4.6) derived by Iohlye (1953), who determined empirically

the parameters involved. However, naive application of the mixing

length theory as done by Kitaiforodskil seems to be hardly justi-

flable. For instance, there is no physical ground in tbe assumption

that two parts of mixing length are additive. What is the meaning

of a term like (fL(7)W? The reasonable process to determine

is using the relation between tbe Reynolds stress L'i' and as

given by:0 (6 - I3)



Analytical treatnior.t of ith"s, s ,',.on in teo-ms of wave character-

istics is yet to come. Measurements ox Reyno.uW' sress Lan i% e

ocoean also are very scanty and were obtained only by Bowen (956),

whose results will be discussed in a later section.

Kitaigorodskii (1959b) introduced another theory on this

problem of generation of turbulence by surface waves. He consi-

dered the balance between the energy of waves dissipated by

molecular viscosity E. , and the energy of turbulent flowvT

The classical theory of viscous flow (Lamb, 1932) yields the

equation of the energy dissipation per wave length ass

U , = iy v X - c- a' C 6 .

in which )() a and C are wave number (K=2r/A I 1A is wave length)

amplitude and phase velocity of surface waves, respectively and

V) is molecular viscosity. Energy dissipation by turbulence per

wave length is given from analogy with viscous flow bye

where V is the volume of the body of water per wave length and

the bar means the average with time. Then he assumed that the

eddy viscosity is expressed by:

7 % I& 4 1UK (6 i

from Prandtl's mixing length hypothesis, in which is taken to

be equal to particle velocity of the waves

a -a e-() C L - CGO 6b)

Although the assumption on u is not justifiable, as discussed

before, equation (PL)is valid whon propnr values of and
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I
are used. Kitaigorodskii derived the equation for t'J

average *f ? with depth in terms of parameters of snrfaoe

waves on dimensional grounds. In . steady state the anerey of

waves dissipated by molecular viscosity is transferred to the

energy of turbulence of shear Tlowr which is maintained by wind

action, Therefore, we have

From dimensional basis, tj7 is expressed by the following equation

with an assumption that it depends only on A , wave period T,

and wave height hw(=.&).

t ?j , (. ,,,' " , T . -  (6 17)

For further development three elements of waves are replaced by

three parameters frequently used in a theory of wave generationt

wave steepness E= 4ov/ , wind speed W and wave age ( (: ciw).

In terms of the new parameters, oquation ( )beoomess

where

because it is confirmed both empirically and theoretically that

is a function B like

= . ( fO (6.)

Newman (1952) empirically obtained +(0) whioh is given by:

Kitagorodsky also qnoted a theoretical result of Krylov (1957)

who derived, (>=oC6 ( o, cjoy = 0,3q'7. (fay o3<,')
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I
Thus, the problem is reduced to determine Min equation (6-17).

Although validity of Prandtles mixing length theory applied to

orbital motion of waves is doubtful, Kitaigorodsy's argument

might give some q.1alitative idea on eddy viscosity due to waves.

From empirical evidences two conditions on the behavior of eddy

viscosity are postulated by him. The first condition is$

in which the equality corresponds to the state of fully developed

sea. The second oondition is

From dimensional ground 1J is expressed by

t 'i):"'' (4 ,# ( r  (e6' .K.

Thus, the second condition ( is replaced by

In order to determine 5t|, an assumption on relationships bdlwoen !

mixing length and parameters or wave motion is necessary. Three

alternative relationships were assumed and tested against the

conditions (13) and (24). The first assumption iss

This yields wL- with use of equations (l0)and (ia)-Then,

becomes Independent on 0, when Krylew'e relation (W1 is

stRuted. This might correspond to the state o f a fully

developed sea. The second assumption iss

I C•
This, with equations (!i j)and (,Yb yieids rt = 1. The funotion5(8)

now satifies inequality in (), However, the funotion'i(F) becomes

constant, and does not s.Uiiy 'it, condi.ion ). The third



!1

Z -m i- th n L95). Then the function

~(6)is given bys
f.4i(O%)iw o3+tS7 (6>o

This function satisfys two conditions (13) and 0 simultaneously,

and was com idered to be most plausible by Kitaigorodskyo

Also, the vertical distribution of values of eddy viscosity

Is given by him on dimensional basis as

= w1 - 1P (1z w- 1) (6 .51)
In which the funotion L'(X) has a form like

I Y) = IftAoX (6"a.)
with a positive value of AID. He oonsidered that the eddy viscosity

Increases, aooording to equation M), from the sureaco to a certain

depth and then decreases rapidly with depth below that level.

Boguslavsky (1957) determined the vertical eddy diffusivity

from 16 daily measurements of water temperature and radiation at

anchored stations of 200 m deep at a distance of 10 to 12 miles

from shore. The formula used for determining eddy viscosity is

where G is the sea temperature, Hd, is the depth of the influence

of daily temperature variation, Ab is the albedo of the water

surface, pIs the coefficient of radiation absorption and loiLs

the total radiation incident on the sea surface. The relationship

between the eddy viscosity and wave conditions is tested by using

Dobroklonsky s (1947) theory
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V
SCo ~ OT~ (1-34)

and Bowdents (1950) theory

_ ; CS iW AT'(.)

where 9U , 1, and T are vave height, wave length

and wave period, respectively. The coefficients CO and C a

are determined from the observed data of f w, X and 7

and the values of e computed by equation (6'35). The

result indicates that C5 is fairly constant but CO tends

to decrease with increasing wind speed of I to a u/s.'

Shebalin (1957) discussed the eddy Viscosity Induced by

waves in a shallow sea, generalising the result of Dobronklonsky

(1947). He considered the elliptical orbital motion of water

particles In linear waves for ae finite depths

3C C* -X +i ~ciP f (H- Zc) s,'.k:,(X6

X- ZX C ti A''*(Hf~ -~~- XrCd+ , (6-3 6b)

where - = k, (Siik.. II "', YCand C¢ are the coordinates of the

onter of the orbit, X, (a Ct -X C ) is a ooordinate whiab

is moving with the pftse velocity c in the direction of positive

X, i i~ the wave number (-27f//L ),

ad H Is the depth of the sea. The eddy viscosity Is assumed

to be given by the mixing length theory y 2 . /e ) (S,)

with mixing length equal to ) ) / a. (6. Tr 6A
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where the bar means average along X, and over the wave length

. The shear /" is given by

(6.3)
where -(H Zc) + IL I

because Lk = A -X /&- ioa function of X and

and Z is not explicitly included in the function of IA

Substituting ( C-39 ) and similar expression for a v /) "

into the formula (6'37b) and neglecting small terms, we have

When the sea is very deep, this equtioe becomes

e - 7~ X(6-40)
la T

whioh becomos equal to the equation derived by Dobroklonsky(19 ?).

Groen (1951i) considered the motion due to deep sea waves

consisting of three parts: the pure wave motion, the external

turbulent motion VUich exists independently of the , ,..

the secondary motion induced by coupling of the above two motionso

ge derived the energy equation over one wave length which includes

the horisontal eddy viscosity In a form of LA &5h 1 V as well

as the vertical viscosity# where k is a wave number and f is a

orbital displacement. He then considered that the vertical via-



I

cosity is tsuci smwso . than the horizontal viscosity which Is

expressed by '9 3 4 (f f/X) rromf Ritcardson's L/3-powvr

law (Chapter 10)% where I s a function to be determined fLI

empirical deta,

The turbulence due to wave action is gemerated by son-linear

processes, for the most part breaking of waves amd to the eriNO

degree the energy transfer between different waV oeemponemtso

The works reviewed in thie chapter are heuristic In their argu-

ment and a more rigorous treatment of the problem Is yet to come0

A speculative treatment by Stewart (1962) of the relationship

between the turbu~enc-. ind wawv 1reaking will be discussed in

chzpter 9. ILsselran (1962) ireated the energy transfer resulting

fron weak non-linear flirnt. between the spectral components

of wraves by means of r .srturbt1on vethod. Re othlned the

energy flux transferree Zro three "active" ware components to

a "passive" fourth component ms a r,,sult of the fifth order

analya a. s ae .utr4ad t1be Gaassian d&1tributiors of the wind

generated randon, ,#a and e.l'.itssed the statietical process

which is importart in the werg: trar. .or in the tirbulencet The

analysis involvef I.s.till too orspllcated to be re?&ntee to the

actual phen'Isna.
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7. Effect of stability

The stratification of the lover atmosphere is as often

unstable as stable, This thermal instability causes not only

regular, cell-like convection, but also increases the turbulence,

Therefore, turbulence and transfer of heat and moisture in the

lower atme. are to a great degree dependent on the stab-

1lity. ManN ue+4e-ilogists worked for a long time on this

problem an(m -heir results are summarized by Priestly (1959) in

his vell vr -- v book,, In this chapter, essential points of

the progre'- -ed in meteorology is briefly discussed,

Ri. introduced the criterion on the growth

of turbuleno. Ae fluid. This criterion says that the

turbulence grovs or decays according as the rate of energy

consumed by fluid particles moving against stability (buoyancy

or Archimedes forces) is less or greater than the rate of

energy supplied to turbulence by the mean shearing motion0

Therefore, the ratio of rates of constued and supplies energy

represent in a sense the intensity of turbulence, This ratio

Is called the flux Richardson number and expressed for the

atmosphere by

where ) is the heat flux and is the shearing stress of the

wind. These quantities are given by x

--- t r) 73)



in whtLeh , and i7e are eddy viscosity and eddy diffusivity,

respeoctively, and 9 is the temperature and F' is the adiabatic

lapse rate. Negative values of R mean an unstable condition.

This R reduces to the more familiar gradient Richardson number

Ri (74-)

multiplies by )7 1 m

Monin and Obukhoi (1953) developed the similarity theory

of the turbulence in the lower atmosphere and Introduced the

scale of length characterizing the stability condition,

in which Wwis 12- friction velocity This length scale

becomes infinite under eoutral stratification and Is positive

or negative under stable or unstable condition, respectively.

The mean wind profile can be expressed by a function of the

dimensionless height Z/J/

Z- Lr( )- ((7./,) (7.6)

ti wich 7, is the roughness parameter and '(Z/la) is an

universal function. There is a close relationship among Ri, Rf

and z/L .

The similarity theory of Karman (which was also used In

the mixing length theory) gives the velocity profile and eddy

vistwIfy for a neutral stability,

_L1U IJz4 ,, = Ao X (7.7a.b)
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When this theory is generalized to Inolude the effect of stability,

the modified Felocity profile is given by:

In whioh 5 is any one of parameters and k /.j and

is another univvrsal function. When is taken equal to

comparison of equations(7,6) and(7"8) yields

The modified eddy viscosity in given bys

In vhich 'o is the eddy viscosity for a neutral condition

and 7* is a dimensionless form of fj or can be regarded

as a generalized Karman's constant *4 (5t')) The

relationship between ) f and 4/1 is given by*

The form of' the function f for taking R, as was

derived from energy oondideration by Rossby and Montgomery (1935)

and is equal to:

in which C1 Is a positive oonstt..t,. This form will fail in the

ustable regme. Holman (194&3) has introduced another form,

This form l il at large stabilities but is preferred by

meteorologists to equation (7.12).
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The ocean s,.'faoe suppliete heat. to the atmosphere both in

latent an4 sensible form in an averagbd condition over the

seasons and over the whole ocean. Therefore, the stratification

of the upper layer of the ocean is, as a whole, stable. Also,

mechanical stirring of -4re action is predomlmant over oonvective

mixing in :;o t parts of the world oceans even in cooling seasons,

However, classical hydrographic measurements by Jacobsen (1913)

of current and density distributions in .Norwegian fjords stimu.

lated the Interest of TAylor (1931). According to the original

mixing length theory of Prandtl, eddy viscosity and eddy diffus-

vity is equal and thus I, is also equal to Rt Thus, from

Richardson's criterion turbulence must be suppressed for P "
larger than one. However, Taylor found that the shear stress

and transport of salinity measured by Jacobsen were much larger

than could be acoounted for by molecular viscosity and diffusion

for Re' as high as 30, He oomputed the values of ?,,, and

from the shear and salinity transport by use of relations (7'2)

and(7,3) and concluded that 7 is larger than for turbulent

flow. The range of computed values of 7/M , R and

for turbulent conditions are 0,02 to 020, 3 to 30 and 0.,2 to 1,v

respectively ,

Townsend (1957) recently discussed the interaction between

the temperature and velocity fields using the equations for the

turbulent Intensity and for the mean square temperature. He

cemeluded that the critical values of , and /el are 0o5 and

0.08, respectively and that the turbulent motion womild collapse

If these values ar. excooded, This conc usion wao confirmed by



the experiments of' heated surface in et -irod tunnel and of" a Jet

injeCted along, the interfarza o'etw.eov asalino volutions of different

densities. Ile explained tnait the large Richardson number obtained

by Taylor is due to the irregular wavrs of the interface which

cause transport of momentum and salinity much larger than the

molecular rates and also produce momentum transfer more intense

thah salinity transport,

Munk and Anderson (1948) discussed the mechanism of devel-

op/.:;nt of the upper homoeoneous layer and thermooline by wind

action. They considered the steady state, in wl",ch the momentum

transfer downward from the wind stress is prevented by the

decrease of vertical viscosity at the tbermocline First# they

used the eddy viscosity of the form (7j)Introduoed by Rossby and

Montgomery (1935), Also, they adopted the value of C, equal to

10 acording to Svordrup (1936), who estimated It from the wind

speed meausrements over the snow field. In order to determine

the eddy difrusivity which is assumed to be the same for

teneratszro and salinity, they utilised two relations obtained

by Jacobsen (1913) and Taylor (1931) which are discussed above.

These are

's '9 m <-/ (7 - 4a)

and

In the latter relation they postulazed that should reach uss.ty

assyptotically as Rncreases infinitely,, 'rhese eonditAM yields

-42-



In order to obtain velocity and temperature distributions,

they started from the equations of motion of Ekman type,

4, (7. A 2,- IX

for the velocity distribution, The equation of heat transfer

was taken ass

= - C DO (o7 _ 7./7)

andie was assumed 1-o be cortant with dopth. The Richardson

niber is now defined as

RL =  0_e (7./b)

in which d Is a generalized therml expansion ooefficient

given by

under the assumption that temperature and alinity(S) has a

definite correlation,

Sinoe equation (7)6)as the first approximation is the

second order differential equation of Z , two boundary condi-

tions are necessary, They took both conditions for the surface,
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contrary to Ekman,. These conditions arot

A f ) )- (720b)

kn which is the wind stress., The second condition comes

from the assumption that the surface currents are the same

as derived by Ekman under the assumptions of constant eddy

viscosity % and of Infinite depth,

The equations (7 1/)and (7.1)are a system of non-linear dif-

ferential equations about W, ) IP and t0 for the variable Z

These yore solved by -',, rical integration. It was assumed

that $'o is given by the re]bion of Ekman (Sverdrup et al, r- The Oceans"

19Z&221 96) 4.3 W2' (WJ (.1 CnISec)-W>63/sec) and that the

wind stress is almost equal to 3 6 " Z , The result

ocmputed is shown in fig 4.. The curves indicate that the stress,

eddy viscosity and diffusivity reach the mlni um near the depth

of maximum temperature gradient, They admitted that the solu-

tion becomes inadequate the greater the dpth owing to the

assumption of constanc7 of Uvith depth.

The parameters which determine the distributions of tem-

perature and currents are wind speed W, heat f lux E) , latitude

and generalized thermal expansion coefficient C( . Tbe aleu.-

lations shoved that the wind speed if most effective in changing

the distributions., Doubling wind speed causes thermooline lower

from 22 to 61 motos Doubling the latitt( ratsea t1Ae
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thernooline by W% doubling the heat flux by 24 and doubling O(

by only 1.

Mai.ev (1958) criticised the assumptions of Munk and Anderson

on the form of , and PS First, the eddy viscosity assumed

by them wil fail in an. unstable aondfton, for which the values

of Ri is less than .0.1. Second, aecording to Rlihardson's

criterion, the flux Richardson number f must vanish for infinite

value of R ' , because the generation of potential energ is

inhibited by Increasing stability, However, Munk and Anderson's

theory yields f_ =0,54 for )Z 0o In an unstable condition

the convective mixing due to Instability tends to equalise only

the density along the vertical direction but the mean current

i less affected by instability. Therefore, finally the condi-

tion / s must he satisfied for R < 0

He suggested the form for eddy viscosity and diffusivity

ass

From the second and the third condition, there must be a relation

W- - '-P 0 . This neow form Is vdlid for all values

o* P £* o The eddy viscosity and diffusivity determined

from Jaoobsen's data (1913) are expressed by taking o ', i:8.

When wn- v .e, R*. beocmes larger than one in a certain

rane of / , In which the turbulence is damped* He oon-

sidered that the occurrenee of the regime of damping turbulence

Is due to a fact that the disturbances In this range are of

oscillatory type having a certain range of wave lengths.

-lb-.
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Later flamaev (1959) proposed a method of determining the depth

of no motion in the dynamic calculation of ocean currents as

the depth where the tata energy transfer from the mean shearing

flov Is equal to the votal work done by Arebiutedes forces. Thus,

this depth is do'eirmined from the re1 ations

where the surface i en at 7=O and . the stability*

Assuming that the cur--ent and density distributions are linear

with depth, he derivods

In which is the ;,iea stability given by:

Be compared the depth of no motion H4 determined by Defant

(104) with (3E )iat 224 "Meteor" stations and obtained the

empirleal formulat

4.~ 9- S 0C(7,4

Re suggested tb:s relation to beuzed for estimating ihe

depth of no motion.

In order to determine the depth of upper homogeneous layer*.

of the ocean, Kitaig:rodsky (1960) introduced the idea similar

to that of Nonin and Obukhov (1953) on the length L in the lower

atmosphere. When Crioniso :.oo is neglected, parameters

to be considered are -:'!v:i wind s' os "--" heat transfer at the

IJ7



surface ®o , thermal expansion coefficient O( and gravity

From dimensional grounds, he proposed the relations

in whlioh C is a numerical constant. Re determined. C from

Neumants formula, (. .ram Budyko's chart, and -k and o(

from the NORPAC data and obtained C£ c r2-0O. When Coriolis'

force is considered, di'..ensional analysis lecs to the condition

that (j is a function of a non-dimensional parameter

From the same daN. used in determining C , Lie obtained the

relation

S7.27)

Vhen the wind stress is assumed to be propor;Lioal to the square

of lihe wind speed, this relation with the dofinition of leads

to a formulas

-f .- -w ( 26)

vhioh was derived by Rossby andA Nontgomery (1935) (S-e Eq,,(3o20))

The theory of thermocline as a giob&3 phono~aena was recently

treated by several authors not frOra a point of viet of tturbulence

problem, but of theraohialino ci-culation ol" Lhe ooean., Ichiye

(1958a)introduoed a model of density distribuLt.ions based on such

an idea, When the vorticity oqiuioa of planeLary motion Is

differenalated with Z and the equation of c-tinuity and the

geostrophic rela'Uon aro substizuted, wo have.
AV- + (7- 21)



when frietional terms are neglected. In this equation the .u.auis

is taken eastwards and P iv the latitudinal change of +

The equation of transport of mass becomes

since the geostrophic assumption for horizontal currents makes

the adveoction terms almost ep ncel each other. The result Indi.

cates that the dens;. ' increasing eastwards causes upward motion

and creates sharp thermooline near the surface, while the density

decreasing eastwards causes downward motion and makes thermocline

deeper, Robinson and Stommel (1959) discussed the similar

problem, by using temperature in place of density. Instead of

(7,"nd (7.JO)they used the differentiated vortioity equation

;,- (o9f 1 ) a x =0(7 i
and the mass transport equation

7 -W. l Z W(lax ) (a /Gk) (7.32)

In whioh they retained the advection term of the latitudinal

direction, Both of these studies indicate that the change in

the depth of the thermooline is dependent on the vertical motion

of a grobal scale and the offe ts of vertical eddy diffusivity

on the thermooline Is, if any, of a minor role.

There are two studies which treated the effects of both

waves and stability on turbulence. Kent and Pritchard (1959)

considered the mixing length of the forms
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in which 0 is the value corresponding to the neutral stability.

The constant " and d-,ible signs were determined by different

s t - and plus sign by Rossby and Montgomery (1935),

-n and minus sign by 11olamn (1943) and )n-I and plus sign as

another alternative. Then, they applied the generalized mixing

length defined by Montgomery (1943) for a cylinder of' any aoes

seetion to an estuary of the finite depth H o mont.omeryes

definition iss

vhere,6()the distance in the direction 4 from a point considered

to the wall. This expression of I becomes for the estuary

,eo4z (/- Z/H).7b.e further assumed that the effect of surfuce

waves decrease with depth as e>cp (-27r Z/A) , where

is the wave length. Combining these two effects, they got

whereOis the constant to be determined.

They determined the mixing length P from the data of

fluctuations of a horizonti .looity along the estuary and

salinity, assuming that

,__- (7-3 6 O,b)

where the primed and barred quantities represent the fluctuations

and mean values, respectively. They used the geometrical mean

of 1. and Pp as the observed mixing length and compared with

the form derived from theoretical consideration. However,

their results are hardly re .dble with so many unproved assumptions

involved, -50-



Kitaigorodsky (1961) discussed first the temperature dis-

tributions due to the turbulence caused by wave action only and

then the effect of stratification on the wave-generated turbu.

lonoe. According to his earlier study reviewed in the previous

section the orbital motion and the averaged (or integral) eddy

viscosity, are from dimensional basis given by:

2 -Z/X
L Oyb M L3- e -(7,3'1)

and

( 8 =wave steepness= 4/A ; , w wavo height,A wave
length)

respectively, in which ;k - 7 and the period is

replaced by wave length. The c onstant & depends on the hypo-

thesis for mixing length or "turbulenoy scale" by his terminology

and it is equal to 3 for the most plausible hypothesis

z= Z+7-L p7 C31)
When tho statiotary state is reached under the s'zirring

action of waves, the physical parameters which determine the

vertical profile of temperature, #re heat flow 8 , spocific

heat capacity Ct , density _ , I and wavo longth a , if

the stratification is almost adiabatic. The dimensional and

similarity consideration yield:
CL0a/ , %- O*Il-, , (e-) (1740)

in which Sgand C- are the charactoristic temperatures

E (9( 0 (JA) -x(-41)

and a dimension-less vertical coordina-te G = res-

pectively and f>C-) is an universal function. Assuming that



the eddy diffusivity ID is given by:

.2- (C o( b ('742)

he derived$2 4 -V'', X / C-/ -'- * 7t) ('7.- k

by using the assumption that Z+.2 where is the

unknown numerical c onstant. For developed turbulence it is

shown that the ratio , / ?0 is almost equal to the

molecular Prandtl number) which becames 10 for the sea water,,

Comparing the heat transport equations

n2 d 6= - 0- p  ccr-t. (7

vith equation (7.C, ) , he determined the functional form of

i (C-) , The intugcation of oquation (P4-P);ith Z yields

the temperature distribution s

e (c)- e(o) = ., (G) - 9{o)] ('7.45)
in which p(C) is definod by

and - - . The value of 1, is now exreased bys

When stability is taken into accouiit, the universal function

( C-) must be repiaced byw ( Mt,) ,in wiiich N,is tho now

dimension-less paramoti3;,

and C< is the teotparatl- co oxpanisi51u~c~~i~~
It is evident, tha, (5, (Q t, ,'s)-c 1 a i<- 0 . Whe

the buoyancy forceS u ., O r1gi..) ".'- b, tcal



is a function of Richardson number, which is expressed, for

the wave generated turbulence as:

R-.£= 8 '  FJ ( - Ltv ) 7"')

It the formula of P in assumed to bet

~e- c+ U,) 4(R4 (74

where ac(R.> (t C, ) accordi g. to Rossby and Mont-

gomery (1935), the calculation similar to cbh neutral stability

yields the temperature distribution, universal function ,(E, MS)

and MS I
0(E) - G o>--X)Iy', (E,M¢)-Sp, (oMS (7.,0)

-S- (7. /)

where 1.5 (;o)is the numerical constant.

He determined the vertical distributions of. teleratura in

the upper layer of the sea, wing equations 7ad (7-.7). Theare

is an empirical relation between stoqness o. .nd wa/W i~g /

( % is wave velocity and W is the wind speed). For the fully

developed seas, C/r0,7and E=0,039. The wave length for this

state is a function of wind velocity and i:s given byi
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Therefore the temperature distributions in the fully developed

seas are determined 'Eram equation (74--+)and ('5S)when Wand (9
are known. The results of such calculations are shown in

figSo by taking (@ - 6,9 Y 10 3 sec- 3, k< 0 X tO

1s3 6, 0 X 10 amci c?-- 6.ox I0x

The ourves indicate "hat the wave-genera' ed "turbulence creates

the upper homogeneous layer with thickness of tho order of one

wave length, that this thiokness increases with the wind speed,

that there occurs a sharp thermocline below the homogeneous

layer and that the effect of stability causes a more abrupt

gradient of temperature in the theriaioclineo

He suggested that, instead of wind velocity ' a frictional

velocity of wind 'W (= W7) ) should be used, zinoe the

latter is a more objoctive characteristic of wind, Then para-

meters, & * ) - and M 5 can be expressed wi tb

In place of ~\ from the relation ~ 1r~~

The wave age C/-W7 dopends either on the dimensionless fetch

8 F/W,*, for a limi te f etch F or on the dimensionleju' duration
977d /I;r for a limitod duration Td For tho fully developed

seas In an unlimited fetch, C/Wt is a certain s.nivers 'and 'thus

all those three parameters are determine4 if tvo parameters /*-

and (S) are known.

He fu -ther disrvzssed the validity of several assumptions

involved in his theory. Fe argued that the assumption of

uniform steepness is "per'missible if ws take -;;his steopness as



an averaged value from the observed spectrum of waves. Also,

the assumption of taking only T 0 bas the energy supplying mean

shear flow is valid because the mean transport flow (drift

current) of Stokes' type and its vertical gradient in the

distance of order of are much smaller than the orbital

velocity and its gradient. He also argued that the mixing

in fully developed ;oas is mostly c i-i ed bC small scale tur-

btence (i<<A) considered here, because in such state a large

part of wave energy is transported by wfaves propagating with

a speed close to that of wind and is no- used for mixing.

An G (0 c)
-4.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0
0 Fig. 5. Vertical profiles

W-5 M/s
- -of water temperatures for

W=7 s different viad speeds.

P4.i - -(Kitaigorodsky,19
6 1.)

° -( c/w= 0.7, ®=6,9xI0-3

_ W-10l m/s

g cal/sec3, A =8,14,32

50 and 80 cm for W=5,7,10

and 15 m/s,respectively.)

w=15 M/

100-
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Ellison and Turnqr (1959) Introduced the concept of entrain-

ment in a flow systems in which a lighter fluid is emitted by a

source under a sloping roof (or a heavier fluid on a sloping

floor)* In the plum.3 or jet, x- and Z- axis are taken along ad

perpendicular to it, respectively and (A (X, Z) is its mean

velocity relative t that in the ambient fluid. Its velocity,

length and densit., vales, U(z) , (X) and ()/9 , in the cross

section and the flux of' density difference (independent on ) A are

defined by

TJ- 5 , VC,)Ct Z U' Lt(0, z, (7r4 itb)

A f ~~~-) 4L4 (U+7Ub)-K A (7-54 C)

where the suffizi -reJe r s to the quantities of the ambient fluid

and Z, is measured rrom the boundary (roof or bed) for the flume

but it is measured ?rom the plane of symmetry , th. jet.

The entrainment cov! antEi% defined by:

In the case c' a lighter fluid flowing up a roof over a

stationary rAmbien' fluid (0b1-0),tnwhich tho pr-e,6uAe is hydrostatic,

the equaticns foi continuity and momentum tran6port become;

X S 4 'I k3~~ (7 57G)where

and CL 's the sloe of the plume. Equation (' e7) presents the

moment,.m balance of the fluid contained )n the volume bounded by
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X of ' X The first term on the right-

hand side is tho frictional drag of the rouf, the second expresscs

the difference of the integrated hydrostatic pressure on the planes

x and Xtd,(and the last term represents the gravity force. The

drag coefficient C is not constant but varies with the shape of

the profiles and the stability near the wall,

Introducing ti=v overall Richardson nuriber

and using the coefficient of *ntra'.nment of equation ('755") with
_9b= Z> quation 7.57) loads to separate quations for Akj'4x

and A RL/d

OTY I - S, 1 t

A LPL 1JSRE ' Lt-i it' 0,_ _ (7-6 0j-

3R dx

f , ,Sa and 0- are assumod indopa ndont n o

For 'E =O , thebe equations reduco Lo thoso in hydraulic theory

of a varyi,4g flow of homogeneous fluid in an open channel, Howovex,

in the present caso, Rc attains ;s 2icb r-L R. td- ' in

a 5bort cdiatance, aiftorwardb remaining ca;-.(.nt but~~)'naine

to increase according to d A/d = &' ( P h) Y From anotheK-

analogy wii.h tb ordinary hyd:eaulic flo g, ';,"r , >- the

,flow is called tranruAi in the tea!;e that :u v(. ciy of long

internal waves is grop-er than le flow v;,.' i'jy, slid ft S71 Rt<

it is called shootiag since the Cisturbainc,-;. are una"lo U,

propagate upstream,

Two teries of laboratory experiment6;: iha bpread of a surfaca



jet over a heavier fluid below and the flowcf a heavy fluid

down the sloping floor, show that E falls off rapidly as Rt"

increases and is probably negligible for P greater than about

0.8.

The laboiory results can be used for determining the velocity

of flow of a larger scale from the values of A , i.e. a katsbatic

wind or the release of methane in a mine gallery. For the

turbidity currents, A can be determined from the flow velocity,

since in this case E becomes so small owing'to small CL that

the relation St A 7- 3 A,,, 0.. C -is valid.

Ellison and Turner (1960a) made laboratory experiments on

the behavior of a layer of dense salt solution introduced through
04I w~hA4I

a 4it on the floor of a sloping rectangular pipeline ventilating

stream of fresh water flows with or against gravity. In the

case of ventilation with gravity, the turbulence has little

effect on the behavior of the system and mixing decreases over a

wide range of the ventik ting velocity as it increases. In the

case of vedtilation against gravity, two distinct cases &rise

according to the ventilating velocity; when it is large, all the

salt solution is carried uphill forming a layer whose thickness

Increases with distance (fully reversod flow)5 and wbon it is small,

a part of the salt solution flows downhill and thus threv regions

of flow are distinguished. The rate of spread of the edge of

the salt solution in the fully reversed flow is found to dopend

mainly on the slope 0 and on the pipe Richardson number P- V=Urio
where D is the d-pth of the pipe,.4 and, a.e tho density

of the fully mixed discharge andcf the ambient flow, revpectivelyo
-58-



In the range of t from 0 to 0505 the rate of spread decreases

by a factor ot about " at small slopes.

Illison and Turner 41960b) somputed the effect of the density

difference on the velocity profile in a sloping pipe using the

equation of motion integrated with depth X with am assumption

that A and 'L. are independent on X

whore ?,is the eddy viscosity,. is defined by

and N* nd ?R are the pressuee and the stress at the roof. This

equation is further integrated with X , assuming that

A 4s (0- P'AA) fee o'4Z'CAA, =0 I

(7- 63)
where 4A i the height of the entrained salt layer. The results

are oompared with measuaimate obtained by timing streaks of dye

at various lycle in the pipe. Tbeso velocity profiles together

vith density profiles are used to determine the dependence of

eddy viscosity ?" and ey diffusivity of salt Non the local

Richardson number R = - (b&/pX) (;L/;R-yA' o It is

found that S msueh mere greatly affected by the density gradient

then ?M and that #S / IN is a decreasing function of R.

The results agree vith aiae•sO (}957) prediction that

wbere i Is tm flux Rlbardsom number and Rjc is its critical

valuo, at which S ----- . The slue of Rf determined is

about 0.10. Also, the smi-empirld method is derived to give



the reftion:

ihere L = D) j4 P u d 7 . This relation and equation

( .6 ) give the ratio to / , in terms of the overall pro-

perties of the flow.

Illison (1957) discussed the relations between turbulence

intensities and mixing in a stratified fluid, deriving the

eqautione for the iman square density fluctuation, the turbulent

energy aM the density flux Irm Mie continuity, the Novier-Stokes

and beat conduction eqmtlens, respectiely. When smali terms are

neglected, these equetimnM boomes

Lt /Si) +- X+ (7, 67)

where T , and 'Gar* decay times respectively for (ri75F, Lk

and j-f/ which might be dissipated by turbulence in the absence

of the producing effects.

litminating T from (7. £6 ) to (7. 6? ) and using

' -- s , - ( d /& $ ; --- L4-J ( u/Af -' (7.69)

If ye take T 2 . the critic a valu of

Ut *iobh')e/2vanisbes is 0.15.

If the length scale of turbulence Lm ib defined as 7 P
we have, from (7. 67 ) and (7.j ),

The scaIe L -L7577 ] L ( d /)- is defined as the

vertical distance travelled by a particle wbich iu lifted agarPw

-6o0
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the stability duo to its kinetic energy. from (7.Gi ) and (7.7/)

we have

H aI/ Rf

wb1ch obows Cat in steW. o utleos Lp becomes much smaller

than L M 1
There i no measurameut %%toh are precise enough to enable

these relations to be ebbe. 111son referred to the work

of Proouman (1953), oft rgiaie ourrents and salinity in the

Kattegat measured by Jeselen 41913) and obtained the critical

value Paromund 0.25.

Illisn cosidered &a %bis approach the transport process

in a boumdary layer traessnltif constant shear stress and

constant beat flux. Dot TOW10*04 (1957) discussed the similar

problem in a fluid far from ostraining boundaries. He used

the equation 1br cbs.,4 of r.m.s. of the temperature fluctuationsi)

-t ( 4;) C -I - (~~ L - ('7-73)

and the equation for the kimetic energy d the velocity fluctuations

- L1 - . (Y f-P%
lu W -)"r( T = -V (W X) (7I7,f)

for determining the flux Rieftrdm number, where 0 , 1 and UtW

are the fluctuations of tgoraturey horisontal and vertical

velooity) U and T are the mean horizontal velocity and

temperature, and ) and V are molecular diffusivity and

molecular viscesty, respeetively. The dissipation term is

replaced by the term Inluding the dissipation length scale

on the basis of similarity hy pthesis that turbulent dissipation

of energy is proportional to 3/2 - power of the intentsity. The

replacement of the molecular conduction term by the term vith
-61-



the turbulence length scale La ib to some extent formal, but

it expresses the fact that the larpe-scale properties of tur-

bulent transport are independent on molecular pioeesses,

The eddy viscosity ? and eddy diffusivity P are

respectively defined by

Combining equations {7. 73 1 and (7. 74 ) leads to a quadratic

equation for the turbulent heat transport, whose *olution may

be written In terms of R. and R tL

where
1z T

This equation indices that the real values of the turbulent

heat flux (or Rj) are only possible if

RL k < .(-A\IL?(7774

This sets the limit to possible values ofi f

S< + ( 7.7 70

This limit i additional to the limit set by the energy equation

alone( Rf< I ) and it arises from the additional condition for

the temperature fluctuations, The actual value of the limit of

K was found to bedbout 0.08 from laboratory experiments as

discussed in the earlier part of this chapter.
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Empirical lotei:ation of vertical eddy viscosity in the

ocean.

Many oceanographers developed different methods of esti-

mating vertical eddy vIsoobity in the ocean after the idea of

Austausoh was introduced into e.,aneraphy about half a century

ago, In general terms there are two categories in such methods,

To the first category belong the videly sod methods in whioh

the equations of mean motion are applied to the observed distri-

butions of velocity. Also, In many cases, the mean distributions

of properties of water like temperature, salinity and oxygen

were used in the transport equation to determine the eddy

diffusivity. The second category includes the methods, in

which the Reynolds stress are measured directly and the eddy

viscosity is determined from the ratio of this stress to the

shear of the mean flow. This approach has been taken recently

by Doyen and Farbairn(1956).

The methods of deteridnihg eddy viscosity from the mean

velocity distributions can be divided into two types. One type

is to use as a man flow the currents measured with some averaging

process like impeller type current motors or hydrographic cast

foi dynamic cal2ation of currents. In oceanography there are

few measurements which are repeated at the same place

except in a shallow water. Therefore, in most cases tho data

obtained by one measurement were considered to represent the

average condition,. The second type is to use harmonic components

of ourrents or concentrations obtained for p.riodic- phenomena like

tidal ourronts or daily and annual change of ocoanoraphlc elements,
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The equations of momentum transport of the mean motion are

iven byr

t

and the transport equation of concentration S is

I- Lo SS D

bere Z is the vertioal coordinate, L? is the velocity vector,

5Is a ratation vector of the earth and and T are the

eddy viscosity and eddy diffuslvity, respoctively.

The first type of m ethods of determining eddy viscosity

is essentially to integrate(81)or(8'2)with . The result is

S(.3)

(&4)

in vhih i means -sonm referenoe level. These equati.ons indicate

that eddy viscosity or eddy ,1iI'1sivity at a depth can be

determined when its value at the reference level - , in

addition to the distributions of mean velocity and mean oonoen.

tration, is known.

In many applications, several assumptions were made in order

to simplify the computation. They are, for example, steady state

( a~ Z /a o= or Z laz)pno vertical motion, or neglect

of inertia terms ( 0" v7= ).

The reference level is taken either at the soea surface or

at the bottom. At the sea surfaca, tho f l.x of momentum . z)



is equal to the wind stress which can be determined as a funotion

of wind velocity as discussed before. Also, the flux of heat

or salinity at the surface (?7akl}is determined by heat balane

between net ralation and senstlb and latent heat transfer to the

air or the difference of precipitation and evaporation, respec-

tively.

When the bottom is taken as a reference level, the bottom

stress dctermined from applicration of the mixing

length theory to the boundary layer close -to the bottom. The

flux of heat or salinity is usually considered to vanish there

but the flux of suspended materials is finite and dependent

on characteristics of bottom sediments and turbulent condi.tns

near the bottom.

The examples of works on determining eddy viscosity or

eddy diffusivity at various parts of the ocean by this method

are summarized in the text books of Proudwan (1953) and

Defant (1961), On* such which is often quoted i s the study

of Fjoldstad (1929), who determined the vortical distribution

of eddy viscosity by using data of drift currents over the

Siberian Shelf obtaed by Sverdrup. The di, tribution is given

bys~z + Ze 4/:4
1 t ze

in which H is the dpth, is the surface eddy viscosity and Ze

is a constant of a dimension of length. Fol'zeinbaum (1956)

modified this equation by applyLug the ,-xiocx leno tb theory

to the surfaco stress and obtained the aquat-.ont

0, 4 L s) - ' W4 3-6/4-



'\ in which W and L is the wind speed &nd surface current speed,

respectively and 13i the drag oeofficient of wind*

The method was modified to determine the eddy diffusivity

of properties which axe not conservative. Toblye (1952c)

p determined the eddy diffusivity of water temperature near the

surface, including i.n the rigtht side, of equation (82)the term

QLe&Zwtich repriononts the absorpt-on of radiation by water,

Also, be (Iohiye, ~j)used transport aquac.x--on9 of oxygen,

phosphates and silicates with term expressing the effects of

consumption and production simultaneously vith the equations for

more or less conservative elements, temperatu~re and salinity,

Thus, he determinel the vertical distributions of consumption-

production fanction as well as the eddy u-iffusivity, assuming

the same eddy diffusi.vity for each pair of elements. Later

he (Xobiye, 195.1 ) elaborated the method to compute th, eddy

diffusivity as a function of sigma-t instead of depth, because

thes correlation curves of non-conservative elemt'nts and sigma-t

are almost identical for the same water mass.)suggesting that

the effects of horizontal advection and diffusion are eliminated.

Okubo (1958) applied the idea of using simu~laneously transport

equations of temperature and oxygen to cpualitativo diasusion of

oxygen coo.;pnsation deptb. Miyoshi and o -hors (1955) dim-ussed

the vertical distributions of radioa&ctxtv~ty of sea water in the

equatorial Pacific polluted by nuclear bonbo periments at Bikini

In 1954. ComparlnG theoretical distributions computed with an

assumption of constant vertical eddy difl-ox~ivity with observed

*data, they estimated the diffusivity as 5 cm 2 /see, Although

their theory is not rigorous, the propar aralysix of the data
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of distributionsbuoh artificial radioactivity might give an

excellent tool for determining eddy diffusivity as well as for

tradg a current.

The second method, estimation of eddy diffusivity by use

of harmonic components was first derived by Fjoldstadt (193)

and was generalised by Icilye (1952c), who -included the terms

ofalvection, convection and absorbtion of -hat (or any source

or sink). The latter started from the transport equations

in which i and W are horizontal and vertical velocity,

eespeotively, and Q.e is the source function. It is assumed

that erxe ,v t) et) .,9oyeLS6!
In which , ya r, , ,,e known

functions of Z . Unknown quantities to be d etermined, ?9 and

-W , are assumed to be indepandent on tio., Substituting

(S'8) Into(9-.) and separati into real and imagir-ury-part

,z

The differential equations were transformed into differince

equations by dividing the whole depth Into small layer. Then.,

and i at each layer can be determined by solving a system

of lnear algebraio equation, when the valus at the bottom aLoe

assumed to ero. The original equation oA Fjeldstad is the second
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equation U3% wwithout terms containing WJ Y and Qo

Bowden and Fairbairn (1952) applied similar method deter-

mining bottom stress and eddy viscosity in tidal currents. They

started from the x- component of equations (,4)vlthout inertia

terms like __ Y- =* 4 + Z(-1
at 7,

in which z is the stress, Taking the average of this equation

with depth first and then the average of two stations locating

at X = 0 and , 'Xe. respectively, they obtainedv

-~90 /X;1 0- (9(c ~-?T M 1.)
in whih the bars and brackets indicate the average with depth

and of two stations, respe"clively and suffixes L 0 4

and / represent the values at X a )X1 -X , at tho bottom

and the surface, respectively,

The har-monic components of Z v{( a.,

are substituted in equations (.N) and (r-2 which yiold twe pairs

of equations for amplitudas and phases of these coaipononts by

separating coefficients of sine and cosine function of time.

The amplitude and phase of the bottom stress wre det rminod

from the pair of equations obtained from (R'19 using obsrveO

tides and currents at two stations, under an ssum:ion of

vanishing surface stress. The stress at any dopth was ccaputed

from the pair of equations resulting from (8.90, by nig the bottom

stress thus determined in addition to the data of tides and

currents. The eddy viscosity is than obtained from the

relations

- - -z- / I -aLt/-P V (a- 13)
The values of 7 determined from the ,tie in tha frish Sia rangs

109 to 5 X 10Cm2/S.
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!chiyo (1959b, i255a) generalized the method of Bowen and

Fairbairn. He used both components of the equations of motion

C) and assumed different values of eddy viscosity in X and I-

direotions* Also he considered the surface stresses which

are determined by the wind stress. Tho eddy viscosity obtained

ftrm the data of tidal currents at seven stations in the Inland

Sea of Japan ranged from 1 to 30 emu/s. The values determined

from semi-diurml components were larger thin -bhost. dotormined

from diurnal one and the former shourod a "endoncy of decreasing

with depth, Also, he assumed that tho friction torms of

equation (8-1) are proportional either to linear volocity or

square of velocit-y withb phase lags. Ne dtinod te pro-

portional constants as well as the phaso lag5 by Lntlg "Lhe

same data as discussed above. The co- 'want :?or linoar propor-

tionality ranged from lo&5 to I( 'oi soc-) and those for square

proportionality ranged from i ,o to 10- 3
Such scattering In proportional coilatants dntermainad inay

be not only due to inaccuracies in tida.1 currentfs neasured by

conventional instruments like Ekean--tyo curr c; motor. but also

are due to an inadoquary" of deffnition of" vojoci.ty jhich jppca-s

in the frictional terms, It is still to be stud.ed what kind of

velocity should be used In l1near or cuadrati.c r....ion Of a

frictional force in time-varying flol-s like "idal c.ur'ronts,

Taylor (1919) used the quadratic law- of frictioi ( 9 siml1ar

to (3.21) In order to computG the dlssiationcF ths tidal cvnorgy,

which is for a full period r equal to To(=f4) 1 - 4-ye P

where (L- Tc'0 S (-



Jacobsen (17) introduced a method of determining vertical

eddy diffusivity using two successive (in time or in the d4reotien

of mean current) T-S curves, If the depths of two T-S points

which are intersected on the prior (in time) or the upstream

curve by a tangent to the later or downstream curve are

designated 1, and Z , the eddy diffusivity C can be computed

b y ( Z - 7 ) 'x ( "~ t ) l * y ' 8 T J2 7 - 1L 7 ( ? ,4 i) - (8 . 1 4 -)

where 4C is the time interval between two observations, and

X is the distance between two stations along the direction of

the mean urrent U . Stockman (191.6) explained the validity of

equation (8. If) from two Fickian diffusion equations for

temperature and salinity and proposed a modified method.

The Reynold's stresses in the ocean was for the first time

measured directly by Bowden and Tairbairn (1956), using an

electromagnetic flow meter in the Irf.sh Sea. The flow meor

can measure two oomponents of velocity between two pairs of

electrodes which are mounted in a magnetic field produced by

a circular coilo One of the advantages of this instrument is

its capability to measure weak vertical current simultaneously

with horisontal current with a Iig of response less than one

seconda The measuring units were mounted on a tripod at the

heights 50 cm to 175 ow from the bottum. Averages of several

runs yield the Reynolds' stress Q/L'of 4.1 dyne/cm2 for mean

bottom current Ub=4)00/sec and 2.1 dyne/cm2 for Ub=32 cm/sec

at the height 75 cm from the bottom. At the height of 130 om, the

Reynolds' stress if equal to 4.0 dyne/cm2 for Ub  5 50 cm/s*c and
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is equal to 1.1 dyne/cu2 for U b-50 cu/sec and i3 equal to stress

kbp hich is determined from the relation

is equal to 2.1 z 1, @ The roughness parameter a4. can be

(A note added later.) Several workers (T.esselberg, Ertel) on

atmospheric turbulence had determined the Austausch coefficient

using some statistioal average of fhe fluctuations of meteorol-

ogical eloments long before the statistic.l theory of turbulence

was developed. Irtel, (1930) assumed that a particle coming from

a level - to ZwO has the property

where 1 , is the moan value at ZftO

Let 4(P ()be the distribution Fuextion for vertical velocity w

which satisfied 141- (' (W)dv.rO The average transport

of e through a horizontal surface is given by:

Resselborg (1929) postulated that -) ck -WThero F

is the period of the fluctuations of 0. -1plying 44W) with

the square of (a) ard the equation of conservation of 6 ,

/; - (2/?) and integrating withl t, we have

Eliminating 0 from (C)end Cd) we have

where the terms of the right side can be determined froM Lhe

observation Ertel (1932) general-siod the relaLion (t)to the three

dimensional case and derived the Aufitausch tensor,
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determined from bottom stresses u'tband mean velocity U at several

levels using the logarithmic formula of the mean current. The

values of X, thus determined are scattered from 0.02 to 0,68 -0

with the median of 0.21 m. The authors mentioned that the

reason of such scattering lies in the errors in estimation of

the mean velocity, However, there is a possitnlity that the

mtxInC length hypothesis is not valid in such a flow as tidal

currents which ohb:ao oilth time.

Nan'niti (1956) measured fluctuations of horizontal velocity

at a shallow water of 10 meter depth using his photoelectric

current meter. Since his instrument could measure the currents

only at one depth, he tried to determine autocorrelations and

then to estimate the turbulence scale He also discussed the

validity of measurements with a finite duration using Ogura's

theory (1952). However, his instrument does not seem to have

enough sensitivity to measure rapid and small, fluctuations of

velocity occurring in turbulence of small scale,

Recently Kolensnikov and others (1958) constructed a bhghly

sophisticated instrument "turbulimeer" for measuring smnl)

scale turbulence in the ocean, This Instrument can record iho

mean values and fluctuations of temperaturo and horizontal

veloeity at two depths, the distance of which varies from 0o5 to

2 m, and the fluctuations of vertical velocity at the top depth.

The temperature sensors are thermnistors, which can measure tem-

peraturse flatuations up to 10-SOC with a time lag less than 0.06 see.

The current sensors are of hot-wira anemor~tzr type and can measure

the &actuations up to 0,1 mnl/sec. Sal.ni.-.y is simultaneously

measured with a bathytomperatL~r---.sa. ng.r- . This typo of instru.-



sont* eore used in the Black and Caspian Seas, at the drifting io

stations of the Polar Sea, in lake Baikal (Sporanskaya, 1959) and

aboard the "Ob" in the Antarctic Ocean (Panteleev, 19.59).

Kolensnikov (1959, 1960) discussed the data separately for

the honogeneous layers (a /oZ 0) and for the stably strati-

tied layers (b /w a ). As an ezample for the neutrally

stratified case, "e discussed the data obtained in the sub-ice

layer at the Polar floating station. In fig. 6 a and b, are

plotted the vertical distributions of measured values of I ,

WY14ij =I, Tjo~(r]J4 eddy Viscosity 7mi-~L )ad
tagnta stres respootively. Near

the lower layer of the floating te the anisotropy of turbulence

is seen fro, the fact that Etw (51v- . Further he used the

data to prove Kolmogorov's hypothesis on structure of locally

isotropic turbulence, which will be discussed in the next

chapter.

The data at a station in the Antarctic Ocean (st. 332) and

at Lake Baikal are shown In Fig. 7 and 8 as examples of turbulence

in the stably stratified sea, The values of eddy viscosity

and eddy diffusivityAare calculated from the formula

These quantities show similar change with depth, become larger

in the layer of maximum horizontal velocity, but are almost

iuwerely proportional to Richardson number. The ratio 7/7is

larger for larger values of RL r.nd somettmes it reaches 50,

The eddy viscosity was determined by two different formulas,

using the data prevented in Fig.? One is Prandtl's formula

7? p. dT Tho other formiula Isr,



p ( ±jJ~T t (817)

vhereq Vs a constat,; Lose to one. In thei.o- formula I was termed

*turbulence scale" by Kolesnikov instead of mixing length. This

lenrth can be dtermined by three formulast

In which P(t)i/ the 2v.tocorrelatlon of ho ; i ontal velocity.

The values of and ? determined at several depths

are plotted in lLg 7 a and b, respectively, The instruments,

which seem to be qmtG useful to measure oceanic turbulenoe

were recently developed by Klaus (1960) and Gaul (1962)o The

former oonstructed a nast consisting of oeve'al ton meter tubes

of noncorrodible material in order to measiiro temperature,

currents and the angle of the mast up to the water 200 m deep

TeWperature sensors are platinum resiistance th ormometers and

current meters are of pendulum type which measures the deflected

angle of an inverted pendulum for speed. Rooording ,inits are

kept in an iron Case anchoring the mast an d aro opo.aod by

batteries for several days, This syst ,m wa origiraly developed

for measuring internai waves. Howove, i% ntghi be tad SuCceSS--

fully for measuring turbulenae of intermeii te soales both in

vertical and horizontel directions, sInc it can b3 lefL urnea-

tended for a while though sensitivity of the current rsters are

not good. In fact, Klaus and 3agaard (1562) reporLed the

spectrum of temperaauvs and currant mec..on measured with

this system in the M-L,.u.( Sea. although Lho. (ulild not find
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an evidence of spectrum predicted by statistical theory of tur-

buoInce, but obtain discrete spectrum of internal oscillations.

Gaul also started to meosure continuously temperature and

eu rents at several depths on the northern coast of the Gulf of

ei eloo using buoys and teleaeterig system. He used the thermistors

for temperature sensors and the Servonius rotor current meters.

Thop .instruments are highly sensitive and the whole system can

be left unattended almost for a month. Tt is expected that the

system will provide the data of whole ranees of turbulence from

smll to medium scales.
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Pftehdard (1059, 1956) and Pritobs* and Kent (1956) dig-.

eWmesd extensively the method of detezl9W9.Jfutd stress is

oteal *lain estuary, using averogoioe4008. or f 61is

peronoe ond valinitea. The *QUa tiOns or Notion avIeraged vif

IdM OMn be witten '.n a van.-oi~l form as:

*' 0

in "Oke the bai- and -0o i j lc.t tho averaed i ilatqin.-

ftnsins values, rv4'pqC~vy Lnd.co',> I and 2 represent horisental

agdhlates, i 5 a ;"jii~'i palla'Mator andc & JS is 4 os-

P~inu* of a cyclic $Gei-"OC.,

ftr an elongated o~tucy, avov 6gng of these equatikon (DIII(

aw Mfe laterAl dire4-.)On Y.toid much :simpler to=* It x- ,

a" a ordiates are taken a~long tho longitudinal* lateral *mOd

vestlel direction, respec~ivoly, Gquation~s of eatio n ' x-

and y direction become;

4 ...1.z
V (t 10)

respostivelyp where means averaging uer the y- direetionD,



due v h ." , , ... : .:,. ,, .. .:: ' z"'; .'' . ." ' ,,,. consid e"

neg I ig I t) Io; -_.-- Cd li1 V i

" "'.... ... .-

"r :&,;, i. .. , . - . . ---

~ + ~The

in whi.ch '4k~ a L the Surf*e,

... is dotealmned
i"n h i ! ' - , ,.

IN WI.-k / '
2

.'- fro•

• yd:og/'. . .. .... . . -. . 4 .*I

should Oilo. ., yields M

ValO5.f ... ,- .. .., .,by.~lim

.by

taavbhai1ncj I Um' '~ 7

* . • € _,. , .-" .- , : '

* --*'*•( 1 C). /.:, C*47 11440090 avti.I wIdL a to Ui4 nogle4cted tai are sm1llr

*.. at least by two Miagn ti.ude*., . ., .. .

:'."'l Pritc a d divided the average currents into two

MW s 7L t he .,m veloiw ever ome or more tidal Grates

- UL , the tidal emtr1bs6tiet. The equation of notiom i XZ

(w4l) directton averaged over one or more tidal cycles be.ammog

-...



In wiab m a uns averaging as sp@eoftd. The

direction was so obovem that 1A U 0 Thus,

Now,--.-~~-at .tusrea / iNOW9 ~< ",'u ,esuf"nt si ae ¢ul, < X- >,,. A,.

seemsto be very small, so esMW&suOj )is written

< o O-/ (9-27)up j t 
usi

Thus, Renldotre < 4 can bo determined, missuroble

quantities A and - F

However, Stewart (19(Jl pointed out that such procedure might

lead to quit* errofmous Reftelds stress. Although i. 0,

l; InerS torso, ' R.WW SOV are in general not

negligible. In the actual *as* treated by Pritchard (1956),

the predominant part of leaf tie terms are:

where k is the radius of ourvature of the flow, These terms

ore of the same order of magnitude as the Corlolis' term
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9. Spectral Analysis of Oceanic Turbulence

Since the turbulence is statistical phenomenon, it is no

wonder that some workers on turbtbnee have used the approaches

which are more or less pertinent to statistioal meohan-cs. The

pioneers of turbulence theory thus assumed the analogy, with a

classical statistical mechanics of gas molecules, as desoribed

before. However, Taylor (1935) for the first time treated

turbulence statistlca~ly with a clear undcrs-anding of the

fact that turbulent velocity of the fluid is a random contin-

uous funotion of position and time, in contrast to older

theories based on analogies with the discontinuous collisions

among the discrete entities.

The essential part of stat;tical theory of turbulence is

an introduction of the covariance between the velocity com-

ponents at two separated points and an application of a theory

of Fourier integral to derivation of spectral density from the

covarianose, The covariance or velocity corrolation is defined

by$

where R (3)1s an instantaneous valua of the , components of

the velocity fluctuation at the point The average is taken

over all relization of the flow field or, it) case of stationary

flow, over the large time Interval. Incompressibility and

interchangiability of Vi and l impose restrictions on the form

of R j such as%
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Vhen the turbulence is homogeneous, correlation function Is 1n-.

dependont on coordinates 7 o Further, when the turbulence

is bboth homogeneous and isotropic, more limitations of the form

of - i are derived. For Insftnee, %- (o) or the noun square

values of three velocity components are equal to each others

Also, In the homNpenus and Isotrwqtc turbulence, the *orre-

lation function R4  ise represented by correlation tensors

suha as$

In w ich "4 is the mean square value f .elocity and is the

Kroneocer deltas The functions f tnL) and (QL are dofined as

longitudinal and tras~verse correlation coefficient, respectively.

In other words, It and U are volocity components parallel

to the vector Joining t-vo points P and Pl at whiah "-he

velooitixes are considered, f(Tr) is defined bys

U L VLit' =c QM f(rL-) (q.5)

The function ( t)is defined by:

in whbioh U and Ui" are velocity compononts at P and P2 perpendi.

cular to

The idea of spectral analysis which has long been used in

electromagnetic thory of heat and light was introduoed by Taylor

(1935) into the study of turbulence. The idea is particularly
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powerful ror studylng theory of isotropic turbulence, 'rh efforts

in the recent decades are directed to derive from the Navier-,

Stokes equations the functional forr of the spectral density of

turbulence, The most general form of the spectrum function is

defined by using the thre*-dtmenslonal Fourier transfotrm of

such ast

Rk (q7)
-00

vherejV()ia the element of volume about-k

The integrated spectrum function Is defined bys

where the integration is over the spherical surface of radius:

Owing to inoompressibilty, there is a re3*Lon such as

J AJ cq.1o

A theoretical approach to the spectral theory of turbulenoe

is to derive the specraJ. f inction from the transformation of

Navier-Stokes equation. The triple correlation function which

Is produced by the nonlinear terms of Navier-Stokes equations

can not be related deductively to the energy spectral function and

this approach is iro "cr only partly succossful under restricted

conditions of stationrcry homogeneous and isotrop.c turbulenca
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for a certain range of scales. The empirical approach Is widely

used in describing i..... surement of wind t'_:.- ol turbu.enco, parti-

cularly by use of hot wire techniques, which give directly the

data on correlation functions. The correlation functions are

transformed into upectral functions by the Fourier inverse inte-

gral of(.7). Many aerodynamicists have concentrated their efforts

to applying hot wire techniques to the study of the turbulent

structure of varic- "low fields and qui' -, , number of separate

pieces of informati.cn on this subject hav? been accumulated,

However, the statisicalipproach to the turbtlence are not fully

exploited in the field of oceanography, owting to complications

arising from anisotropy and inhomogenaity o' ocean fiov in the

theoretical approa2 and difficulties rxasuring fluctuations

of the flow in the jo- in the empirical appnroach.

Vorks by Bowden (1962)0 Nolesnikov (1960) and Grant et al(1961)

are the first step toward filling the gap betwoon iho development

in research on turbulonce in wind tunnels and slow progress in

research on ocoanic "t-rbulonce. Bowdon (19621 obtalne, the

spectra of fluctuations of u, v and w, wh3ch reopeaorto t khG rotu

ponent in the direction of and parpondiotl&ar to the inmn hor-

zontal velocity and vartical currant, r spoctvively, His procedure

is essentially similar to the one used by acrodynamicists in

wind-tunnel experiments, except instrnon u' rod,, He mesuod

velocity correlations with the elactrof] : mater and dorved the

speotral function uslPg the follo-ing relai-ion:

-8 L
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in which the correlations are determined under the assumption

that the velocity ii, ctuations are carried atay by the mean

flow unchanged, as postulated by Taylor (193 )

The results of Bowden's measurements are different from

those obtained in both wind tunnels and from the theory of iso-

tropic turbulence: First, the mean squaro velocitied ilz.", and W7

are not equal to eavh other, The averaged ratios r i/Zjfand /L

are equal to 0.51 0o76, respectively Correlation functionsilp>

and ir derived fro., ;4tL' and WW- - respeot- vely, do not satisfy

the relation.

wbich can be derivod f'rom equation of oontinilty under the

assumption of isoti-3'-jcity, Also, one dimorsiona] spe tra of'

three oomponents oi- ,eloctty u, it and v are differen. from thotse

expected from the -v.veory of isotropic turoulance . This is

expeoiso because tho measurements of turbulnnt velocities wire

done close to tha boLiom at the heights of 50, 75, 1.25, and

150 am From the bot ;f.-: where the assuffption of isolropicity ift

not valtd,.

FiG,- shows ,.n spectra of three com.pononts ,. :, aad ,

and tho spectra of ti i: at four hsghts f tbi tho bottom, For

range of wave numb .i 0,02 to 0.,2 i-!, the spoctra of 'A W' reach

more than one thrd tr.- tbosa of u or w and tahis is another

indie:atton of anis... opy of Lurbulence. Th ,VJ spoctro sho%

very little contrit.-,.ions from the flic'k .cx ions witb wave nr.ubgr

higher than 0 61z., -:,is 3 -.mi.titig wa- -L :.3Efl
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in his analysis of the atmospheric bo*undary layer obtained by

Panofsky (1953) and others.

Following Kolmogorov (191)9 Rtissian workers on u bulence

have often used structure functions defined by:

Instead of correlation functions (Tatarski, 1960, chapter 2).

Here ik v 1, 2v 3, the qL are the components with respect

to the x, y, x axes of the velocity ','ctor at the point P (= k)

and the U are the components of the vatc-ity at the point
4 - -

From the assumption of loml isotropy of Vaioity~~ 11as

the formDi ) D,, (R-) - Dit 0-)] Dt.(,14)

where &kis the Kronooker's delta and the are the components

of the unit vector along t . Suffixes /1 andJt in the

definitions PtL tirL(L t- 4(,,~ 4fI -+ L) 1kt-U 7

represent the projection of tha velocity aiong ,h direction

of? 1and along some direction perp.-ndicular to jZ )repectively,

The condition thatJiV =Oyields th e relitiong

If we consider that a velocity f .uctuation ott o.,urs in

a region of scale , characteristic time required for the

growth of such fluduation becomes A / .', The energy transfer

from the mean flow to the fluctuation per unit time is equal to

( ') 1/)U(~' 3 1 . The procesis of~ energy transfer

in the fluid is as fol.owst
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First, the me*an tlr.a ith charaeteristir vi*o(,t4 U and scale L

betcome5 unstable Wr ts ReynoldS rumbur o.e.eeds a

critxcai value and transfers its energy i-o hip fluctuation (or

eddiesj created by this instability., The fluctuation itself

becomes again unstable when the Reynolds ntimber 'J L(

exceeds A ,rt . al. vatue and transfers iLs energy to the second

order ftuctuation, This transfer process gons down to the

3MalleSt disturbanc "ith a scale 2 0 and clic:racterlstic velocity

L', and is finally ,-kverted into heat by molecular viscosity,

The rate of' such di L.4tationE is of' ordoi 2 U"

On the other hand, thi) rate of supply of enerfW from the flt, tuation

larg~er by one order zci this smallest one is 2'&/A(-' 0

Thus, from these two formulas for C , wo can obtain

1a .t io nqu,'ion % i )be much !arger tai-an , and mtseh smaller

than I., (the os- ,X CIhe largest, a~iiaotropic oddiws), Than

the veloeity diffeA,,, at. tha two poir~ts r. r,:ainly due to eddies

With CI)tfl!OjiO.I- (OI P.,. dbie' t "M I1)ar -~l. w, r.vi c

charavtot-txe6 such te6ciies is 8J Dd,' 1 ~(

is .' fu-!uton of J? ., ;% ooi.'

Fitom dimansion grounds.

where C is a dimenrs.on.ess contan oif abo,,. YF om t2e

I-Sl~tA011',ric -S), the qt Ly 4t I-) a
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Kolesnikor (1960) used the data obtained at the Antarctic

Ocean (Fig. I to p-ov.i the relation( ?4).. lie determined D,, (T)

from the measurement of horizontal velocity at one depth under

an assumption that LZ = F t , where t( is the mean current,

The D, (t) is plotted against It for difforent values of mean

velocity in Fig.

The range of seal.e of turbulence in which the rate or

energy transfer froc .7, dis of larger scale to eddies of smaller

scale is constant is called inertia subrango. lColmogorov's hypo-

thesis consiats of thxee parts: the first parL is that the

local oharacteristies of turbulenee in tho :,_,ertial subrango are

isotropic at large Reynolds numbers, the second is that Lhe

energy supplied from a range of larger ttrbuierce to 1hs

inertial subrang6 is completely transfored to a zango of smaIler

turbulence with a constant rate, an-i the third i iU=1; the

energy- thus transfe- red to the range of swl1or rurbu!.ance

(dissipation range) is mainly dissipated by viscous forves into

heat,

In the iertfi : bra.ngeo ta affc_ ofA a~~ can be

neglected. Therefore, on the dirusicml ground.5 h ono,.dimen-

sional spectral denty is given by7

in which kis thhe vave number and Ci .,s :; ;'oral cionstanL

The functionMN'also can bo expres i~t by:

-U -4

~n which i q !tm.i- ol Z ;J'a ck i !~Th~
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be used to compute 1Ef)if turbulent velocity component V (X)is

measured

in the range of wave numbers Inaluding both inertia subrange

and dissipation range, the function S(A)is given by:

in which C =)3)V and Fis an uni-

versal function. On the basis of Heisenberg's assumption, Reid

(1960) derived analyti ally the form of F-k /-f )

P A CF (/ A

in whioh PR is a numerical. constant,

The energy dissipation rate is given by#

which can be determined if (s s ob;ainod fromi wsaura-

Grant, Stewart and Moillet (1962) cons ruvtod a hot-film

current meter in order to do-ermina the spar*,1 density of

oeoanic turbulence and to test the Xolmogorovr's hypothos:.s,, The

current meter which was mounted to a towed body has a frequency

response from D.C. to 700 CoPo,S, with a noise :ievel. of 10D cm/seoc

in the frequency band 1 to 700 CP.S,

The measurements were done in Disoovory Passag, near

Vancouver at the tidal currents of" maximur-u speed of about three

knots, They determined the energy spoorim I (-) and
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dissipation spectrumE(A)frrm the measurements at some 15 motors

deep in a region of very intense turbulence, but very small sur-

face waves. 1lM tae spetma i plotted against fteo Wae

number the energy spectrum is well separated from the dissipation

spoetrom in the wave number rafe, thus the existence of tbe

inertia sbrange was confirmed. The energy dissipation rate

was determined from equation ('23). It was found that the energy

spectrum for 17 samples obtained from runs of 4 to 20 minutes

satisfy the law of J-V&, when they are plotted against -

on a log-log graph* Also, the values of constant CF for a ranwe

of of 10- 2 to I showed the average of 0,424 with a slight

seatteringo

In Fi&. 11 the normalized spectrum log F(k/AA) averaged from

17 samples is plotted against log(,fA) o The curve indicates

that the inertial subrange exists for a range of -k /&4j from

10"1 dui to 103.

In the presence of waves with a low background tur bulence,

the measurements were taken to determine the energy dissipation

due to waves. Th energy spectrum s showed some divturbfncos

- 3 -.2 -I 0

10, F~i ig. 110 The normalized
i 0 -X -

spectrum function

in a tidal stream

(Stewart and Grant, 1962)
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due to the waves9  However, the maximum dissipation F.?'R

could be determined by fitting the averaged normalized spectrum

curve of ?ig.ll to each of such spectrum, at a few depths. down

to 15 m and for wave heights of 001 to 0.9 meters. It Is

noticeable that values of E increae with wave heights, but,

only slightly decrease with depth near the surace

The energy input from the wind into the waves per unit

surface was estimt2! ?rom the relation:

where SC is the density of air, C is the drag coefficient, -W

is the wind speed and C is the mean phase speed of thG waves.

For - = 7 =/s and = 3 cia/sect we can obtain %-= 100, ergs

00j, 2 S0'l. using probable values of constants, On the other

hand, the energy dssipation obtained by integiting P determined

from measurements below the depth of 1 m from the surfa e is

equal to 3 ergS a'2 see 1 whir-h is a full order of magnitude

less than energy input estimated above, This difaorance leads

to a conjecture that dissipation by waves is cocentratod very

close to the surface, essentially above iho trough line. The

mechanism of dissipation can be considered mainly duo to breaking

of waveso

The medhanism of energy dissipation by wave breaking was

discussed in Chapter 6o The measurements of Grant and Stewart

(1962) for the first time gave a solid bags for suoh analysis,,

though the data are still scanty and by no moans cowpleto5.
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He further oorlsd1red that tha absolute vorticity is con.

served by such mix..,:5 in the higher bmtit:,Th; Then, the

absolute vorticity becomes uniform over the high latitudes and

we haves

- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -(~~) ~ ~c-d. pDc- = C6r. (71 0.3

This constant can be determined by the condition at the pole,

where the absolute vorticity to equal to 2-a Therefore,

we have:

These two equations generally agree w.th the observ-ed distri-

bution of the zonal wind when the boundary of these two domains

Is taken at 45o N,

Stommel (1948) was the "irst to be ab o %o atplain the

peculiar feature of rcteanic circulation which liao n strong

and narrow current along the wvesorn coas-t, Hn troaced analy-

tically a model of wind-driven ocoanic c.ireulal.on in a reocian-

gular otean oonsidring variation of Coreoeisl pararn. or wxth

latitude and frictional force proportonfO Lo bhe mean ,oaocityo

Munk (1950), Nidaka (1950) and IUyify; 1. 9504) k dopndently

Introduced the eddy v;svosity terms o bhif; LiocIi as frcu.ona)

forces MH-nk estimtod he value of' eddY sc1os-.y equal to

5x 10 am2/sev., by raking the wxdth of uhko w.storLn cui ront

as 200 km, This width becomes equal to to (,A//37/ , who

A ts the eddy visuosity and P is tto 2-ae of' variaLion of

Coriolis parameter with latitude, I.hxyo discussed the ralative

importanoe of inerti. terms. 3.-termi anti !O -,or.na! mixinp torzns



for sintusoidal wind ±t_ ssa Hw .onl(uddcA that InertiiA terms

are negligible for t half wave length is- ne ast-.wett dir-

eotion of wind stress system longer than _O0 km and the

8-term is negligible for the scale falf wav¢e length) of the wind

system less than 200 km for the vddy viscoalty of about 5 x 10:

2
cis S@c.

idaka and lida (193?) treated the effect-i of' Coriotlis t

force and of dimenrif:, of the ocean on the ecearvtc ciroulation.

They round that the , rstward intenslrica(.o-i bet:*owa percep(ible

only when the dimnensi onless parameter 1 ~ A eioeeds 2000

where Ls is tha dimension of the ooean.

The large vlues of horizontal eddy viscosity estimated from

the viscous bounday-v inadel of wind..-driveo ,.iuaario circulation

aroused suspicion of awe worker.,, They -.. ion10.kd that eddy

8visoosity of 10 Cm 2 1seo. .espotd -1o b.) trld.ss of ' 4les of

* the width of he wogtrn bouodary .- urrvnr Cnarrey (1955) and

Morgan (1956) treated a modilJ of inartia boundary layer for the

western boundary current, oomple tl) fticit oigil ,O I

forces and obtained th rosulLt whiLch epitani man f'naaur*

of the observed ero1ulaton Ogava (1960) discussed a model

including boLh !rtctaortaj and inertia boUtdsry af Cucts and

applied the bouwdar. layer toehnlques of tne vtsoias flow aong

the solid plate However, the probem o- the ielative vporranvy

of the ffrLtional or the inertia boundaty #o 1the viestern

boundary to currint is still to be s~ove*6

Rossby (1936) di'u ad t"io latcral et~e-9a in iho ocean
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caused by horizontal eddies with scales between synoptic meteor-o-

logical disturbances and the eddies contributing vertical mixing,

Main features of his discussion consist of two partep the effect

of' Coriolis# force on the lateral stresses and the role of such

stresses in the dynamios of the strong ocean currents like the

Gulf Stream. In the first part, he applied Prandtl's momentum

transfer theory and Taylor's vorticity transfer theory (Goldsteint

1938) to deriving the lateral stress in a rolating system.

According to these theories, the lateral stress of a circu-

lar flow rotating around a vertical axis is given by?.

U,- = (_'V/d? ., V(

in which 7 is tangential. volocity at distance /Z from the axis

and negative or positive sign corresponds to mamentum or vorticity

transfer theory, respcotively, For the flow over the earth, the

absolute tangential velocity i given bye

in which f is the Coriolis' parameter. Substitutina (1O6)into the
equations (f.$) hare

and

9: 'KQ V Abit 1 )'(0. 7b)

for the momentum arid votcity transfer tivory, reopotti re .Y,

Rossby concluded that the momentum transfor th ,ory is inadequate

from two reasons. Fir.t, the lateral strums, according to this

theory, doeu not vani ih uvon for the sraight un.form turrunt,

for whi uh 7 / S,,ondr $-he local

pressure gzadient ti.,od by a movwient of ,,-r,.iai column of wter
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offsets Coriolis' force when the column is deep enough to ms

the divergency negligible and thus the horizontal turbulence caused

by random movements of such columns is not affected by the rota.

tion of the earth,

However, the question about effects of Coriolis' force on

large scale horizontal turbulenee is still to be solved, In

fact, Ichiye (1953C.,19550found that irreaular meanderings and

eddies along the Kuroshio were often caused Toy passing fronts

and cyclones and the movement of such disturbances is not go-.

strophic and is confined to the upper Ekwai layera Ichiye (1949)0

also treated as a stochastic process the diffusion of water

masses in a field of Coriolis* force under random foreas, neglecting

the pressure gradients, He obtained the formulas for eddy diffu-

sivitles of x and y directions

-_-x ... . +. a. X 0, - . . ,

( +: .. , 1.) .,."( ,c ,b

respectively. In these formulas, a nd are

the auto-correlation of x - and y components of random forcss

and tbr cross-correlation, respectively and X is frictional

*onstant. These relations indicate that the eddy diffusivitles

are independent on the Coriolis' parameter only if the disturbing

forces are isotropic (6L & ea -)and there Is no corrualation between

x - and y - components ( O">J -- )

The other part of Rosshys theory Z.1936) ig dyni.rics of the
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Gulf Stream as a two-dimensional turbulent let which was discussed

by Tollmlen (1926), Rossby considered that the pressure gradients

In the ocean are almost balanced by the Corioli's terms and that

the intense ocean current like the Gulf Stream is maintained by

absorbing water-mass from the surroundings by the effect of

lateral mixing. The equation of momentum transfer in x-direction

(direction of the main current) becomes

in which is the residual pressure gradient after eliminating

the pressure gradients equivalent to the geostrophic terms.

The te-m is considered to be negligible.

Tollmien's analysis gave that the total momentum transport by

the current is constant, that the width of the current inoreased

downstream linearly with OC , distance from some initial point,

and that the mass transport increases downstream as X

Rossby applied the velocity distribution of such jet to the

ocean with two layerb, the lower of which is as*umod to rest,

He derived the distribution of depth HL& of' tho upper layer which

decreases from the right side to the left side by about 1000 m,

using the geostrophic relations
: (,o.,o)

where 9 and are densities of the upper and lower layers,

respectively,, Further, he comluded that in a jet on a rotating

system like the Gulf Stream, water is absorbed from the right

hand side and is discharged to the left hand side, oontrary to

the symetrical non-rotating jet, owing to the decrease in H from

right to Ieft He expiained that tb ojected water from the

left edge of the Gulf Stream forms ihe countclr current,
i -99-



After Rossby, there were several inve.gtigations on hori-

zontal mixing of wat - masses, momentum a- 'o nergy across the

Gulf Stream or the Kuroshio. There are some evidences that

both currents, after leaving the continental shelT, absorb as

vell as discharge water from the left side, as the currents

meander intensely (Ford, 1952; Ichiye, 1956b) . Partioularly,

the water from 100 to 500 m deep to the left of the Kuroshio

Extension is transr.. ),red to the right acro_, the current and

forms the Intermedlato Water of low salinity and low oxygen in

the North Pacifio, (Icbiyes 1962).

Ichiye (19.55)also found an example o.' Guchange of anorgy

and momentum between the Kuroshio and tho skrroundngs, Analysis

of the hydrographic data of the semicperm& ,ri jclooic vortex

found between Japan and the KLtroshio inrdic.tes tha i the total

kinetic energy and momentum of the vortex sotied a.n annual

fluctuation similar to those of the Kurosbio vp~ifair, with a

time lag of about ono month..

Later, Ichlye 11960a)applied the wimri;irn mxoonti" principle

to the jet-type gostrophic flo-w in a toa-layarad ocoan and

determined the mode of the flow a. tho final at.go which will

be reached aftur the flow loses x;s oneg tbrough mixing.,

The width of the c rront becomes narraro ar3 less than 100 km,

However, he also foond that the bouble jotz are possible wh1n

energy is supplied to the main oui 'ent. r. oc(ailonally observed

in the Kuroshio (Iobiye, 193V)O

The viscous bounda'y theory of ;Lhd-cz-:; o oc.znic cir tulatiun

yields the eddy viscosity of .5 !: 1.0 "z. rm'rs ' a ruprasont.1ive
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the viscous boundary theory and those determined by Stommel (195.5)o

This difference seems to be duo to the differences in the seale

and period of time, over whieh the average processes were taken.

The energy transport from the turbulence to the mean flov

W'i,7 ('t /a) computed from f Ihiyo's (1957) data are plotted

in fig, 12 , whieh shows different features In the western

sad eastern regions divided by 1410. In the western region,

the energy is transferred tram the mean current to the turbulence

in the left side of to maximum velocity eu, Is transferred in

the reverse direction in the left side, ane iics versa in the

eastern region. In general,' energy exchange is larger in the

western region than in the eastern region, Webster (1961) also

determined *oross the Gulf Stream off Ouslow Say, using the GZK

data of 120 crossings during May and June of 1958, His result

is also plotted in Fig. 12 , which shows a romarkablo contrast

with the result of obhiye. ebster's date are more favorably

oemred with the energy transfer in the atospheric zonal flow

determined by Starr (1954). However, thero is no obvious reason

to oonsider that the imorgy transfer process ia the sarna in the

atmospheric zonal currant and in the ocoan cu-rents. Also,

disagreement between Tchiye's and ebsters re..3ult cuald be due

to the difference in averaging process (the Vormor using space

average and the latter using time aver-age) and in geographical

locations of the areas measured, though tho twansfer mochanism

might be quite similar .z! ',o oWGan ourrent s.

The statistical and spectral theory of .ur~bulnoe deseribed

in chapter 9 was introducad to oeeanograpxy fiisit by StomeJ. (1949).
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who discussed the energy spectrum of turbulence in an inertial

subranCe (Chapter 9), using discrete wave number model. Re

ezpressed the energy spectrum and eddy viscosity in a form

likes

respeottvelp, where L- and 'V" are scale and velocity corres-

ponding to the eddies of the n.-th order scale.

Stommel associated the 4/3th law of eddy viscosity to an

empirical formula found by Richardson3(1925) noighbor diffusivity

which will be discussed later, This 4/3-th law was since then

claimed to be confirmed by several authors, Incue (1951) and

Defant (19511) plotted various values of eddy viscosity and dif-

fusivity estimated by different authors with different methods

against the scales of motions corresponding to each estimation.,

The data *over from values assumed by Munk and Hildaka in thei.r

theory of wind-driven circulation to those determined by small

scale diffusion experiments in lakeso

The application of spectral theory to a largo scale oceanic

circulation was made in a formal way by Miyazaki (1951) and by

Iohiye (1951b) The latter considered that 'ho energy spectrum

of the ocoanic turbulence must be modified 1'rom th b Civen

sobemetically by Stom=l(1949) oving to the input of energy

at certain wave numbers through the air-sea intoraction and

various quasi-periodic movements in theiea, Later, Ichiyo (1952d)

that the energy of turbulence of the global scale is supplied by

the higher wave number oompooents of Wd stress over tho ocean

and proposed the form of eddy visnosity
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where the Z;is the wind stress components of wave number m.

He estimated the annual variation of relative intensity of tur-.

bulonoe in the ocean from this formula, suggesting that the

intensity has two maxim, winter and siner, in a year,

Iwata (1956) assumed that the difference of daily mean sea

levels between stations at the main land of Japan and at an island

120 n, miles south of It is proportional to the geostrophic

velocity of the Kuroshio flowing between two stations, He

deteruned 12 harmonic components from two and six months series

of daily mean sea level difference , respectively, and found

that the square Qf amplitude of each harmonics is proportional

to rr 7/3, where I is a frequenoy. He argued that this indicates

the energy speotrum of la)2-ge scale horizontal turbulence which

is modified from ordinary spectrum of q- 2/3 owing to CoriolisO

, force. Zt is doubtful to consider the harmonic i.s*ponents as

energy, spectrum of turbulece and his argument on deriving the

speotrum with Coriolis' force is not obvious. However, this

approach to determining large scale oceanic turbulence by using

tidal records wll be very promising, If we use statistical

techniques to deter ine the spectrum of fluctuations,

GeseaUli (1959) discussed the dependency of the horizontal

eddy viscosity on the averaging period of fluctuation velocities,

He flerwvtnod the eddy viscosity from the data of currents of

two weeks* period at the anchored stations of 20 m and 100 m

depth, using Ertelts method (1932), The averaging period was

taken at 20 minutes, one hour and six hours, He found that the

eddy viscosity A ch ry a/  , is ' t he averaging time,

VHe derived from the dimensional basi.s th, cons-anL C, as, C '-



where is the sol4cular viscosity. This result is different

from a theory of Oqurn (1952)o It will be important to cheek the

effects of aweraging time on values of eddy viscosity in the ocean

doteainined by various averaging processes,

Latun (1960) determined horizontal eddy viscosity in the Black

Sea uoing the furmula

whert) iZt the dxi tion of the mean fl.; li> ) e found

that the value of A are alma.t cn.iutan t (- t 6 x 10 cr 2 I!Ekc)

and tho5se of d . I,-at 6,7 tu 5,2 2 1 0 6 e m2 ec for the

averaging time of 5 tL 60 minutes cuntrary wiLh the result of

Gezent.ivei i 1959).

(a) t (b)

4- 1 "- I" - 5"o

3 / 5

SL i so-
I / L _ L __(,.oo,.,

SMean velocity(broken lines) /0

and kinefltic energy transfler a -L .___ j 0/(solid lnes) across the

i ~~Kuroshio and the Gulf Stream.1 f/() ..
(a) Southern portion of the
(uroshio,(b) orthern portion

of the Kuroshio (Iohiye,1957)
(c)Across Onslow Day (Webster, ; 0 20 '

1960),
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tVter.< is i mdwpendarnt on t1ime, Th4)r t~he r plat Ion K-.OMe*

Integral-kig this with time, v. have

= .? 1 (. 1.L Rt 14)

In particular, for svoil valties of sucih that.

is very aioso to unity,

tinbecome - ro for oultint'- rga t~, ve bawe

This relition Is Yatid only wino., thts lnteg;aus do con-t?*rge but

thao is some doubt ooi the *alAdity of c oj reyg0&Coy fox cxvaanic and

atuiosphoric tUnbulwiio, e'or w-icih s atloy~itos .41 Limo Is not

obvious,

From analoar wii& umoloevlar-dffso~ 3d s~t is

defined b.-

M~any semlempirioal t-efatior3 aro given fok -,arious forrms of' the

c~orrelation runctico~as by Franicial 11953)

Iahiye (jL96ot)), -. ,jad I'nt uq~os : an d - ,r) to dy4)

diffosion experimwits done by C'.AAAM0 son '5)Of iC tiz~ Call-

fornia (coasto He (-oivrarad ihco chanco Of di-nia;-irtI Of 1-~ (~flom

an Ins Lantanwoos vowrI o wirth thq puea.! (o !r'or o>iId rovil

the above theory 3
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and the one obtained from Josopib and Sendner"s theory which v1i

be discussed later, rho results of the erpori.ments, in which

the maximm dimensions of dye patches wera toss than 1.00 m, are

best fitted t' the conoentration function derived for the initial

Otagoe, in which -- 7- He also u.ed the patterns of dye

released from contirnuous sources to tast the oonoentration function

obtained by Fralnkiel (1953), He found that the function for the

initial stage of diff'. -ion agrees with t1, _, iserved patterns

which has a longitudinal dimension less thao 1 km, Gifford (in

personal oommunication) suggested that Lhw diffusion of patohes

from instantaneous sorcos must be eiplafned by two particle

analysis,

The idea of two-particle anrJysis was f'or che ftrs time

introduced by Riohardson (1925) to atmospn;ric diffusion problems.

He proposed neighbor e.,oncortrarion in ono di.ension v i]h is

defined asx

whereAD(t)is 1Lhe ordirnry concentra~ion -t othor word. ; ( )d

is the number of pairs of diffusato paviL.10 1os Axic- havQ & dif -

tanc* between ) and if- Rajeoi-%ing Ubin oieotwiiy Yiviian ao

unsuitable, Richardson postulatad itha ne*lgbor dxti'tzs .on sq'u.ation

for -n g 3

in which is called neighbor dLt'sii icy

The wide use of rDighbor conceatrait.jP, v~du; i'taiqeA b~ y diff!

culties in determining it from obsorvat)e.-n,  Also, , nrdsnary

concentration Catnot DWi uniquely da"',rd ,' omit ',l -[iv 9

(1950e) has shown, A P?-.;urAO trais 'Ari ci' Ot t::'

< ("X'i



whor* N= 41" -"L)e'/ Sw 4.Is tie Fourier trans-

form of ) 4 and S is the conjugate of T . Therefore, the

neighbor concentration only definod the amplitude IS 040 jbut not

the Pbfse of 9( X p t) . Shonfeld (1962) pointed out that,

when the concentration S X, t) has the random variation5(f(,)the

statistical average of the equation (iit)I)vess

Theref ori, the mean neighbor oonentration cannot be translated

into the mean ordinary concentration if the random fluduations

of the ordinary concentration are unknown.

Riohardson (1926) induced the formula R4) ) from

5 sets of ebservations of such atmospheric diffusion as scattering

of volcanic ashes or of toy balloons, rane of length scale from

15 to 5 x 104 m. This formula Is usually reforred as the li/3

laws Later, Stomel (1919) determined the neighbor diffusivity

in the ocean for the distanoes of 10 cm to 100 m. using the re.

lations

in which t. and J are the inttal distances of pairs and those

after time t, respectively, and bar indicates tho statistical

average. Olson and chlye (1959) determined F-i) from the

data of drift cards and drift bottles, using the frmula (i.3)or

modified relations. They d&tained tho empirical relation

-- = o0o -)"1 (11.14)

for the range of distances from 1 cm to 1000 km,.

Batchelor (1950) applied the similarity concept to the

neig bor diffusion, ie, two partiole analysis, Dimensional

arguments shov that the mean-square separation q )z has a

rate o f change of the following



where Y. is the Initial ( t o ) separation, , is the mole.

cular viseosity, and CT is an universal function. Ver Itih leo*

with ver7 large teynolds m r, msk w In the ecean and the

atmosphere, .2+) and P.are large ompared with P3/'C) *
which Is eq#0l to the 1ongtb ele ot tbe V1a0441 0144i&Itiem

range (Chapter )*Threfou., d(*P) lIA mast be lnde.

pendent on V . Whom t is tufleiently smal, the rate

of ohame of ja is linear in t- , Since the voeleities

of the two particle remain approximately constant during the

diffusion, so that a

When *- is arge, the relative notion o tUb two particles no

longer depends so the Initial searates T hen Uw equa-

Combining these two formulsas, Matbelo obtained the rolationt

where A, and 4i ere universal oinstants. The equation 014) Indi.

catos that the rolation (IMOand#411 is valid for time scal*

<< ( iIE or ,> p hc / E ) 4' respectively,

The relations 146) t(fl.7) ando0i8) reveal explicitly the

aeoeleratig obraetor of relative motion such that, as the

sJparation Imoreasos larger eddies mar catch each particle and

thms the tonodeir to separato bosme even more rapid.

Zoblyo and Olson (1960) -aiisd ftS.bardsonts 4/3 law n

dimensional basis* ?l.rstt bt y solved analytically the equation

(11"1$ by taking F(M -*R11e . By conaraing the solution of

neihbor cnoentration with the rOlation(1J-l3), wbich was used
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by Stoeel and others to determine the neighbor difrusivity from

obse rationsy they proved that the formula (11.13):ks a good approx.

imation for 'M A 4/: and for the t-im intervals satisfying

either I I" - I ' I Pf 9 ) (large time scalo) or l-..J
(small scale). Then. using Batchelors relation (Ja)Mthey proved

the 4/3 law. For large time scale: the equation (ili)becomes:

The ne*Lgbor diffusivity determined by the oquation (113)becomes

For small time scale the equation (IM.)yields the -value of as:

Howeve, t - Iva- I 3~f~

for small time scale. Therefore, again we havoez

Oamidoy (1957) made oxtensivo measurements of neighbor

di.fuu.yvity , using the formula similar to(i.5), in the Caspian

/14 and In an artificial reservoir of dimensional 8.6 m z 8.0 m

I with 3 m depth. From 50? sets and 165 sots of measurements in

the sea and the reservoir, respectively, ho obtainod the

eoiLeal formula for netgbor diffusivity in shallow water of

depth Hf as: F(e e,~C e4/3 (II/

in whichfi is a correction function for the 4/3 law, The fu ion

ft is almost equal to unity for k>i and increas5s -to 4 at

/H,'v 014. uOsmi o, (1958) explained this depandanco on re-

lative depth from an hypothesis of an inc"ining axis of' the

turbulont eddies* Then he (zmidov, 1960) used the ordinary

-11 1-



*df dirfusivity of a form x-41413 in a circular symetric

iLeklan equation and obtained the solution of conem tatian such

as$ it, t) ~ / Eij i.3

whes i h distance rrm an init11 point sour and Qa Is

a eamstant. Nmrevsr, the"e in no obieus reason that the 4/3 law

fr ueiv a diffusivity can be applied to the ordinary eddy

Yiseesitro

annit and cbio (195) reported fte result or eperimus

of dye diffusion and disevesed tin avletroW of t lato.he

Zeye (1962) did ame extmiv e upewiments on dye patches with

leogth seal. loss tin 100 m and co cluded that the patches

usually become elst*ed in the direction of wind or current if

iti speed exceeds certain critical values,

Taylor (1954) discussed the diffusion of marked flow through

a pipe and derived the virtual coefficient of longitudi.il dif-

fusion arising from the combined effect of lateral diffusion and

variation of velocity over the cross-section. The argument was

extended to un open channel by Elder (1959).

The problem has a practical interest because one of the

methods used by engineers for measuring a spad of a large channel

is to release a packetsf salt at one point and to measure the

salinity at another point distant. The Fickian diffusion equation

is given by

(I1. 24

in which KC is the direction of mean motion and )Qis the component

of the eddy diffusivity. The velocity of moan flow I consists of
-IL12-



the seen velocity ovor the cross section, 1 and the deviation at

individual points , . IS is assumed to have a form- ,1)

and longitudiml diffusion is negleoted, equation (I%-C) becomes

in which = x- 0*
For a circular pipe, Karmen's logarithmic law of velocity near

the wll yields the velocity distribution

RR 45 S- 2-,fg Ct .6# 0

( OM,< R< I)

where R is the ratio of distance /L from the center to the radius
of the pipea 9 "140is the velocity at the center )tt=0 and 14pis the

frictional velocity (= !'tj i -) for the stress at the wall O.

Numerical coefficients in -(1) are determined by use of data

from experiments by Stanton and Pannil and Nikuradse. This

velocity distribution yields the average velocity V and the

deviation I" :

Roynolds, analogy between transfer of matter and momentum by

turbulence postulates that the eddy diffusivity is equal to the

eddy viscosity. Therefore, the eddy diffusivity Xin A -

direction is given by

Since Karman s similarity hypothesis leads to R
equation ( b7) becomes

Xt Z U v Q-1132 ..
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at the bottom. Equations (1130 ) and ( II13 ) with this velocity

distribution and corresponding eddy diffusivity Xyield the virtual

eddy diffusivity owing to convection and longitudinal diffusion

and

respectively, in thq open channel. Ne proved these results by

experiments and obtained the virtual diffusivity

Ellison (1960) pointed out that Elder's velocity profile gives

infinite velocity at the free surfaca. He proposed the shear

stress which varies lineary w-ith height, vanishing at the

surface: (11.37)

From the similarity law for small turbulence near the free

surface pestulated that the vertical eddy viscosity near the

free surface iould be

where Wis a constant similar to Karman's .0" Since near the

bottom of the channel

the approximation to I throughout the depth of the channel,

satisfying the condition (1I1-380) near the surface can be given

by

-11Z.-



wbroXand *0 'm

This formula may be compared with that resulting from Elder's

logarithmic profile

7 ( 4rU06.t) ' = 'ra .- 2 ai
and with that resulting from an application of Karman's hypothesis&

The velocity profileE Oan be easily computed from the idation

, (aq/a%)= 'C . The results corresponding to (13iq),

(1l'3qb) and ( 11-39C) are

..~2 = 1+;-, -~ (i4ob)
q 4

44

11, 0

The virtual longitudinal diffusivity xs given by;

The comparison of Elde.' empizricgl fomulr of, wkk*K~~vith the

theoretical one obtai-.d from ( t,|. ) yld6 . cures-

ponding to Karman's constant - oA= 40,

Longitudinal dibpersion of discrece paiticles in a pipe was

discussed by Batchelor and otherv (1955) for aon-buoyant particles

and by Binnie and Phillips (1958) for heavy or buoyant particles.

These works pave a theoretical basi, for tho method u determining

the discharge velocity tthe average volocity over a uection) by

measuring the tranbit rime of the particlus beotreen rwo sections

-116-



Elder (1959) applied Taylor's discussion (1954) explained above

to the diffusion of discrete particles,

Taylor's one-particle diffusion tbory in a circular pipe

with radius M yields the equation for the Lagrangian coefficient

in the longitudinal (x-direction) diffusion:

where )qt,)is a distance travelled by a particle during a interval t

whiah is osn*A.red large. This equation can be converted to an

expression for the dispersion of the time TrT()of travel over a

given distance . ?or large ,

where of : is the mean velocity determined by a

transit time of a prticle of radius - Substitution o (I I -- 1)

and (1'4ab) into (}|.4) yields

Therefore' the virtual coefficiant of longitudinal diffusion K0

can be determined by measuring the transit time 7T")

Rlder (19$9) derived the equation for the average velocity

of the particle:

-T~d,) -WC4) it (R



taking into account that the particle cannot enter the ngion

close to the wail, /-0( < I 1 R The computation of the

virtual eddy diffusivity must be modified by taking the upper

limit -( in equation (II-30) and using Et -L-U (c)

The values of Kx(*() /a 4*( computed by Elder using

Taylor's velocity distribution (1954) decrease from 10.6 for OCeo

to I for o--o02 and agree well with those determined by Batchelor

and others (1955) from measurements in a pipe using equation (11-4+).

The method of detefmining 1 E)for buoyant and heavy particles

is also modified by using the average velocity Arsuch particles.

The probability densityP(L,)of the particles is determined by the

diffusion equation (see Chapter 15)

'W F m)- 72(a P/ aZ)O (1t-.4'

where -W, is the settling velocity, Tho solution for the eddy

diffusivity given by (11"31?4) for an open channel is

2(Z)Z
where utp (,k a()- . The mean velocity is given by:

The virtual longitudinal diffusivity can be determined from

equation (I1'50 ) with A'= i(- V(0,P )  . The result is

for 0w , corresponding to small particles. k (O3 P)rises by O, SrS

above KG('O,6)to a *ao.;Imum atpwjand decreases to zero nearPi.ir.HnnI*

and Phillins(195C) derived the mean velocity for a circular pipe:

where T # * /-'(,o) and B is the constant depending one

and is a dimensionless diffubivity X.-- _ /0. w,.-
-118-



This equation indicates that the " a( cg, is an even

function of -C and thus the effect of buoyancy and settling on

the average velocity is same. This yas proved by their experiments

in a range of I- -j .".o . o4

Batchelor and Townsend (1956) discussed the effect of molecular

diffusivity on diffusion. Tor small time interval satisfying:

whore K and )/ are respectively molecular diffusivity and vis-

cosity and W is the mean square of the vorticity of turbulenco - ,

turbulent and molecular diffusion are additive and the total

diffusivity K is given by:

For larger values of t - , they derived the equation
.2- X -  tz -) ::; 4-_1-r X _O-) (11.53)

Saffman (1960) proved by a rigorou6 treatment of diffusion

equation that At- .4. xza Cft ) (11-5 i.4)
He also derived that, for I > t i -% /i
where is a constant of order unityo Since

the ratio of 1]1 to the effect of molecular diffusion becomes

where CIs another constant of order unity andRJ ) 2)'j-
with dissipation length \ -- 1 Therefore, if the

Reynolds number of turbulence is sufficiently large, the effect of

molecular diffusion i small compared with turbulent diffusion.

-119-.



Ogura (1959) discussed the effect of a finite saiplinC

interval on estimated properties of diffuton of particles. If

Vi (t) is a stationary raidm- velooity, its sample mean value

over the interval Ir is /a

<It>r f, (11.58

The fluctuation referred to this mean velocity is

fv(4+5) = V(N*ir) - - $'-V (t A) d4 SIf)

and the auto-correlation computed from this sample is given by

W,(?L S VV (t r 14(0*~) 4 (166)
The ensemble average -Wr) of the function Wr (It ) is

equal to the average over t on the basis of ergodic theory.

Therefore, kIA IZ (I(I./a -t

Substituting (11.60) into (1.6) and mindful of the definition

of the mean correlation fu3t tions I All

where

we have

The function Ro. (a-) can be expressed by its energy

spectrum Fm(-Aby

where qj is the frequency. (See Chapter )o Substitution of

(II.63) into (11O62) leadb to

-120-



This equation indicates that the finite observation interval

sets the filter expressed by the term in brackets to the energy

spectru1, cutting off to the large extent the contributions from

the range of frequencies less thenT .
Following Taylor*s (lt21) treatment of diffusion by contin-

uous movements the moan square displacement of particles in a

finite observation interval T is defined as

Substitution of (11.64) into (i1.65) yields6A a" Id (1.66)
which indicates that the finite interval sets the same filter to

the energy spectrum as in equation (it.6i)o

A simple Lagrangian auto-correlation function:

.o '' (m I. -o 11r Ar ) sy 01<'

leads to the equation for Y,. 2 t) :

ere AMM J( is a length ,.ale of turbulence,

and 44 1 r / re respectively dimensionless diffusion time

and observation Interval* The function 4 () T is the

ordinary mean square of displacements averaged over all "realizations

and a calculation shows that reaches maximum

as r bo The diffusion from a fixed source (like

chimney) consists of two parts: fluctuations of the centers of

many smoke puffs and dispersion of individual puffs. The function

which expresses the dimentionless width of the



smoke pattern averaged over all realizations represents the

resultamt effect of those two kinds of fluctuations of each

particle. Thorefore, It is larger than the value for a finite

For left I a"d '<..9Oik 2 the function becomes

if (12.69) gives 4(t)') ; #t 3 for the

ra go This value of is equivalent to Batchelot's

(19#) formula I(t)^,vt(11I?) for the neighbor distance Aft)

In the inertid subrange, because 4 ~9)represents the diffusion

of imnlividual puffs under the condition and because

the rafs T<* corresponds to the inertial subrange.

The mean concentration of the diffusate in a firite sampling

period is also modified by replacing Y-0)In equation (12.8) by

yU()in the region of inotropic turbulence, if the average

distribution Of smoke particles follows a Gaussian law.

Ogura's results are important to evaluation of diffusion

eoeriments which are usually done under the ondition of a finite

observation interval*
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13, Turbulent diffusion as stochastic phenomena

Rece t developments in theory of turbulent diffusion are

divided in two general categorIes: mn% using %todhastia model'

and the other to uing 'urdo-y-- ie model". In the former

categoryg the diffusate is comsidered as transported by irreg-

ular motien of particles which may or may not be a part of

fluid, and the motion at the fluid itself is not rigorously

sposifed. This category may be divided into two approaches:

'houristia" and -alytilo* and both approaches are discussed

in this chapter. The hydrodynamic model of diffusion is based

on the Sulerian transport equation which is linear about the

omsenttion of the diffusate, Then, by use of Inovledge on

statistical bobwior of the motion of fluid, either some averaged

ceuuutions or spectral properties. of the diffusate are derivod.

This model will be discussed in the pext chapter.

.Two heuristic approaches in stochastic model were applied

to the diffusion in the ocean. Joseph and Sendner (1958) const-

deved the probability /t (; , t1 ) r 1 dj, that a

particle initially at the distance from an origin F is found

after a time -t at a circular ring with a radius from /L to

)Z + d'L .?e probability 1 f ; n t +4t).2 Tnc/f2/t that a particle

is found after ( J-d t at the ring can be derived by assuming

that the particle iitially at k moves to a ring area (/z,, L,4dk,)

after a time t and then moves to the ring between X7 and T/td/j

after a time 4 - . Asstming that these twvo steps are independent,

we have:
,,8f 0t ; =  (. (P,.; ,,7)6(, za). ,a7r 6 (d.1

0

Kolmogorovrs theory indicates that this functional equation
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can be transformed into the lokker-Planck differential equations

wi tb the conditioms that

10
' ,6 ,t).~~ :I 3

- . §Pt . (-)4 (, s ?,t). ,dJ,- F'L) (2.s)

The first condition represents normalizsion of the probability

density . The second f,rndtion~ij2 indicates that during a small

time interval a particle moves with the mean velocityp(X). A

third oendition(1*0 shows that the mean square disperson of the

locations of particles increases linearly with distance from the

* soure*

The solution of2.2), under the condition that the total mass

is conoentrated at the origin at =0 is ( PC?, ML P(L)= cOcnSt.)

4 (itt) , ( o; x,1t) No ("o-(Po - t e)x(-)/Poi)
Bourret (1959) derived the distribution function (I2,4by an

intuitive method. He introduced the position entropy of the

diffusate I.e. a measure of the uncertainty as to the position

of a particle whose positional probability is given by ('i,. I)4)

*in Uhich tA~ -&7r, d)E,
The req.-isation of diffusion occurs so as to make St)minimum

under the constraints represented by two conditions(I2*-) and(C24
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Using Lagrangian multipliers A and ) , minimal condition

for a yields:

W 5 [ (,tA)+h A PO (i08

Sine 8 F is arbitrary, wo have:

'6 1 1IAA)-X(j* 
J

Substitution of this result into the conditions (I2,X)and (19'4)

determines 'A and 1 and the equation (126)will be obtained.

Joseph and Sendner (1962) applied the solution to the data

of experiments on diffusion of radioactive substance in a length

scale from 10 to 100 k1m, the change of turbidity in the North

Se and the spreading o-" the high saline Moditerrean water in

the North Atlantic. They considered that the diffusion velocity

,PO has a spectrum similar to that obtained intuitively by

Stomme; (1949). Ichiye's (1960) analysis of experiments of

dye patches indicates that the Joseph Sendnerls solution is

not appropriate for diffusion vith length scale less than 100m.

Sch nfeld (1962) proposed another houristic model of hori-

sontal diffusion. Let a particle moving with velocity r in a

direction X with x-axis transport the nubstance from the dis-

tan1 e R_ . The concentration of the substanco arriving at

(x) is:

'd ( X-ce )t C"

The transport in the r-direction by this larticle is:
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The total transport 'tX can be obtained by averaging this

over all possible distances It and over all angle X. , If

V-* W i/, is eonidered as the statistic weight of the irreglar

motion ot particles at the distanee t , we haves

'Yjr-! f~ P* .1 4~~Ze%~~co
C(X ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ (i f'4 .. o) S(x- h

where V W V is assmed to be a function of I only.

Lat a Forier transform or

anid N1 and VIbe rourier tranoforms of -4x~ and fl

respectively, If we put:

K (0-) it

with T, denoting the Bessel function, tbhe oquation (12,fo)can be

reduced to an involution inteogral;

K( ) is called the "integral diffus i ty" by Schnfeld.

In the absence of a mean flow, the transport equation in

two dimensions takes the forms

where t;:; x4 ) is the rate at vbioh diffusate Is supplied per

unit time and per unit area, Fourier transformation of this

eqmtioe yields,

vboreQ&'s a Fourier transform of V)
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When we take into account an finite delay of the ditfusate

to be mized with surraundings, the transport '1. is modifted asa

Xatreduoing an additioal Foler transform with respect to

times

~(Cz3 ti,/) t S t; ~k e (i11rt7)

the equation (i2-)s tzansformed intoe

In which# (.2

O f 4W6OPr (12- 1j
The Fowler transformati of the ordinary advection

equation yields the results sinlar to (18,sor 0*,S)under certain

statistical eenditions of velocity fields.

The foxm (Ul,';uggests to us that the integal diffusivity

KWc()Ls a measure of spectrum of 9**i.e. the energy of tur.

bulence. Sch6nreld assumed that there is a corzlation between

W and a7 in the usual turbulent motion, Assuming that W

becomes large only around W0 (0) , the energy transfer

from larger to smaller eddies is given by:

CA) (e) (1-2-2c)
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Postulating that tis enmer is sot constant in the ocean

as In the Ihwtial subrange, but ihneases vith 6' h e obtained

^-, , and Co). - etr 5*

by Intreducing the Atve.S wiecity:

where ~(the vaive OrKWa~)bcomes

1 ( ( ' - -F "( cr) (AV)

from dimensional basis. Let f'l)bo thae inverse murier trans-

form Of Fd(U). Then(t is considered as a retardation function,

beonfisgst/) in case of no retardation,correspoi~vding to rw=

Solnfold considered the diffusion of an instantaneous,

point source, which can be expressed by J= S(XI)()nd its

Fourier transform is QLcO(w;psj . Yor this point sourCe, he

derived the distributionA6t)for the case of no retardation

~FC or of a form of a IHt~ft) whers

t') i~s Bsaviside's unit function. Alternatively, he determined

V(t) for the normal distribution of -6 ()Z, t) or for the

solutions obtained from Joseph and Sondner's equation and from

ioki an equation. By comaring theoretical distributions with

observed data used in Joseph and 8,Aner's study, he conl.uded

that the oceanic diffusion is best fitted by the curve with

seoi retardation and with o( = 0 ? Tbe value - corres-

ponds to / = which indicates the constant dissipa-ion energy

as postulated by Kolmogorov for the inertial subrange.
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Goldst*en (1951) Sewalaed the theory of diffusion Gavem

loped bw Sylw (1921) by mkLM Into account a tendency or ramp.

des vaih to pmesit in Ow@~ directS on. Geider one.

4iMMmION&I wam wia 0& We~ psfoamed by a discrete step

AX In z-diroction at 4m fite interval A + LetR aoxt) awA
Lj (X )-1) be the probaftlity tht the position X Is occupied

at t"R. t by a zightiar Wr a Wetvard-viwne particle, res-

PebI*.7 It +)I4)or .*i Ow prwaaility- thaat the partiole

mome int* unchanged or roverxoeA u1.woaions from the provions

stops It Is roan thats

Rxpanding th. left band sidoss dividing by At and taking the

lImt 4{jO. we haves

VALL -=-)( -

and

44 / jib IIAJ)4d4"'j A( &~6t)j/Aj]
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to wbiet Pp is a characteristic length o f a flight of the par-

tialo. The ptiability P(,t) that the particle is found at

a psUt X at time t- is given by:
P~, =-- R. (Ixt) t L( 0 ) 0 (1.26)

OsiugO )n( 2, ae haxs - ID 7)

in w"i fte difftsivity K Is detned by:

Noble (1961) obtained the solution of the two-dimensional,

circular symetrical form at equation (. 1-). By eauparing the

asge with tim at diamters of dye patches released in a lake

vIth this solution and the solution of 3oseph ad Sendnr's

equation (I22),he concluded that the latter solution fits the

date better tan the former rev the difftusion with a time

scalel lr8 tbbe a few hou ,

Bourret (1960) generali ed the Goldsteints equation (T27)

Into an Integro-differential equation involving the ve1.,aity

auto-correlations of the diffusat. particles. Roberts (1961a)

ceneralised Dourrt's equation further.

DeftnIng the rightvard dIffusing Ai z(: t) by:

T (.,r)= 'Vp f R OL) - L O(A )
we see that:

On integrating equation(l2.940 vor all X and integrating the

resultant with ± , we havei

where A Is constant. 10-



It the partiale is aesmed to move to tho riht at t--0,
tin A= . 7he definition eto yields the L.agranglan aute.or-

relation ot velocity

M (t) U V, - P VIP) (,S

t0 olutte. of e.oa4iM *AIvi O Initial condition )(xV o)=O
ea be ritten In fte tom e8

c ,t)= A- f0  M(t-t') P(,t')dt' ( .,)

Subetituting tils into (*30 e' bve I

2- 7--w- Mf ol;,t)I' '
TbO tbmee ditmenseal fe m eu toif s equation istea P ., a. it . (f -V) P (.Xi, t)C

ST ~ X a;, a 3
Seurwet postulated tbat this equation is valid for general

oerlatiai fumctiins

Mi3 Ct) V:(t)vaJ(ttt1) (~~
although he derived It only for a spectal form of 1(0g)iven by

equatuon (1 3. b).

When these Mz have Laplace transforms expressible as a

ratio of polynomials, the proposed relationO 35o)an be expressed

in differential fining. Let T(:g)and j!eSt()bo the Laplace

transforms of F~ (Xi,t) and M i (t2 respectively, like

Tr (xL ) 5o E (Y4 , t-) e (it
etc.

The Laplaeo transform of equation(iM3 )booomes:
Tr x o) - --2 ) (  a,

where p>7. 0) io h. Initial value of If
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"iO&lt the equitLe OWNi) be written in the foms

A 9?(A) 1T(XI . ) ~ {c ()'(XA]i0)( 1  )

Ap3Lq Un roweree, I~mp. Wamstom to *Ais eqatem.

ve hves

C?(~~)i~P(xt) L f)r.' Jt4 Fr,)o

shomad be replaced with th e"wa'ter a&t An b/8ls* point

sore at the eawin can be .1~se by (xi-)4(~)~)
nr It JPO severa1 a. Ls frn M ) F or the

nd.an diffusi , 'M Ct(t)u Dgit X+ (t) , her. is the

Kroseooer delt-W. and S.t X+" t) AA w f Fo r the Goldstein

squttest M v4t(t -V0 St * CA (- It IVrV/) (12.41)

ram' ruenkol oorre.lati:ons (lre.ikol, 1953),

i9 66 1 * (dj+ j,4) C12-42 C

for the turbulence. described by WMaxrn and Uovrth (1938).

ia ( r Sa ( t)e e io i- IyTay) (124)

m 4L-) (I0 aL 4C)

P(A) tIs1.43f.)
Bourret also proved that, if P'();t) satisfied 0% 3 )

whieh 19 a generalisation c the relation obtained by Taylor (192 )
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Ueborts (16la), for a eon-mprStele aualysis, gasrallsed the

equations 02OBaini 0146) lefte- arm

1)1* CT)j.5b

VP f a)
in which 4()Is a linear ftwktl. 2* w 'Es023*s replaced by$

-fcz (12-46)
ife pestulated the ftwetmi f(.T) of the fae

f ox,*) St Cit d' F -' t - t*Y(x' )t ) 94
Then the solutieon ) ms be written

re Q (x, t)s the Gree's ftuooen for ( This function

satisfies a

and vanishes f or -f < 0 On Gaultiplyine Q2,40) by -e and

lntestatunm over all X , ve have the eq,,.-.timo for - which

yields t M ) a ax (i.S t)

by e arng with* (M1.44. The thee dimensional form ofrO244booemes

at a zj xi d Q ~ iftxi~{~,
whose the integration ove Is ovor all space. This equation

is similar to equation (12a3 In predicting a Gaussian rorm *r

P(, t)with the asret Varianoe as t -'-> . However,

oquationOl) dOtermines;1 P/t in terms of a weighted averag

of P not only over previous time as equations(2-34),but also

over neighboring positions.

Roberts (1961a) also discussed the two-particlo analysis.

lit, divided the probability B(:,,x t)j2,JXthat two particles

should lie in the intervals X(f7~ and ('X. ' +td Y '



pO@@ively, Ltento for parts# the probabilities that both ve

to tft rigt ad $ the lot lad these that each ms in MGo

oPPoLfo direttm 0N bo 14, rame foar differential equations

ow sk Probablity a, uw to ewt nsms (13% Proteed.gs in

:he sone way as fee the sne-wwfta.1. analysis and Uki~f(w7

be ,eM M (k),,,d ,wiv the ogMti.n fer BX X., Ya)

43.963b*~2) i M MOS 40 8VWwoxMtIom 0,x)?'tbj4
aReduma te x edwan's peftlat a (l959). For. the isotrepie

omi, be obtained the appmswmto solution of equation (134 0 rev

S tims t#LV. am er e times t WL Vo ,

whre Lais meroseu or turbules.. and 1O is ro.m.s. of turbm-

lost velocity. Wis analysis iAndIcate that the probability dis-

tributien reemblos that fIw olassical diffusion, but with a

variblo dlfuwivi whisk is proportional to jir* tr small

times ad which ampeaohes for lUre t.mos. The probability

dietrbmUien Ma a sharp front with the finito propagation spood

unliue tf olssiesi diffusion.

Alsow he gave an analytioal basis for the behavior of two

partioleso for the separation 4t mob smaller than Li *

the relative notion is governed mostly by the eddies whose leng

sals Ise of the am order of /L e T, Aefore in a flow of the

hibla Reyn lds rlmibor, the diffuion 4epends on the speotrm of

the turbta.e in the inertial siosafng but not on that of

ew-rg..oontalning eddies, Tho neo r diffusivity N (it)

Intredmeod by Richardson (1926) Is determined analytically. On

assuming results from Kaicnans approimtion

(19), one finds that H(ML) - IL (Jt/,L)'4 and that, in

- 13d-~



are drived on the basic aprxematioe, in which the on" --

coataining eddies do pla! a part is the relative diffuslon.

ft this effect Is eoxluied the KrImqGWev's spectrum I (40-,

I .r1L(I~h~tSS NJ (tO~ l L(VtL) as the

origial podulation of Richardson (lu'), Also we have

-b.- L2- (Vot /L )5 ? inds icates .- that the ML~

ditfusivity N (IL) and the dispereion ItA

are very sensitive to the spectrum of turbulenco Roberf:'

analysis (1961b), therefore, bas preeented a syshetIc treat..

ment of stodastic models and speoWal (or hydrodnsmaic) model

whih vill be discussed In the snst ohaptor,
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13o Vdrdyneic approach to turbulent diffusion,

Zeolrt (19S) Wdiscussed the proees of mixing of oream and

eofTee, bye lassifying the proee a three stages; first, sharp

pdi ea"s a"e fnoed at the MOinbae betvon uWk and cotee,

second tkhe area of interfee imr~deas and masses of cream and

ooffee are distorted by stirring, s" finally the interoaoes

disappear by mwocular 4At Mtes. She ide, is essentially the

sam as these of Obukhov, Tag)lm. &ad o s ;es who applied Kolmo-

gorov's inetial subrange in towtbence to diffusion of passive

quantities.

Robert started from the equation of transport of substance

by aetion of incmpores ible fluids

And

w see ) is the moleoular diftsLivity, and repeated indices are

interpreted an sa mtion, Applying the operator 'V to the

eqmtion(I 'J) and mltaplying V19 with the resultant, we

have%

-(v" ")-a

Integrating this equation over a certain volume T we have*

i = S (70- )1)d6-PXe (13.4-)
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to uhich the integration is taken ever the surface of the volume

and suffiz qt indicates the oeqmonemaw of the vector V9 normal

to the surface, Tho vurfaoe Intevl can be neglected o.parLd

to the volume Integralst CT * P andS

8 efJ('Si") dv- (rI.sa.

C Is the r.m.s* of gradients, I is a measure of Inhomoceneity

of the substa"oo and 00 is a measure of activities of stirringo

The equationi,3i indicates that the molecular diffusivity always

deeroasos the averaged gradients of concentration, Hovverl,

way be positive or negative.

1e0rt discussed an example, in vich U t 4 (1) , )LW- C)
anduIntal Value o 0is given by Q9 -C a .. Q4- -t-c

The solution of transport equation with )t=C is given by.,

which Indicates that the 4T 0- ~ /aI inoroases with

a time for large times* Therefore, thin oxample shows that the

S-term is negtive, and that the sheat ng increased gradients of

eowenttatione

Obukhov (199) and Yalom (1949) treated the passive quantities

in the same way as structure of turbulence, Instead of Ci-

defined by 3W), they considered a measure of inhomogeneity in the
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velume donued byt

L* if the hew arOneOe statistcaml aveae and the primed

qusmties e deviatio frm tho ayeftged vlmes.

SOsWaitIom oe th e usttiom fo W tem oqwstienI4I) yieldse

a" "MM vi r/ am satistoally, we bave

ilsm frn enUd em at LaomeeobilLty is used. Wbon this

equa e is Inbeptod eve as roans 7 , the second term

(dulwrems) ear be tzntwusod Late surface intoegal, %bhob Is

st Somared to the volo leva. * eglocting the surfae

nteval as bofeie we bave$

" -4 i: [  -' (13

It w go of o~a'ae hrs K
Is tie diffusiity, we

fhi iLeatos aist -b terbulost mzing increases and molou1A

diffusion dooro~ the iiewmsgenelty The spctrum of Inham-

essmuoties (e' )A earn be derived by heuristic, treatw its

Lot us uppose that the deviatien Q" is created by the .-th

order vlooltr fluotuatious (ew oddios) with length scale a1 md

wikh ebmaeteristio veloities VI 0 Equation (13q) me tess

tht hw rate at inoreaso of iun4 agemeitios due to those eddies

is eal to V, (8' )% /Iw ) if molecular diffusion is

neglected, The wave number range in" which molecular diffusion
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to noegibe Is called %teevation subrancow by hatebeler (lP59).

When th. e"evetio Puafto .. i8ides With the Inertial su.

ragin ubidh t:i visc"M dMIssiation i.s tuiprtanty Me 1w-

~Wsmi~ton imeresed by tbe n-tb order eddies Per unit tun

wte trameterei to msmler edies oth n~l th eider. ?be

subiiaisns et largwere mdU ue miler ones are* prscribed

br h zessoewetf' * thegw tsee cmpter 10). flhslly. the

team gl Ity a" trait-led to am smallest eddISS (the inth

eide) Is iiss~ted by welsl difsien, Ir w put

?vXU' x$ Use Oahmsf r process .r the

Onutb other heed, 16weluw thesry (Chapter 10) yields in the

Inertial suawg. the spoee'ww fitV,

In which is the rate of dissigotionfr turzbulence .uwergWo

Substitution of this spectrum Into equaton PI3.l1vesuits In.,

?Us. spectrum Is valid under th assumption or tba coincidance

of the Inertial and convection subrango defined by$:

L a * tX $PIV.(13-14)

where Lo is fte loeth scale or seeigy..ontainimg eddies* By

go* of the relations:

* the loegth scale of the smallest eddies is &iven bys
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A eoe rigrsr tboowy oan be oustruoted on the basis or

the oboes o@.uideation. 2n the convection subwanes, In wbtat
X, -. C L ,.te diferen.e - ()

be smldorod a Staftsetgly isets'ie. The stracturo functien

depends an kw j-J.j ( and £ only.* DImnsional

cossieration leads to,

abr 0D is a umLel constant*. b .,4e,, el,4)-(if)'J'7G.
Tkorofore, D . (P-) "" A& More detailed consideratim

lead to "3e foerala

The value of Qn can be dofined as the point of nutorscoton

o f the twue forulastf7) and(G4, i#e.
,% X e-q = I x x . ,.',

or .11 =(120b6'f3/63

Thon, the function Do) (L) can be oxpressod in the form,

D. 00L s' CO' It V (I.y it 1 Co'Am OzteM4P(/Au)4)
where the tbreo dinmnsional spectral density of the structure

rtine -m f 1 i'6 0 1 defined as -

The isotropic conditAion for De(f ) leads to:

Dot)0  -=t 87 5 0 (1(,A43lZ *))3§ N )f

The funotion § a (4 cn be obtain od by a general theory of

bowter Integral, Tor D a (I70"%- )Z43 2w he §a

The eonedlmninal spectral density t9 (4.) is given byIs

- Zr4q)-'(A /4k) (13-23)
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Therefore, we hac-

Two foruulasQ( -3) aaicW1 ',2b) express the tlr o -ancl one-.dimensioanal

spectral density of in tho ctjnvec.1-.on subranga, respeet-

In the range, of wave numbor larger t-a

414(k)is Iexpeted lecreaso more rapic17.,- than 4
beoause toraolm1%OAt arld thus SIODO Of'i~(L)vt ~

axis is more steop in this rango -Lban iLn tho convaction rango.:,

The simple spectra. denzity

-. 1/ .14;AIL0

is found to yield lf.b struct-re twict-on t-2ich :ts proportional

to rt ' for It ~k i by Substitu-4ing into

the Integral of' eqtw. -ion(13-2" of~ this intogral with

the exprss o(3O i'or De~ (it) C l' va, .;ho rolation betvoon

" and Qw:

The upper lim-t Lo of Gh covo~-r rvo -:xn bo

mined from the avera- ditstr;-bLtii,, t-. >i"c ranr-: rZ<

the structure func ;ion D) (T is ~Ost-ly ,ttribizt; 6 by wtl:..s

of the size ,,( : to~ er-Plailld nbova, i3 J = rcacds L

contributions fromv It:%*. dif'f,!once of at Eaen 4:sit~re/j1

* Therefore, the uppo Uiinit.h v. Canb 'I'nod is ~od.t~

at Which these two: ccntribut."ons are oqTihuir
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2" we vel 15

A x~ (V ('.27)
whik om be detenieed VW ueasmLog the average diet ,ibifte

The above discussion is rigurously valid only when the

vif * as Wnrta suta ibi<k s is

t ose When Y/ x 0 ?ben onm..dimensional spoctrm

r (it) of T07Uiiumeeemity) and E ')of ((AI'L (turbulent

vel1eot4-) a" give- by$

and

respectively.

When the convection subranao Is more oxtensive than

the inertial subrango. Zn the part of the convection subrange

beyon the inertial subrango speoiflod by:

the effect of visociaty becomes important and neither the velocity

spectrum (&4)mor the (" pectru is valid. The analysis

e ftoheler (1959) shows that$

Ul"v* ry Y-1) ( in vhich <1 i a an

average value of the least principal =to of strain. Since

46"X r-/ I << I ve have:
r" Xk' . (yti)-, (1,31)



The naf matlo ropgeeenatiewa t speftla. st W O 86am

m figs 13 a.

Urn. v/ 4g k, Jj setum beeim to ral1 of?

am* rapidly than Ad ter wave Mom larger than (E Y(-) '4
wing to the offoet o f the .icleular d1tfVim. The awal27LS

oDat ft belor and GMW T ( 1919) abma Mhat r 1713~- V ('isit
On the ether hand, ror the volooity spectrum the reilation

is ,.ad im tn *er* inmetial olve ais i inLo 11,. 13 b.

Fig, 13 a. Speebwa, of Plaow (U,)&

In the equilibrium range or wavo

/Fig. 13 b. Spectra or 8'4,,d
4

iz In the equilibrium range or
__)?z v.~Wvy* nuwbers for the case J/ (*

,4 oZ (Batebelor and etbere,
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14, Diffusion theory of tidal flushing.

'lb. suject ef dispeOU at a pollutant in water Is an Im-

portast appliestien or the diffusimi theory and here a problem

of tidal flinding is disessede The". are several method In

%Wemiin tae rate or flushing at various types of estuaries

and harbors (Cline and Wishar, 1959)o

Classical tidal prism mothed to suv i'-blo to a small estuory

io siftia the tides; have tbo wmitrm phase* The tidal prism is

defined as the differemee between the volumes of water at

mean bi~bt Ide and mom low tide. 11e basic assw~tions of the

theory arot (1) during eadh tidal cyole the tidal prism Is

replased by a inow supply of water which mixes completely and

emitermly uth Mhe water preesk In the estuary at low tides,

(2) the volume of water moved seaward during the ofb tide Is net

retured on the following flood tide.

lot P and -V be thme tidal prim volume and low tide volum

of the estuary. If (5 Is the salifity of the ocean and R Is

a veum of fresh water discharged during one tidal cyclep the

total voum P t R contains the salinity 6 Be. Threto:.,

the salinity of the .stmwy is PT/(P-t R) i . the

steady state.

Ketebe (1951) and Stelmm (1952) suggested a modification

of the tidal prism method by dividing an estuary into a numer

of seaentas on the grond that the original methzod over esti-

nutes the flushing rate because of the assumptiLon that mixing

:is eemplete owes the entire estuary during each tiLdal cycle,,

8Ines Stamel's treatment is moss general in nature, his



discussion is reviemd hre*

The estuary is d Lded into a mMber of sgmentu, in eash

of udlak mizine Is oomplete at the bl* tide, The low tide

volume and tidal prsiu of each segment are donoted by ""I andP

VONpOLiVely, The Innesrost or ere sgment is defined as the

ome ww* P R#. Lot f. and Q be

the peroentage concotntration of the fro~.- tator (freshness) In

tOe a til segment at the high and low tidoe, reapotivoly, lt'mt

te definition of the zero segment, S o = IQ= I ,

lot % be the seaward volume flux across a landward

bowmmdy Into the n th segmnt during the ebb tide. Then
7M" =  P~i 1-

Then the seaward flux during ebb or flood tide of volume and

resh water filu across landuard and seaward boundaries of the

a th sewt Is as follows:

landward boundary Seaward boundary

Voltme Flux Fresh Flux Volum Flux Fresh FuX
Ebb* -n;,'- fJ~ /
nloodt --(''n- R) --, "- R)$ 14 _1-, ) --'T,-R

where the freshness of the water flowing in the flood tide and In

the ebb tide is and - , respoctively. Because of the

asoeiption that Lzmi.Wlf Is eomplete at high tidol, I-, n

The flux of fresh water volume which passes, across the lad-

wad and seaward boundaries during each tidal cyole Is equal to

the river discharge R in the same period. This condition ot

oensoryation of fresh water volume yields

(T114.5P



at MS landmrd and Seaward be"GOW I, respectively.

%e total rresh er weem at high and lw tide As (RtA ,
OW YA - 0 respectivel. ft eqensvatlon a fewsh wter,

No hn fresh water vln dari the ebb Vz-

o>f .(Pt ) r f, T,., f,' I4s"
and din Ow flood la

Wbar =6 , axe In general different anid sqWl emay

lmJ mLm i oe plote an low tids.

A m r or different results wme be obtained depending

ep the ut of the umag pr Oss Involved, Model Is Ne

dx~Ug ooeurs at low tide se t 4t the water flowing across saw*

boundary on the ftlood Us umohage. Then 5-,= n

Subtituion of this Into eqlmation")yields X a . Model 28

WMzS..g is omelote at low tide and tbe sogments are so large Oat

in MWe l=It =f., '1 0 f the segment -M is In te

0 .Tbas, ftc.n Oquation (11.2a)

lTi -M 2 f~1~~ -rR ) fu,iR etc. (o44)

Model 3:2 If all the water that moves on the flood is oomn water

to the fomof a wedge, thn 0 and rj,
Model 4e M15:1m is caqpete at low tide as well as at bi.& tide,

SUELnatimeg8 anid Yk' fwemQ'j ) and (I43 we have a rotee

teodma e

r~~Ko 's= metholad is8 essentially to define each: sgent by
i, -l~4.-



Smpesit to the lov tide volam a ooadition lIke*

~v~ Z PA + VO (14-6)
s also speoefted the LZIog preess W pestutatiwoat am

teal ft"Mh water volume at bli tide is given b7zSV, ( P,,-rw t ;)=fh,,(4

. K Is Mhe .bas ratio detimd bye

ThYo dIffteent mdels ae be 1lumtrated by a simple

bPefitieal semput J which ftu segmnts are determie

Wuse of Ktbms method9  For each sement, the values ef I

ae d4tenoed frem Ketohumts methods and frem Model 3 and 4e

moel I yields S 'M J) and model 2 cannot be applied to the

present esample* Te results awe tabulatod in the folowing

oma..

AM 1 2 3 Owean
To2 3 3 7 e88"
Uw0 1 3 5 S

AM(~tkn 1 1/2 1/2 1/3 0
ft (341 1 113 1.5 17-8 0
ft (Model 1107/135 8/15 Ile 0

Ths table shows that different bvpotheses rolarding the

wmizng prooess result In quite different salinity distribution

?Us io partly due to the condition that the division of the

segments by Mete1swits definition is not rigorously applicable

to model 1 to 4* Ambiguity on the mL.-zins process 16 inheritaft

to su& discremodels and we can avoid such ambiguity threeh

twr4aet of dir mion as a proees: In continuaeus mdia.



Lie an stome (19S1) disesUe the st**d state diem.

"Ubew of Ou t 840M t"M 1613Oibedl axis at an estwea.

Suon VIM wonint NBwO- ita tiou

minle.(avowin Kitaew . ie IV wate rueal. din4w

" dal OF*U) at a* edSA 1eo

Consider ae 6tiin of aiUm W"tb 4.' H de and'

I cib L a Mw wrion at u3.* is Wamn at Ow river In-

flow* At Mw. swwwd ad L a * salinity .11 i laftaimei

at "at at Mi. ofto 2% immh. m voleolt, of G water Is

ft egaay to asawd to be w to M vil 4vuw fto R and

bo as estuay woe, length is smal compared to a qUester

tidAfl 1lollth the tide Is uniti ever the entire estuary and

its boliot Is given b :r f C0. ~co t7 , The tidal

rxnet ~U determinved from Ite equation at ost ilty Is

D- 7 = -Era S v. '&,C')/M 0+4q)

3'Laontal dimlaosmnt or partioles Is obtained by integat~n

17 with time a
9 9, Co& wt A6 Z~~/H (g.oa)

2a aualW vIth the MUSIng leGRth thesgY* the WArSou1tl

oft afheiyit,% A is o...idered aw -propertimM to J,~

%*Am B3 Ic a nonu..diuewonal oonhuetet

The ditmuuan equation for salinity S in a steady state

beoem i Z (A a/x/7 1



W= co %,L C 14,,,t .3 4t,

13 "e" ,(. ,, 0+4., s .I,)om

TheoWV rse7 n O w~tog t e tan1-ep o ese mbF'- '1' (BL 4 LU. () .14.4)

A l~ug abese niuty data f1or' A1~ierut Inlet,

V*AIoUVUS' Island and ! Raita Itv, New Jersey can be

rtqed am twertioal ies oW) using sitable flusbinc

m1 the inrmWIC values of dlfra' by an esrer ot M-

Idude for the two Cases.

Stomno (1953) debermined A for the Sovcrn Estuary and

MW Awtmn River nang equation(41.) with obser-ved data of S

end Ur R e found that the .ix .ig length cstIated from the

values of A is more nearly the orde- of tbhe depth than that at

tw tidal exomuLon This Is resonable, sinco the actual

umiLug dartu one tidal cycle oourt; In the fonm of vertLeal

afzift of the upper fresh water ae l0 owr galEO water.

IIfmaon and Morgn (1953, 1953vo disoussed a model which

might be called msemi-ontinuous* model. The estuary Ls assumed

to consist of upper and love layer,. In their strapie model,

the lower layer Is at rest and each layer has vrtically uni.

form salinity. There is no horiontal mixing, Ifixing of the

two layers ocou s only at low tide and high tide. Therefore,

duwing flood tide and ebb tide the tpper water moves without
-149-



e wLu Its OS2ALnty (go* Yig. 1 )
Let ~,*~and St,(x) 9 S13x be the depth of lwel

a"d qpP lqw and saliiniw at a Section x arbor nzULUs at

bM* tide M. 1w tidei sW99t1e6 v VOW* ah &W*.P tidal 001

owiieIti arPMRSikely sows to it x 'S A Where I

Is fte tidal amplitude* At low tide just bero w ~ing the

Water in the %%VW 1aYer at G, 60GUAM X CAM ftwO X and thee

bee a sIalty ~X,( I&e salinity or the water

In the loev Uaye at z to G () Theretqwe, the c.etso-

oity at salt at lew tide mining yiLds4

-9 j (N +~ .* 39 ( I-g) = Ne.t fa).) I4I

and at bi& tide mining

T21e lmiwks salt tvanwrt during the fleed tide a"d Ur

*seaward salt tweasport duving Ww eb tide amw appretitely

eqial to

respectively* Therefavr the not ]Landward salt transpert difn

a 41al cycle aeros. a section cdf x is

SWOUS I M4 a~d#4bb)oan be written

.2- 4)-t 15S0- +A)6OtR 141q



respeetively* SvbotOtutiaC( 44 t os .('V0 we haes

21M NMOV aiA4 *RVIMa A al "Vq .ft defined w

imtrm( )n( ),-A -.

Since It As emed at m s no met increase of salt

w a a tidal ool*, this not slwees salt flux mon t eqt l the

not demstwi salt rauz due to i re discr ,0.

TIs alatla beomes Ow se aw " rosa and Stemelts equ-

ation (1I.12): Ifta s

This derivation is Interesting In a some that the basic

asmti ofn at aet, vereteal idzig onl loads to the

net hw'e swl transpolrt similar to the one due to eddy

difftivit. Muranm and 6win (19,9 1955) also treated general

mass vith me" zigorems mathmtios, but the results *btained

se eseswtially the saas as discussed above,

Dooin.U (1960) treated the non-stoeady diffusion prooess

In an estuary. Neo dividod tho estua: into a number of sepmnts
-151-



to saab of *Lf diffLusioe eqation In different frors ts

appllod. MwTh p of ostwksat em during am. tida elo

eXwsed by a matrix *ns ebumein are dse 68 ,eseins

ftoin fer M diffMs i alMein. O applied fthe msid
e 3wm s Vedes Ua.

Zday (1l9f) disaeed a SaltUemay tvo t.4Ssioal diew

tat"eM ot Saliuity I a reetn glar estuary, by solving tow

diftawio equatim with odweie.es berms due to Irrtational wl-

eatles tn the t of dio urier series. MLyaaakL (1952)

dssaasd a solutiom In Iuiuite series of non-steady her.-

sawAwl difteolen equation with advaetiyo currents oengi g

parlodiealy with tie. rAbLo (1952e) solved the no..stady

diffusion eqmtiem with vewtial sizing tem and p wiodoa11y

Ehungiuig advetion two In a finite fomt Ho oomparod the

solutions with the data or fluaLuatites of topperaturo and

sAlnity due to tidal o0rrate

XAeMo (19504),also treated the non-steady diffusion process

alew the long axis or an estuary by solving the equation

im tlLh A r 90-. oonsideftng the condition of an estuary who*

awagso longitudisal compon s of tidal currents is proper-

tiewl to X i owing to the variable cross sections BRe ooa-

pamd the s oluti n of qsmtlon (lt*.)wSt the annual variation of

water teuapatures in an estuary it.; Japanese coasto and ooneluded

that estimate values of A m omparable with those fztoried

ft ,wi.d data of U. aod
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siyo a others (1961) erived a soutlon of the 1e.jlm

ta ia dffestm eqpatLem wn t e a eo tewo oemst"Ot

at *"1mms. end Pefe o onrwmtn and awlie4 It tso -m _tad

_iNUtim ot MUNIty o In two emtaft em on ams

fth @to. Woyami di.wcesoed Me tJdal mixing in a channel Coone@t-

in# two s~ss(195?). Be assumed that the tvo water masses of eaeb

se, wibt salinity S1 and 1 start to adx at zO at the time

tofsayat the beginnig of the fled. Then the salinity distri.-

butien along the x-direoaion,long axis of the channel, vil be

Slom by a solution of the one dimensional diffusion equations

where i3 i the coordinate of the Initial boundary of the two

water masses and Is expressed by S.'K ,and A is the hori-

sental diffusivity. No determined A by fitting the curve (14L2S)

te the observed average salinity along channels and obtained the

relation ,A. 0. . where C. and 5o are th. average

velocity of tidal currents and tidal excusionrespectively. He

seemed to assume that the mixing is completed during a half tidal

eycle.although his analysis did not show it explicitli.

ig Vi#. ohematio diagram showing motion of water due to tides
0id mxing. (1azimoa and Morgan, 1953)
(2) High tide after mixin (2Z) Low tide after mixing

- r--P[I , L ,

(I) Low tide before mixing (XV) Nigh tide before mixing
* -T -

-v4a



5. ftbbuleee and sedimat transporation.

It was alreody V00Mse4 oet sedimsnt .ovement is Intm.

e*41 esmeelated vith t eoeas Altheug in earlier days

mwatempts were made to ewep dample formulas of sei"aMt

transportation toM noe of engineering probliems sucs

objeetivo mot with little success, because basio phenomena

imwveovd, pa oularly IV tusbuemsee yore not fully umderstood

Poe,

Resoet progr in studies of aedlment transport meakanims

ye. suanmrised by UallAske (1943) and tanoni (1953). Careful

obervations of sediment transport by moving fluid indicate

Ot there are three distinct proceses: surface creep, saltation

and fuspension. When the viocity of the fluid exocods a certain

limt, Individual grains begin to roll or slide intermittently

5* isolated spots of the bed. As the vblooity Increases# some

graims are slightly lifted off the bed and execute saltations

as they are carried downstream. As the locity increases

further, the saltations increaso in length and height aod some

of the grains are caught by eddies and are suspended In the

urrento Further Increase of velocity causes much sediments

In suspension sad also the material moves In random patterns of

billowing streags of clouds,

The condition at which sediments just start to move is

mt only intereeting from hydrodymamics, but also of practical

importance. VbIte (1940) derived the critical fluid shear

stress for starting sediment movement by considering the

balance between the drag of the fluid on particles and the

gravity fore. Ike drag Is-given by ore 4 , in



which r is the fluid shear stress at the beds d- is the diameter
of th. train and # is a packing coefficient such that dL/,6

is the average bed area occupied by each grain. The gravity

force is jLP P(d 3  vee O n are the densities

of the sediment and fluid respectively* Taking moments about

te point of suport, we get:

wbeh a is the angle of repose of grains9 White akalyzed data

of 'his experiments and found that r substancially decreases

when the flow around the grains is turbulont0  He used CL/6 as a

parameter representing the intensity of turbulence, where

Vl"* and / Shields (1936)

expressed the results of his expariments in a form:

in which is a universal function and (At A l R is

Reynolds number. He found that the fum tion has a minimum of

0.,035 iv the neighborhood of Rd -10 and it approaches

asymptotically to 0.06 for larger values of Rd Kurihara

(1948) applied the statistical theory of Lurbulence to expluining

ibte .and Shields' semi-empirical formulas,,

The bed-load transport begins when the *hearing stress at

the bed 7O exceeds itz critical value and the rate of

transport (Q4 Increases with the s;ress Therefore, DuBoys

(1879) already derived the expression for QA in terms of

and as:

Q3 = I. l (r 0 - -re,) (,5.s)
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im ubiebs B) j a oortfioient. bu ezporiats have bon soie

to deteuON 5sd Tc. Oi oraiea formlas thus obtained

gimiesto Omy gar iotOe d tel1 mebamnien of bed-loead

imseelm (lbt) imbutdened ot &oe that the grans move

IN s9tpa or JI hOp OW eIOW1 &t *mooods the gravitYo Tb'

promblity that a gra* a Me A boin to move during a

mUt time LntoYal is eOemp@@ed a6 m vwiye as a function of

trnnsport raft Q. * disamiem ad vgot of te particle sd

settling oedity W& as a ftiotnem of the ratio of gravity

foree on the grain to the aboeari8 ames. of the fluid 'r o

Terefore, two uonti4msional pmvmeers derived from quantities

eioi6se@A in esh expression of the probebillty Eight have a

ftumetal relatioe. Theeo paruaete 9P sad mm be expressed

Ws

Ct Q. (PA/f) (,.& yd wj' *

in mi W Is a "o-dimensional ompresion of me sttling

velooty sd Is given bys

(/5r. 4-, C)



*wo Rwis a RIqmolds omn f.Ior the Pattileo im fact, oe

~umu"m theUO eSeam m 9P afteN& fro m w~of e~m

-, e4F V&* -0' it O7

ftwo, t" at pleott as t'Oemordinates o v large die-.

pes ea for smaller O 9 Ot o. ter largesr values ot stres

end transport rate# vMii am to MW of actual

Comryrigt (.19) aplied lastin ns formula forQA to

dpmfies of formation o sam-aves W tidal currents. Ie

oewresood as a fumtion of bid velocity at the bodo Vith

an assmtion that the variations of the fluid velocity are

sufficiently slow for the so"i transport to adjust itself to

th 1i~d ltioeity, me nw eroded per second from at pOrtioel of the

bed du. to the curnt Uy iztee& become
dQCi)

"Ore a Is a perturbation of the basic

eut ent '(Z) caused by a small irregularity of the bed

I14, rate ot erosion ts equal to ( A .t and thus the

mint eqation of continuity is derived ~~:~I)(~'~(s~

The viscous boumary layer theery of fluid notio ner 1ke

bed yields the equation of

L~4ufc + Up.~t i~~
dere 0 and p are real coefficients depending on the basic

croent 7 (3) If the basic oUrret J tidal, its direction

md..speed change vltb te, but the transport Q becomes

dais?-



prominent only near maximum ebb and flood. The amplitude

spectrum of 9 can be determined from equation 0510)as a function

of ' , ?U/at and other quantities rslated to the perturbation

veloeity.

Kalinske (1947) assumed that the transport rate is

proportional to the average speed of grains t times the

average volumes o' a grain C7Y/4) d3  timris tho average number

of the grains per unit area in which

depends on the closanoss of packing of the grains. Thus

The value of '4 can be evaluatod by ovoraging tho instantaneous
velocity of a grain V 1

whore 14 and t1 are respeciivoly instantanoous velocity of the

fluid and the critical fluid volocity tbat will start motion of

the grain and 4 is a numerical conbtant0  Tho froquency distri-

bution of ' is aszumod to be given by tho normal ori-or lai:

he-ye- ( and it in the mean velocily. Tho

mean value of V% i will be

t4-U

in which -

Since a and 4 c are proportional to and

respectively, the equation (15,,i1 ) can b. expressed in a forca

.A / I (r- /,- .
He determinad the fur tion ' for an argumont q/i2' only

from experimental data and assuming that the "T, includes tho

effects of turbulont fluctuation S8 0' implicitly.



The susponded-load quation currently used for determining

ooncentration C in open channel is derived from the Fiokien

diffusion equatiom. Zn a steady state, tis equation is

writt en as s C WC( -

in muich 1A 1is the settling velocity of a pas ticle and 1 is

the vertical eddy diffusivity for the suspendol material. The

mixing length theory is applied to this probleli. The 5hearing

*tressvelooity distribution and eddy visco ity of the flow in

the obasnel, respectively are given by:

•- "T.* (I- z/e.) (is%17)

where t is the depth and -0 at the bede If it is assumed

that '6 =,ieI the integration of equation (15.16)

ith Z yields (g 4il

where CL is a reference level abovv the bed at which the concen-

tration C,.iu known. The Ce was determined in torms of

settling velocity and frequency ditributions of vertical tur-

tleet velocity by Lane and NalinIke (1939), integrati.ng again

he probability distribution of the vertical turbulent velocity

tat is greater than *ettling %Uocityo

Numerous laboratory and field measurements were made to tost

the validity of equation (1S._ 9 These data indicate that the



vale$ of 0( varies fram I,0 to 15, indicating that tend*

t be larger than rush (196) made laberatory ejperi-

wants for the puspese of testing tb similarity between inummtn

transport mmd sediment treasport, by measuring vooeity am

oewantration distribution in a wake of a +-Inch submerged

vertical jet; toeb was directed l te a large cylindrical tank*

Be found that the value of 0( is 0.15, 0.50 and 1.00 for partide

sine of 0.55, 0oi and @.19 w#), respectively, on tb. contrary

to ofer eMrmemts made in one-dimemsional shear stream.

Davies (1"92) discossed the susponsion of sedIments 'l a

turbulent ald dsing statistical theory of diffusions In one

dimemalonal diffusion, 4 t-~;~j ) is defined

as fth transition probability that a particle located at at

time ivJL siio to X. at time ~It .This function mot

saefy the co, itios:

Then Smoluchovsk's classical diffusion tbeo y is expressed by

the Integral equation

* The other transition probability jy ( -Atv that a

particle located ait E)at tine t7 case from x at time t- 40.

?Us tMation 2 satisfied the sane conditions (l,l and Fl4,

-16o-



Then 4 +-A can be defined similarly to (16s9v). if

oeaasionu:

00 (-L)~~y f(CI-1)"We 4(2,t) f(V-X; At, )

are substituted, equation (1S) can be written as:

C15 6)
who"

the similar expassions are obtained for tbe equations related

to P

If the integral equation for ~ (Xt~+()~ti

substituted by epanstons (I5.4) and (JS.25) and by those related

to s the differential equation bocomss:

where: L'

For a Browninan motions a particle moves in jumps or dis-

continuously but if the liW.-t ?6 ts aS z -t0, the physical

process is called Odiffu~ion"o In the fluid motion, the particle

move continuously vith a speed 4 lAt and then alter its

direction instantaneously* But if the limit 24tzists as

S.- 1 - 0 , the process iis called "diffusion by continuous

movemant" and is applicable to the diffusion by turbulence.
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The second moment oe is mean square velocity <LU'

Witb the condition that Lagrangian derivatives of and

are zero, it is shown that the term 1 r in

of equation(5l*2)is equal to:

Id 0~~C , 0 1- _
whore P(Att)is the velocity correlation function. The coefficient

of 0+ is the microscale of turbulence.

The equation ,5.2) now becomes siri'i.'ar to Groldsteia's

equation (1951) which was discussed in Chapter 12 1

Davios, also derived te tratsport equation for suspaonded

.artioles from oneory considorction. 'Iho kinotic oncrg;r of tho

sand particn.s arc, equal to _1c < t Z - I

is the particle volocity. Tho particle prossure is i e t

kinetic energy. .'vis, tho equation of mot.on of an ag,7-egatx.on

of the particles in ver- ical direction bemes

where the second term represents the gravattional fcrc, on tho

particles.

In a steady stat e, Ithe exchange of on;orgy' botwo )n t I,; f''u::.d

and particlo6 .each,;t, equilibi-:.u aric th timo evorare e: .'y

of both sys;ema baco:r s equal to each othor:

The accaluratio r on n pai.- clo dur t1o flu:,d ; i ;o i ,

proportonal to tlie kinematic viscosity , ; .riies -A oi.y

difference between che fluid and mviicluo T1, averaie valoci';-v

difference is expressed in terms of T( )by

-i62-



The equation of motion (15.39) becomes
Va (-rp)LC + (rt . -, ;-

in which ( is a dimensionless oonstant depending on the shape

of particles and density differences between the fluid and

particles*

The influence of the finite volume of the particles can be

incorporated into the equation (|53j ) taking analogy with the

VanPder Vaals' equation of state:

? V = KT ( I-4,r -F (..

where V is the volume of the vessel, 4 is four times volume of

the molecules, kT is the kinetic energy of the molecules and

is a term due to the attractive intermolecular forces. In the

present problem, % /V') = + 6 , since " is takon as

a unit volume. The function F is considered as equal to the

gradient of the viscosity term derived before, and the pressure

for the sands-fluid system becomes:

pr TC + (s~

Thus, the equation(1.4s modified into:

In a non-stationary condition the classical Ficklan equation

of sedimentation Is: I - (8

in which W.5 is the settling velocity. The generalised two

dimensional diffpssion equation which is based on the equation (1S4)

arid (MI) becom es:c46- ( ,,x,-
wheres t 9.C(> C]- fj (i> 440%] *-6
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is the energy tonsar or stress tensor of the particles. This

equation Is a parabolic partial differential equation. If the

third and higher order derivatives are neglected it becomes

hyperbolic. This means that a source of particles released at

the origin has an effect on the entire turbulent field immedi-

ately, but the main part moves like a wave with decaying tail

follewing the wave front.

The theory of heavy particle diffusion * the light of

statistical theory of turbulent was discussed by Yudine (1959)

and Smith (19$9) in their study of diffusion of particles

suspended in the atmosphere. Their arguments included neither

boundaries nor shear flows unlike the problem of sediment dif-

lusion. However, some of their results may be useful for

further study in the sedimentation process.

Yudine considered the velocity correlation function between

vertiosl velocities of a falling particle at time t and L +,

W (t) i) W(& A,It- WAts) A ) (15.40)

This equation Is based on four assumptions: (1) the time

elapsed from the beginning of the process satisfies the condition

>> i/

so that the effect of inertia may be neglected, (2) there is no

difference between the velocity fluctuations of the medium and

those of falling particle, (3) the particle at Z at time t vil

be found at Z- w A , where ri s the integrated

distance due to fluctuations of velocity and 1 is the ettling

velocity, (a) that the fluid tutbulence is homogeneous.

- l6Ii-



in the inertial subrange of locally isotropic turbulence#

the fewm of for AmO or --o Is known, i.e.

where D Is the disslpatLon of energy .a is a numerical factor

of order unity, andS (js) -- U& - P s

where t is anothe.- numerical factor of order unity. In these

equations o Dx and Oa L S.r. the time ud space structure

funation, respectively.

For heavy particles, o3\ O) or &OS)is assumed to

be sero beyond the limit of or 1 , for which relation (.*41 )

or (15-42) vanishes. Iroducing nev vai:Mbles

the function B ( ,) can be expressed as a function

of -P and j.. The lower limit and upper limit

function for 1 (p j) ( satisfying relations ( It-4 )

and ( 15-4 ), are given by.

and

Zn C 1) =B. (j- Ipi) (1-4- )

respectivelysbr the domain P 7 "6 and %,70 . The diffusion

sooffoiont is determined bys-- i~'

-.l6s.-



and substitution of (164,,.) and (W-4-') into (iS4') yields the

lower and upper limit of 7 as

(o,4N,,.+ 140,,)c . ,

LI)
and 9.- 'C, -o! > ,k

9- t( if. +'YOh,

wher 'f is the solution of the cubic equation

0"a f X3 ; , 6-/ _ I-

and the paramoterA has the value

The difference in values of )7 and 4, is zero at

rech maximum at Rw./ and again almost negligible for A>

Smith (1959) treated the spread of particles falling with a

sufficiently large settling velocity so that tha eddy structure

remains sensibly unchanged while it affects the cluster. This

condition is satisfied when the Rulerian time-scale for the

fallin-clustery /Atj_ is much bigger than the Lagrangian time

scale _ L IA- where Pa, is the length-scale of the

cluster and is a measure of the energy-containing eddies.

The velocity spectrum of particles whose distribution is

Gaussian with standard deviation 1" (equivalent to clusbr size)

Is derived, by considering the deviations of the particle velocity

from the average in the cluster -7 Let U (b) be

the velocity In the i-th direction at a point from the center
o the cluster, 2(.)b. the probability distribution of particles

in . Then the average velocity in Is: ±s t;( -k i[jP-P-
.166- ( I)



and the deviations fromfbis average

The average of (14 for all realizations becomes,

Substituting (15.4q ) and (IS.40) into (i5I ) yields

AA

The second relation Is obtained from the assumption of a Gaussian

duster in isotropic turbulence.

The expression of RC( (A) in terms of the energy do.nsityEt):

Is substituted In (15,63 ),.rosulting

where, ZFJ 0-~ (/.e~k The facts.or

In a measure of the responseof a cluster to the energy in wave

nmber . The function E"' (*) is the modified spectrum

and the value of at which E-,,/A) attains its maximum

is a measure of the length-scale Jr of turbulence as experienced
by the cluster.

In order to determine the cluster sins " , the separation

of two particles, say rth and stb particles, 9 (1

is expressed in terms of their respective velocities Ux." and Uj.s

obiLn -UAL 1t5a) e h

Combining this with an integrated form with t ,we have

Yr-U~-16?-_



where the repeated index means summation over " The value of

is so large that Vorrelations of velocities of particles In

the mne cluster but at different times become equivalent to

those of Mooitios of particles in two identical clusters at

the same instant. Therefore,

wbere is a vertical vector of magnitude * C )

Taking average of ( J$56) over all realisations and eval-

uating the velocity correlations, we have:

d IAf 4 Ric (ix0)- cc (es- )

In which the bar over P M+U means averaging all pairs

of particles. The Gaussian dstribution of particles yields the

average of the separation by

C.

for the specific form of correlation functions

equation (I55 ), can be expressed in a form

The spreading of the cluster size m has three different stages.

For very small times, 6 S(d) "TL
Tor tnternedia~e times, LI 7 (V(o) VP~ H~~'~Qkt] (fgs430)
where H)- H(iVbt/M(&))is a function incrdasing from 0 to 0.85 ca.

as the argument increases from 0 to 5. For large times satisfying

which is similar to the relation derived from the ickian

diffusion*

Both Yudine's and Smith's approaches will become a starting

point for treating sediment diffusion in the light of statistical

and upeotum theery of turbu1lnc although modification Is



necessary by taking into acoount the effects of bottom and the

turbulen*e structure in the shesr flow.

tunt 4195*) discussed the dynamics of the system of mixture

of water and sediments. 'Ike flux vector of sediment and water

was defined respectively by fu (( -'.

and " (,- ')- 7.,.C'-4) , where the suffices

and %r refer to the quantities related to sediment and water,

relpectivelyo The equation of the rate of change of sediment

conoentration is respectively given by:

•n the case of st.ady uniform flow where the concentration

varies only in the vertical direction Z , only tho terms of

vertical advection and diffusion ramains. The vertical velocity

of the sediments Lgis equal to V ,-A/S , whereWAis the

settling velocity. Bliminatton of and VA' between (15.6)

and (150 4b) yields

Where there are more than one component in the material

in suspension, the flux vector for each component is defined

a . end the continuity condition

becomes q -f*(5')

for the steady uniform flov the equation for concentration of each

component becomes WA&id-i 4~ A2(Cw

The mixing length theory Vith Karman's similarity hypothe£s
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yteld6 the velocity distribution in an open channel of the depthl.

_- .10

and the shearing stres)

wher 1 i- tbhe nergy gradient, i5 a constant and is the

maximum velocity encountered at the suz'9ce 'I o

The eddy viscosity is given by:

.i': ' ~ f[ ! , C. &s'jY1) (,. ,)F -,-,2/ _l

Substituting this vai into equatiun (15o65), in which the

second term of the left side is neglected owing to its bmall-

nes$, ve have

whoe CIA~ XV4 ~ Y (hST
and C..th c(iklCentla&tAn at a .ofe-un%.e le4avel Z'Z . Hunt

to. Ad uhisb telaton by ompazing vith che observed distribution

of suspended mat.i~ in an experimental flumea
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16. Sound transmission In a turbulent medium.

The velocity of propagation of aound waves in the sea depends

on density and to lesser degree on current. Since there is

always some sort of inhomogeneity in temperature and salinity

in the ocean caused by turbulence and convection, the sound

wave is scattered py such inheu eneity and shows random

fluctuations in Intensities, directions and Aases. The scattering

of underwater sound i* a subject of military interest and a

number of experimental and theoretical papers have appeared

since World War 11. On the other bands the scattering is mainly

caused by temperature microstructure due to small scale turbu-

lence and thu* measurements of sound scattering will give us

Information on structure of the micro turbulence, which would

be difficult to be measured by other method.

The basic theory of scattering in thv vay theory range was

discussed by Berguann (196). The treatment from the wave

theory was done by Pekeris (1917). Llebermann (1951) discussed

the sound scattering measurements in the sea in the light of

these theories, considering probable models of temperature

inhomogeneity in the ocean. Mintser (1953, 1954) developed the

work of Pekerib and derived a rigorous expression for the first

order space average value of the scattered intenbity Obukhov

(1953) obtained a general expression for the fluctuation of phase

and amplitude. This expression ib equivalent to Mintzer's result

in the ray-theory range. Skudrzyk (1957) discussed the scattering

in an inhomogeneous medium in generalt reviewing the existing

theories.



The scattering of plane waves by a turbulent flow with

temperature inhomogeneity is discussod by means of the wave

theory° The spectrum functions of turbulence of the medium

and those of random distributions of temperature will be

incorporated in the intensity of soattord sound wave (Tatarskli,

195t9).

The basic equation for sound propagation in a moving

Sedim Is

C - =0l (16-1)

where P is the potential of sound motion, it are the velocity

of the medium and 0 is the sound veolityo It is assumed that

the mean velocity is sere and that the second or higher power

terms of /C are negligible, where U.{ is the

instantaneous velocity of the medium* Further, because the

frequency of turbulent velocity of the fluid is much smaller

thn that of sound wave, equation (l-)becomes

- c- 'a

with an accuracy up to terms of order AL'" I/c

In the atmosphere and the ocean the sound viocity C i* a

function of temperaturifk.ikee . Therefore, if 6 and e/

denote the mean and fluctuation temperature, rebpectivelyt we

have

C C I (+/1) (16-3)
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Then equation ( 16,. ) becomes

"6 -a C %(,6.'fc)
with an acouracy up to toms of order 0/ / a

wbich fs of the sae order as U/ In the atmosphere, In the

oen, the ratio of the first to the second term of the right

slde is almost equal to I (U'/c) ce I)- and thus,

the first term can be neglected.

Assuming that p' = T e- with "T 7 1T-T, tT1 nut"

whereJT, is of the order of Ju'/C)'Oy (97Yoquation (i6.J)

man be divided into

v're + .9jTa o (t)

V r + , z.. * .T.'r.- 4*+' & T

where A" CA i Cs the wave number.

The soro-th approximation Ire represents the incident wave

8nd for the planvave it is written as

7T. LA (16-7)
where is the wave number vector. Substituting this into

( I ),we have

V 2 r, -dew 7, 'L~k 0 e
ubere i is a unit vector in the direction of 4,

The solution of the Polsson equation

eerresponding to outgoing waves is of the form



where i a position vector ranging over the scattering volume

and the origin of the coordinate is taken Lnside -T . If t

Is much larger than th. dimension of T , the quantity

can be expended in a series of powers of Z'/Z/1  iQe

wher 49 A is a unit vector in i~h4 direction I

for all P/ / i*.. if t>> t , where L and , are the

dimensiont the volume V and wave length, resipectively, then

equation (I - 1 0 ) becomes

where of the denominator of (16,10) itt replaced by ,

This expre-sion repres~intb a splierxcal wave, The function

and V)Oi equation (IrO) can be r-eplaced by ()and the

right hand ide of equataik (16. ).

The average value of the flux density vector of the scattered

energy is equal to

where .TW, and the * meam the umaginazy part and conjugate

value# respectively-
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Assuming "e have

hus

The amplitude i is random due to the random fluctuations of

velocities and temperature. The smen value of ' equals

--
0 

-, 
61(f~muCUiA e'J- 4) +

C

With the assumption that #A' (e)and (Rl)are homogeneous

and isotropic. tbe correlation functions are vritten a*:

because they depend only on )z -3 The condition of incom-

prossibility leads to
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Thus, the double Integral of equation (i6.17) is reduced to one

volume Integral, 1..

fc ibAcpV I ~ -L)eIN(10ii4

+ )e~~~4
(16-20)

The correlation function 84i)whitch is included In the

integral of equation (16-20) can be expresed by a Fourier

integral

where )i a bpectral density function, Substituting this

In the Integral I- , t (z'e' i -, . .,)

we have

where The fuftin-4euaz

it the volumeWV in infinite, and therefoxe 4 L

In the case of a tinxte volume of V , the func.tion

has a skarp maximum near )2- 0 and fosczllates and falls off
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rapidly as A increabes, while

W J V

and -F(o)~ r~(~tY Therefore. F(0 )
is appreciably different from aero only in a region of the wave

vector spee. with a volume of order S t '/v . Thus,

wbere VL- represent the region in space Zvith volume 7)V

near the point -,and Is the

average of (i')over the volume VL.
The spectral density of tepperature is denoted by ()

Let K(Z) be the spectral density of turbulence enirgyo Then

Since two integrals of equation (I'-O) have tho 5awe form

as the integral 1 , they can be expressed by spoctral dendities
. and I tn equation (j~2), If the

volume V' ib so large that the volume VL. with an order of

magnitude &' jT!l IV- becomes small, the factor of TfZ-91in the

Inteeral of equation (16.20)after substituting (16,26)can be simpli.-

fled: ni- VWrti D  I

where Is thu angle between the diiection of the vector T

and "C .9,e the acattoring angle, Therefore, we have
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In the case of isotropic turbulence E (X)O ) and

4> (iZt) -le()and thus A~ (p4?q :- a s;

The energy flux density of the incident wave is equal to

The effective cross section d- ( for the vcattering of

sound in the direction is defined as ratio of scattered

energy into the solid angle & . , ' ,zL4. , to

the absolute value of energy flux density of the incident wave*

Thus

This equation indicates that U-(q)) depends only on spectral

components of the turbulence with wave numbers .2)e 5i,%Y- ar/t

If J(9) Lo , whzere Lois the upper limit of the isotropic

domain of the turbulence, the spectral fuctions depend only on

the local isotropic eddies and not on the large scale anisotropic

eddies. If, further, , <e P' .Lo or

where 'A--Al is wave length, velocity and temperatuz-e cozelations,

Df and a , are expressed by Kolmogoroff s 2/3-power laws
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The spectral densities are given by:

e(x ) " 0o3*C -x"'Y (6 ,)

(X- ,033 e - 6, v

where C/ 
)

is the energy dissipation rate or turbulence and N is the

rate of dIssipation of temperature inbouogeneities (See

Chapter 13 )o Then ye bave

(16. 3+-)

Pekeris (1917) and Liebermann (1951) used the correlation

function for temperature f luctuationst R (J)"- e 4,1/*- (1635,)

and Potter and Murphy (1955) used mathematically more rigorous

function; ', ( r-) -e- (.q) 6-35)

Since in the sea the effects of turbulence velocity ib negligible,

the effective cros* seotor, of (6'O30) dependv on temperature

correlation only. The ratio of the scattered intensity to the

incident intensity is IP1/I4 j I-- ' [,+444Si%]'ar; ,, )

for the correlation function (16.354) and
Ots 4 4ct Q r)( 4 iLA %'dT I '-PsiI I.AA/ P--7

for the function (16.3,Yb) wher e &' (4 /C}) "

in which C and AC are sound velocity and its fluctuation 1

respectively) *uffix i and 6sc mean3 incident and acattered

wave* respectivelYjand 2AV is an elementary volume of the soatterers.
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The angular width~lof the scattered beam can be defined

by ?., lb . r. Mr)d , ,,where ) ,

the directivity factor ef ( G.3bI). The exponent and the

Gaussian R (it) respectively yield

The total energy Ze scattered in the forward direction

0 S9' 10 4Z/4. is given by integrating respectively equation

or (I-.&b) A:C ( 12 (a.a/l.

The second expression is identical with Nintzer's (1954)

result. The first equation can be interpreted as the total

scatterkn by tie aggregation of irregular patcheb whose average

radius is 9 and the number is '-t It/. o Since the

scattering by a single patch is equal to +o C

the total scattering becomes

"j', -- ( ,&A a< a' 4. oz A, 3-a N-(-37, //.)

The above discusbon i' valid for zcatueving foi large

values of k)Z . For small valuob of ft the phase angle 0 between

TSE and Pi becomes important. The scattering in such case was

treated by Bergman (1946) and Lieberman (1951) from the theory

of geometrical optics. Skudrsyk (1957) treated this cabe by

an approximate method using a model of aicattering by small

patches.

if £PS I «I> , the magnitude of the resulting

pressure in given by

P 4 +: (P, +pS o ,)+ (P,,.&,,4l]IWP,.+ Pc"'*4 + 6,.4o)
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The scattering by ;.:. all patches causes the pha.e angle 4-7r/9 *4

as the first appro.z mation, whore & is Lhe phase delay due to

the difference in path between the scattered and the direct ray*.

Since the maximum opening of the beaug scattered at individual

patchob is equal to where i* given by equation (16-374)

and r is a constant nearly equal to 1) the maximum path

difference is expr': .d by

At^-- 4n (I-. )a(m9r (1.4

The maximum phase delay is given by

The pressur-e 'uctuaLzont aro conveflonf..y expi-evsd by the

coefficient of the oiplitudeariatkon whch i defined byt

=~~~ Pscol5C

:L

where the coefficieiui iis the average o f L C - k Since

~ L4i arnd the dzsrrbut.±on of can be

considered random,

0rA
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For low frequencies or long dltance. , 10 >>I and thus

j o Therefore, Mintzer's interference scattering

Is obtained respectively

for the correlation function ( IA350.) or (J 3S )o For high

frequencies or sho... distances 4 ~

As the frequency increases, 6 4, decreases but I31increases
and thus remains finite, In fact, if the didtance

satisfies

substitution f from ( 164-) and of 7 AC from

into (I .3) yields

The range /i s i/ idenkxfUed a- the focusing ungo

which wae discubsed by Bergman (946) in contrast wih the

interference range >> 4,0; di.cussed by Mintser (1953).

if T 5:I - 34 , equation ( 16,4-7 ) becomes identical with

BerIan s equation

Vhitmarh and otherb (1957) and Urick and obhers (1958)

discussed the data of imultaneout meaburemenvs of temperature
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microstructure and sound scattering in various cotditions of

the ocean, Mean square temperature differences measured by

two thermistors at the distances from 2 inch to 10 feet both in

the horizontal and vertical directions show, a good agreement

with Kolmogoroff*s 2/3 power law. The coefficient of amplitude

v a was c-sured with 24 kc and 60 Icc waves for theaiation T

range of 50 to 150C lards. The theoretical curves of Yp were

computed from equarion (-4kb) and ( 16-1 ) using the sum of

two Gaussian correlation functions with an assumption that the

temperature fluctuations are cuased by two kinds of patches

whose average scales are 35 and 150 inche-,. The observed relation

bewteen - and the range was reasonably explained by the

theoretical curves thus obtained, amthough scattering in the

data is large.
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